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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
January – March 2021 

 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 

officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 

emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 

 

The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 

newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 

marketing campaigns. 

 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Lifestyle 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 

 

 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 

issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 

 

 NBC4 News Conference  

The NBC4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays from 

9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 

community leaders, and government officials. 

 

NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 

problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 
 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:00am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11a 11:00am – 11:30am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 4p 4:00pm – 5:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5p 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6p 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 7p 7:00pm – 7:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News 5:00pm – 5:30pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 12:00am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:47 1/4/2022 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

well, you can see it in the distance, a single engine cessna 152 
making an emergency landing on the sand at seal beach around 
1:00 this afternoon.  two people in the plane that’s typically used for 
flight training.  radar track of the aircraft after it took off from 
torrance indicates the pilot was probably on a training flight off the 
coast for some time when the plane developed some sort of a 
problem and then made a forced landing on the sand. 

2:46 1/10/2022 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a pilot who escaped two life-threatening emergencies owes his life 
to two lapd officers.  first his little cessna crashed onto some train 
tracks.  then officers pulled him from the wreckage as a passenger 
train sped directly towards him and only seconds to spare.  tonight 
the pilot is recovering, and we’re hearing from a grateful relative.  
nbc4’s john cadiz klemack with the latest from pacoima.  reporter: 
the impact so severe, this is what was left of that cessna aircraft.  
photos of the wreckage shared with us today by dan mortensen, 
co-owner of the plane that went down.  dan mortensen is the pilot’s 
stepson in law.   he’s suffered significant damage to his face, a lot 
of broken bones.  he’s also got broken ribs.   reporter: dan says 70-
year-old pilot mark jenkins is recuperating and stable and most 
importantly, alive.   he cheated death twice in two minutes.  go, go! 
reporter: it was lapd officer who’s would ultimately pull jenkins out 
of that plane mere seconds before the metrolink train would slam 
through it.  they consistently made sure to check out every year in 
regards to maintenance.  as for the experience in flying --  he was a 
fighter pilot for the air force. 

1:05 1/12/2022 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have more breaking news right now.  this time, from 
sherman oaks.  as you can see, a fire in a strip mall.  this one, near 
the sherman oaks galleryia.   eliana moreno once again live at 
news chopper 4 alpha for us.   chuck and colleen, we are just off 
ventura boulevard and ramona avenue and the la city fire 
department has a defensive firefight on their hands in this strip 
mall.  and i was just able to find the name of at least one business, 
which comes back as a beauty salon. 

0:41 1/12/2022 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now o to a story of a hiker near pyramid lake.  he had a terrifying 
encounter with a mountain lion.  he had just seconds to decide 
what to do next.  hey! roar! that is eat thing -- he roared at the 
mountain lion, and scared it away.  and that’s exactly what the 
experts say that you should do. 

2:25 1/17/2022 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we’re learning more about the teenagers killed last night in 
a tragic accident in pasadena.  the friends all died after the driver 
lost control of his car, crashing into an embankment there.  nbc4’s 
hetty chang live right now in pasadena just off the 210 freeway, not 
far from where that car ended up.  hetty.  reporter: colleen, that’s 
right.  in fact, that’s the 210 freeway overpass behind us here.  
below it, the memorial site where tonight’s light rain didn’t stop so 
many young people from stopping by here tonight.  we’re told that 
the car was so mangled that chp investigators initially thought that 
the driver had driven off the overpass.  mourners crowded onto the 
narrow sidewalk under the 210 freeway to remember the young 
lives lost here, their futures cut tragically short sunday night.   it’s 
hard.  it’s like it doesn’t feel real.  it feels like a nightmare.  it just 
feels like he went to a friend’s house and he’s going to come back, 
but he’s not.   reporter: 20-year-old jacob munoz says he knew all 
three teens. 
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0:26 1/17/2022 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a group of lost hikers in malibu creek state park were rescued this 
evening.  a rescue team was sent out to the park just after 4:00 this 
evening when one of the hikers finally managed to get a cell signal 
out and call for help. 

0:21 1/17/2022 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new video of some scary moments on an icy interstate.  i-77 in 
charlotte showing a car spinning sideways here before flipping over 
the center median. 

0:39 1/31/2022 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

also breaking news near where a motorcycle officer was involved in 
a fatal crash.  with a pedestrian just after 9:00.  let’s go live up to 
news chopper 4 alpha.  we’re going to get the signal with her 
reestablished in a moment.  when we do, we’ll get that report from 
her. 

2:28 1/31/2022 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a family is desperate for answers tonight.  after a birthday night out 
turned into an unimaginable loss.  a mother of five tragically killed 
when she fell out of a party bus.  her family is sharing their loss with 
hetty chang.  outside their north ridge home, surrounded by family, 
and photographs of the love of his life.  he somehow found the 
strength fo speak about an unimaginable loss.  i’m broken.  i’m 
destroyed.  heather garcia was the mother of their five children.  
ages ten to the youngest just one year-old.  this is from her 29th 
birthday last year.  she would not make it to her 30th.  which is 
today.  the young and vibrant mother was out celebrating a family 
member’s birthday and her own friday night.  on this party bus.  just 
before 3:00 a.m., investigators say she fell out of the bus.  onto the 
northbound lanes of the 101 freeway near downtown l.a.  when she 
was struck and killed.  you pay for something for a service that you 
want.  that person get their safe and come back safe to you.  so 
you can hug them in the morning. 

0:23 2/22/2022 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have two fires to tell you about.  first this home in west lake.  it’s 
a total loss.  140 firefighters have been at the vacant house on park 
view street.  for the past 45 minutes. 

0:14 2/22/2022 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

there’s this one at a commercial building in downtown l.a.  this 
broke out before 9:00 tonight.  news chopper 4 was over the 
building. 

0:24 3/2/2022 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, at least one person is injured and seven others were 
shaken up in a school bus crash that happened in south los 
angeles.  this occurred around 7:30 this evening along south 
broadway and manchester. 

0:23 3/2/2022 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight crews are still fighting the jim fire.  this fire has been burning 
across more than 500 angeringe s in the cleveland national forest.  
the fire broke out on the holy jim trail between riverside county. 

0:16 3/11/2022 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
firefighters putting out a fire at a home in watts.  we flee over the 
fire around 10:30.  several cars were burning. 

1:01 3/14/2022 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a tragedy at a middle school in orange county today.  students 
were evacuated after a suicide on campus.  police got a call from 
the middle school around 9:00 many th morning.  after the principal 
found the assistant principal dead inside a locked bathroom.  the 
district describes him as a father, brother and husband.  and so 
much more.  he was a good man.  a lot of the kids liked him.  i 
remember him from cross country days. 
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1:51 3/16/2022 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we’re learning more about the 2-year-old boy and his baby-
sitter that was struck and killed in a crosswalk in riverside 
yesterday.  hetty chang was there tonight as the boy’s father, 
family, and friends held a candlelight vigil.  reporter: their photos sit 
at the center of the growing memorial across from liberty 
elementary.  alihia morales was julian’s baby-sitter.  the were to 
were tragically hit and killed in a marked crosswalk after picking up 
julian’s 7-year-old sister from school yesterday afternoon.  he was 
just a pleasant little soul.   reporter: roxana maxim is the crossing 
guard at hayes and melrose streets.  she had just left 40 minutes 
prior to the crash.  you’re driving a vehicle in any street, you watch 
for pede pedestrians.  reporter: a school zone as well? especially in 
a school zone. 

0:56 3/17/2022 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

that breaking news out of pacific pal saids.  a car went down an 
embankment into the ocean.   over head for us in news chopper 4 
alpha.   this crash happened about 10:15 this evening.  and sunset 
boulevard.  it’s a collision between two vehicles.  the one that you 
see on the road.  the one that we’re focusing on now is the one that 
went down into the water.  i’ll bring up the brightness and 
somewhat able to make it out. 

2:02 3/21/2022 11:01p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

also new tonight 11:00 a construction site and a tense rescue of the 
this evening.  after a worker fell in to a 50 foot hole.  tonight we’re 
learning more about how crews managed to get him out and robert 
kovacik is in the studio with us.  with those details.   yes, we are.  
we’re getting answers for you after what we showed you live on the 
news tonight at 7:00.  65 fire personnel going into action tonight in 
bell canyon.  victim played a key role.  he was able to help them 
help him.  there’s no better way to put it.  on his way down it must 
have been terrifying.   when he landed.  25 feet down a 50 foot 
hole.   this rescue is high risk and low frequency.  they are low 
preelkt si this is something we train for.   ventura county and l.a.  
city fire departments working together.  moving quickly but 
carefully.   always a concern in a confined space is make sure any 
further collapse doesn’t happen. 

0:28 3/21/2022 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

today crews were working to remove the wreckage of l.a.  county 
sheriff department air res kus five.  a helicopter that crashed over 
the weekend.  a super puma chopper.  it went down in the national 
forest. 

0:29 3/21/2022 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a union pacific freight train jumped the tracks this morning.  sending 
nearby residents running.  three engines and 13 cars loaded with 
lumber came off the tracks.  the woman who lives near west k 
street said there was a lot of banging and screeching. 
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2:26 3/21/2022 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it’s far from an isolated incident.  it’s one of dozens happening in 
san bernardino county in recent years.  our investigative reporter 
uncovered interesting new details.  a screeching train then smoke.  
the rumbling woke me up.  i was like that doesn’t sound normal.   
this home camera capturing the moment 13 train cars derailed.  
and tumbled off the tracks.  the company says the cars were 
carrying lumber and one caught fire but quickly put out.  this all 
happened in san bernardino county.  which the i team found had 
the most derailments in the state last year.  the data we obtained 
shows the number of derailments increased 42% from 2019 to 
2020.  across the state in all other counties, the number of 
derailments actually decreased over that same time.  the number of 
derailments did decline in san bernardino county from 2020 to 
2021.  the total number was still significantly higher than any other 
county.  the leading cause of all derailments switching issues and 
failure to control.   this is like the second time something like this 
happened. 

0:37 3/22/2022 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

bounce house gets swept away during a wind storm in north 
carolina.  the ring video shows it flying through the backyard.  
barely missing a boy standing nearby.  the homeowner says the 
gust of wind caused the straps to break on the bounce house.  
everyone was worried there was someone inside. 

0:38 3/22/2022 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news right now.  this is live in north hill.  you can see 
down there that is a house fully in flames.  live over the scene right 
now.  gabe.   this is going to be the 10,000 block of north avenue.  
we just spotted this as we were coming back to our home base. 

2:14 3/23/2022 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, we’re learning more about trancho palaos verde 
mother who collapsed and died at the finish line.  hetty chang with 
how it happened and what the family is planning.  reporter: despite 
still grieving, the paddock family warmly welcomed us into their 
home.  they say they want everyone to know who she was and 
what she stood for.  say hello.   reporter: trisha paddock was all 
smiles at the start of sunday’s l.a.  marathon.  her husband ryan 
says she was an avid runner and walker, but compassion drove her 
more so than the course.  she was very passionate about no one 
being excluded.   reporter: sunday, paddock, a 46-year-old mother 
of three, was walking the charity challenge a underserved 
communities with substance abuse services.   she was excited to 
be a part of the event.  she had a beautiful smile on her face.  and 
we’re just stunned.  we’re all shocked and stunned.   reporter: 
paddock’s husband was waiting for her at the finish line of the 13. 
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2:18 3/28/2022 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

hours later, spring storm still packing a punch for some tonight.  
hetty chang joins us live with look at weather and rescue that 
caught a lot of attention today.  hetty.  reporter: indeed, chuck.  but 
first here in orange, raining on and off all evening.  east of us, some 
residents still under voluntary evacuation order because of the rain 
but yes, rescue to the north in los angeles proved just how 
dangerous a storm can be.  a southern california soaker, blanketing 
the freeways and the roadways with much-needed rain.  williams 
canyon, and --  reporter: too much for the burn scarred areas in the 
canyons, under voluntary evacuation orders.  too much water for 
some streets in san gabriel valley.  but the rescue that had many of 
us glued to the tv, two humans and canine.   one ran into the water, 
trying to grab dog.   reporter: a good samaritan who risked getting 
into the rushing l.a.  river to get to the dog.   a very dangerous 
move.   german shepherd mix was washed away as his owner was 
saved from the river. 

0:54 3/28/2022 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this is vigil for three men killed in high-speed crash in anaheim, 
accident so violent, car was consumed in flames before everyone 
could get out.  just before 2:00 a.m., anaheim police saw a white 
mercedes speed past, hit a brick wall, sheer a fire hydrant and 
burst into flames.  officers pulled one man from the vehicle, too 
late.  another was killed when he was ejected and third never got 
out. 

0:34 3/28/2022 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this one really seemed to come out of nowhere.  a terrifying snow 
squall that suddenly cut visibility to zero on interstate 81 northeast 
of philadelphia.  result, three dead in 50-vehicle pileup.  cars, 
pickup trucks, tractor-trailers all crashed into each other in whiteout 
conditions. 

0:21 1/3/2022 11:34p 
Business & 

Industry 

2021 ended on a very high note for elon musk and tesla.  the 
electric car company set a record for deliveries last year, up 87% 
and far exceeding wall street estimates for the fourth quarter. 

2:01 1/12/2022 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

store shelves are looking a little bare these days and experts say 
the revolving door of covid cases is keeping workers at home and 
and put an extra is strain on the supply chain.  nbc 4’s vicki vargas 
explains.  reporter: this is the pasta aisle at smart and final in 
orange.  albert sons in irvine, missing shelf after shelf of oj.  and at 
this ralph’s in dana point, an apology where there should be cans of 
crisco.  welcome to the new normal.  the problem say experts is 
twofold.  first, personnel.  many like jose ortiz became sick with 
covid and had to take time off.  in his case, seven days, which 
meant his second in command took over the meat department.   i 
never called in sick in my 31 years, i never call in sick.  and this 
time, i had to.  before you get sick, you kind of work.  you know, but 
this time you can’t do that.  reporter: fewer people means there are 
fewer hands to put the items out for sale. 

0:33 1/24/2022 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

finally tonight.  the nfl teaming up with pepsi and special ops 
military vets.  to restore an important part of the ll.a.  marine e koe 
system.  restoring a kelp forest.  it’s been over run by sea urchins.  
it slows the effect of climate change. 

1:03 2/1/2022 11:19p 
Business & 

Industry 

flying under the radar is not an option for elon musk.  partly 
because he’s the wealthiest man in the world and now a very clever 
teenager is tracking his every move.  for more than a year and a 
half, freshman jack has been sharing an automated flight tracker on 
his twitter page.  called elon jet.  every time the private jet takes off 
or lands.  his location is tweeted out.  his account is picked up a 
few fans.  quite a few.  musk is apparently not one of them. 
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0:41 2/1/2022 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the rams found another way to boost the spirit of business owners.  
today teaming up with quick books and mail chip to surprise three 
small businesses with grants.  glow and flow beauty supply.  
sharing that are gratitude.  this is a huge boost.  it’s a huge big 
surprise.  and go rams.  go rams house. 

0:23 3/2/2022 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

netflix is announcing they’re stopping all production in russia as the 
invasion of ukraine continues.  the streaming giant is in fact putting 
all future projects on hold in russia. 

0:13 3/2/2022 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 
spotify is filing a suit.  the music streaming giant says it is closing its 
offices in russia indefinitely. 

0:33 3/2/2022 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

an architecture and design firm wants to breathe some new life into 
an iconic flight club along the sunset strip.  the viper room will be 
replaced with a 12-story mixed use building.  this is what the 
redesign look like back in 2019. 

0:23 3/11/2022 11:19p 
Business & 

Industry 

as gas prices surge across the u.s., uber is adding a surcharge on 
rides and food delivery.  dpepd depending on the distance it will 
cost an extra 45 to 55 cents. 

1:08 3/22/2022 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

a sports bar in downey is getting bad press before it even opens.  
tonight protesters want to make sure the owners know they are not 
welcome in the community.  the adult bar has a bit of a point of 
contention since the proposed take over of an old denny’s 
restaurant not far from schools.  demonstrators outside the city say 
they have a problem with the wait staff and uniforms.  i have done 
research and i found their long trail of criminal history.  that this bar 
tracks. 

2:06 1/26/2022 11:04p children & youth 

an update to a story we first brought you on the nbc 4 news at 
11:00 last night.  a high school basketball player in orange county 
the target of racial slurs.  tonight a show of solidarity on the court 
and beyond.  nbc 4’s hetty chang is in irvine where the city’s mayor 
says she wants this incident and previous ones investigated.  
reporter: in the stands at portola high, more spectators than usual 
for a wednesday night game.  many here showing support for the 
basketball team that goes far beyond this court.  our friends from 
across the city want to stand with us in solidarity.  so i want to thank 
them.  reporter: players from both university high and portola high 
linking arms, standing in solidarity after a laguna hills high school 
student shouted racial slurs at portola player makai brown as he 
was at the free-throw line friday night.  chain him up.  who let him 
off the chains? who let him out of his cage? reporter: brown’s 
parents in the crowd tonight wanting to speak on camera again, but 
expressed gratitude for the support coming from all over. 

1:51 3/9/2022 11:07p children & youth 

we’re learning more now about the brawl that forced crenshaw high 
school into a lockdown today.  one student is calling it a case of 
bullying that spiraled out of control.  that student claims that she’s 
been targeted by classmates and now their parents.  nbc 4’s 
darsha philips now has the story.  reporter: crenshaw high school 
was on lockdown today after a fight broke out between parents and 
students.  school police officers weren’t able to tell me how parents 
got on campus, but one mother said parents scaled the fence to get 
on campus and confront students.  crenshaw high school on 
lockdown today because of a fight that turned into an all-out brawl.  
crenshaw is not safe.  it’s not right.   reporter: this mother and 
daughter, who did not want to show their faces on camera say 
today’s incident stemmed from this fight. 
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1:50 3/11/2022 11:07p children & youth 

jalen connish out standing high school football player: tonight his 
friends gathered in at the field where he played to remember this 
young man who was taken too soon.  jalen was killed over the 
weekend in a horrific roll over crash.  nbc4 was at the high school 
tonight.  a celebration of life for 17 year-old jalen connish.  taking 
place on the football field where he practiced and played.  and later 
hundreds stepped out onto the track that was lined with luminaries.  
decorated throughout the week in honor of his life.  six laps around 
the track.  for number six jalen connish.  his football coach moved 
to tears at the memorial.  remembering a life taken too soon.  he 
smiled always.  in the weight room or missed a tackle.  he was 
always a big smile.   the 17 year-old happy out look got him the 
nickname smiley. 

0:34 3/21/2022 11:33p children & youth 

first graders in the l.a.  unified school district all earned $50 today.  
parents were informed about the new higher education savings 
program.  called opportunity l.a.  this is where the city of l.a.  opens 
an account on a child’s behalf. 

2:23 1/4/2022 11:17p consumer 

a woman is trying to pick up the pieces tonight after her apartment 
in koreatown was flooded by a faulty fire sprinkler.  she contacted 
nbc4 because she said no one would help her, and already she’s 
seeing some results.  nbc4’s gordon tokumatsu with more from 
koreatown.   reporter: this is one holiday season that harriet will 
never forget, and not for any good reasons.  these are pictures she 
sent us of her koreatown department from way back on december 
10th.  that afternoon as she was decorating for christmas, a fire 
sprinkler started expelling water.   black dirty water gushed all over 
my living room, destroying everything in the living room.   reporter: 
she called the property managers.  they told her, we don’t know 
how to turn it off, and she says they didn’t for 45 minutes.  an inch 
and a half of water standing all over the apartment.  reporter: when 
l.a.  city firefighters finally turned the sprinkler off, they told her they 
didn’t initially respond because it’s not attached to their system. 

2:19 1/20/2022 11:01p consumer 

but all of these cases continue to impact classroom attendance in a 
negative way.  there’s also a new warning about scams linked to 
sign-ups for free covid test kits.  nbc 4’s beverly white joins us live 
with more on all of this.  beverly? reporter: that’s right, colleen.  the 
better business bureau says it’s no surprise scammers are 
targeting americans who want to get those free covid test kits sent 
to their homes.  the bbc says -- forgive me, the bbb says identity 
thieves are targeting people and exploiting the registration process.  
the u.s.  government wants americans to register online for free 
covid test kits.  four kits at no cost per mailing add address.  the 
u.s.  postal service starts shipping the kits in a few weeks.  but 
experts say thieves are right now using phishing schemes to 
demand payment and to steal identities.  if someone sends you an 
e-mail it’s not the government, you see someone that says hey, 
we’re the government, go to this website. 

0:19 1/20/2022 11:33p consumer 
scammers apparently using qr codes now to steal your money.  the 
fbi’s warning the next time you scan a qr code make sure whatever 
site you’re redirected to is the right one. 
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3:29 1/26/2022 11:14p consumer 

are you still waiting days for results from a covid test? if so, you’re 
not alone.  two weeks ago, the nbc 4 i-team exposed a huge 
backlog at california labs and some of the major ones promised 
some big improvements.  our joel grover has stayed on this story 
and discovered that turnaround times at many of the labs have only 
gotten worse.  reporter: i pulled into this free test site in sherman 
oeblgs that says it uses genstar labs to see how quickly they 
promise results.   what’s your turnaround time? 24 to 48 hours? 
reporter: 24 to 48 hours you get your results? yes.   reporter: not so 
says keith jeffrey, who says he got test heard back on january 5th.  
it’s almost three weeks after you got tested.  have you gotten the 
results? i haven’t gotten any results.  reporter: public health experts 
say labs should give you results within 24 to 48 hours.  state of 
california data examined by the i-team shows only 68% of all covid 
tests are being turned around in a day or two.  that’s down from 
recent weeks.  well, actually, right now the test turnaround time is 
not getting any better and looks like it mite mai be getting.   
reporter: dr.  dr.  jeffrey klauser is a consultant for curative labs 
whose one and two-day turnarounds have dropped by 38% 
recently.  other major labs like lab corp.  are doing even worse, 
turning only 21% of tests around in a day or two, a big drop from 
previous weeks.  the demand for testing has increased 
dramatically. 

2:03 2/22/2022 11:07p consumer 

that conflict maybe happening thousands of miles away, but the 
impact is global.  already being felt here.  hetty chang reports 
tonight, experts are sounding the alarm about rising prices.  and 
now rising concerns about cyber attacks.  as images of troops and 
tanks emerge from the show down with russia, cyber security 
experts warn it’s what we cannot see that may present the biggest 
threat.  the russian play book in dealing with offensive military 
operations has incorporated cyber attacks on infrastructure.  the 
alert from the department of homeland security.  every organization 
in the country is at risk of cyber threats.  and now the time to test 
back up systems.  and strengthen security measures.  for the 
average american it’s much more dramatic than changing a 
password.  it’s the fact your lights don’t go on.   he served as 
principle adviser to the u. 

0:26 3/10/2022 11:19p consumer 

inflation in the u.s.  is hit a new milestone.  reached a 40 year high 
jumping nearly 8% from february of last year to february of this 
year.  some price jumps are the highest ever recorded on items like 
furniture. 
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2:59 3/11/2022 11:16p consumer 

well, a record high gas prices has sparked a new crime wave.  all 
over the country.  and specifically right here in southern california.  
we’re talking about the theft of gasoline in the tank of your car.  this 
is not like in years past.  they would simply siphon it from the tank.  
this could leave you with hundreds or thousands of dollars in 
damage to your vehicle.  the i team consumer investigator has 
information for you on how to avoid becoming a victim.  mechanic 
tells our sister station telemundo 52 about his latest repair.  
replacement of a customers gas tank.  someone drilled a hole in it 
to steal gas.  we’re already hearing about reports of gas theft from 
across the country.  including here in southern california.  triple a 
says spiking prices are to blame for the increasing theft.  currently 
in california, the average price for a gallon of regular unleaded is 
$5.72.  the national average is $4.33.  california are paying a dollar 
more than almost everyone else in the country.  this new wave of 
gas theft is costing car owners more than the price per gallon.   
what thieves are doing now is they are actually drilling into gas 
tanks.  to remove the gasoline that way.  which of course damages 
the gas tank and that could be a costly repair. 

5:05 3/14/2022 11:14p consumer 

finding place to park your car can be one of the most frustrating 
things about living in l.a.  in one neighborhood, residents have been 
complaining to the city for 20 years.  that a business has been 
illegally hogging street parking.  but the city hasn’t done much 
about it.  so those frustrated residents called the i team.  he went 
under cover and his investigation is already getting results.  it is 
almost impossible to find a parking spot in this neighborhood.  i 
couldn’t find a single place to park in this silver lake neighborhood.  
because so many of the spaces -- another car.   filled with fancy 
cars.  another ferrari.  so who is monopolizing the spots with other 
pricey cars to depriving nearby businesses of parking for their 
customers? it’s illegal to park the cars on the street? yes.   the 
culprit is someone who residents like brian --  i have e-mail the 
mayor.   e-mailing and calling officials since 2002.   it’s a classic 
city hall pass the buck.   and nothing has changed.  it’s like i should 
e-mail joel.   until he e-mailed the i team.  saying please help our 
neighborhood.  this city can’t or won’t help us.  you responded 
quickly.  after he e-mailed us, the i team decided to watch his silver 
lake neighborhood starting at dawn.  we noticed workers from high-
tech automotive repair which services high end cars parking 
customers cars in street spots meant for residents.  staying passed 
posted time limits and continuously feeding meters.   this entire 
block is from the autogarage.   that’s illegal under l.a.  code.  which 
says no vehicle shall be parked outside of the approved enclosure 
on which a car repair lot is located.  that means no street parking.  
surely the illegally parked cars must get ticketed by parking 
enforcement? it turns out on street cleaning days during street 
cleaning we noticed that parking enforcement officers.   this car got 
ticketed.   ticketed every car parked in a street cleaning zone.  
except for the fancy cars.  our under cover cameras were rolling.  
as parking enforcement rolled right by the high-tech cars.  without 
issuing them citations.  people in the neighborhood have been 
complaining about the problem for 20 years. 

0:23 3/23/2022 11:19p consumer 

an outbreak of the bird flu in the u.s.  could send already high food 
prices even higher.  farmers say they’ve been forced to slaughter 
hundreds of thousands of sick birds and chickens, and they fear 
they’ll lose their entire flock. 
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5:20 3/28/2022 11:13p consumer 

angels pitcher skaggs.  michael k.  williams, musicians prince and 
tom petty, among the millions who died from fentanyl.  celebrities 
make all the headlines, across southern california similar tragedies 
unfolding with sons and daughters, deaths rising at alarming rate.  
with crackdown on doctors for flooding the economy with pain pills, 
increasingly turning to black market, unwittingly buying dangerous 
fake drugs.  lolita lopez spoke to investigators and man who made 
living selling drugs until they nearly killed him.   walked into his 
bedroom to give him medication, found him dead.   teenager meets 
dealer down the street, comes back with pills, doesn’t wake up.  
somebody overdosed, same day, twice.  because of the pills.  
because of the fentanyl in it? yes.  reporter: focused on getting 
them off the streets.  this is a national emergency.  reporter: lost his 
teenage son in 2020.   it’s just horrible.  thought he was consuming 
oxycontin kill, but enough fentanyl to kill four to seven people.  
reporter: federal officials say it’s up to 100 times more potent than 
morphine.  just takes one time.   reporter: taking counterfeit pills 
that look like legit medication mixed with highly addictive fentanyl 
and sold on the black market, often marketed on websites, easy to 
find and buy.   it’s russian roulette, playing with fire.   reporter: we 
sat down with lee, says he used to make and sell bogus pills, press 
thousands in an hour.  asked us to conceal real name and identity.   
there’s text messaging apps, make a fake email, completely 
anonymous.   reporter: since 2019, number of overdose deaths 
caused by cocaine and heroin in california nowhere near the 
number linked to synthetic drugs.  nearly two-thirds deaths 
connected to synthetic opioids, fentanyl.  telling i-team responsible 
for 50% of drug deaths in l.a.  county.  this is what i have in stock, 
this is the price.  reporter: used cryptocurrency to hide transactions, 
then one day overdosed on his product.   thankful i’m not dead.   
reporter: five months sober.  i smoked fentanyl.  reporter: she sees 
people like jen every day kerry tests them for us.  taken from newly 
arrived patient.  most deadly thing out there.  every community is 
open air drug market. 

1:00 1/3/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news is in south los angeles at a wild ending to a 
pursuit.   eliana moreno live over the scene right now in 
newschopper4 alpha.  eliana.   reporter: we’re at 120th street and 
san pedro in south los angeles where the lapd 77th division was in 
pursuit of this stolen car.  let’s roll some tape and show you how it 
all ended.  the driver of that vehicle driving at fast speeds on 120th 
street, losing control, and crashing into some parked cars. 

1:04 1/3/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is identifying a mother and daughter who were killed in a 
four-car crash that happened in norwalk this weekend.  a vigil is 
growing for shannon and her teenage daughter ashley.  they died 
after being hit at the intersection of foster and studebaker on 
sunday.  police say that a 26-year-old driver from las vegas ran a 
red light, then crashed into their car.  a man who lives nearby heard 
the crash, went outside to help, and as he got closer, he 
recognized the victims. 

0:30 1/3/2022 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the founder of a failed blood testing startup known as theranos was 
found guilty of charges of fraud and conspiracy today.  that 
individual is elizabeth holmes, the founder of the organization 
charged with 11 counts of lying to investors about the company’s 
technology. 
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1:49 1/4/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and that breaking news is a deadly hit-and-run in chats worth.  
police have arrested a driver they say killed two people on bicycles.   
people driving in the area tell us the person behind the wheel was 
driving erratically.  eliana moreno live in newschopper4 alpha with 
details for us.  eliana.   reporter: chuck and colleen, this is a 
situation where there are two scenes.  we’ll start here at the first 
one, which is where those two people lost their lives.  this accident 
happening at about 7:30.  the bodies of those two people now lie 
under those pop-up tents.  what i’m going to do is push in here, and 
you can see one of the bicycles that one of those individuals was 
riding before they died.  now, the person that hit them fled the 
scene, driving about a distance of about half a mile. 

1:57 1/4/2022 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, the manager of a restaurant is recovering after 
security video shows him being hit by a car.  the owners of the 
restaurant in redondo beach say it was because a couple took off 
without paying the tab.  nbc4’s hetty chang has the very latest now 
on the investigation into that violent confrontation.  reporter: the 
owners of ragin’ cajun cafe say they’re known for their big portions.  
so when a couple showed up monday afternoon and ordered a lot 
without staying long, owner lisa hodges says something wasn’t 
quite right.   they ordered about $90 worth of food, and soon after 
they asked for some to-go containers and they asked for their 
check.  what had happened is they decided to dine and dash.   
reporter: hodges says the couple was sitting here at this table, and 
when the manager realized that the couple didn’t pay their bill, he 
hopped over this hedge to confront the couple, who had already 
gotten in their car. 

0:16 1/4/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newschopper4 alpha was over the end of a police pursuit.  this is in 
lancaster.  the driver and his passenger were connected to a bank 
robbery nearby. 

0:24 1/4/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another chase that started in alhambra tonight just after 10:00.  
police were after three people, including the driver, for petty theft in 
alhambra.  they led officers across three different freeways before 
getting off the 60 in monterey park and then ditching the car. 

2:11 1/10/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news is out of the florence-firestone neighborhood of 
south los angeles where an off-duty police officer has been shot.  
there’s a large law enforcement presence out there as you can see 
as they continue now to search for the gunman tonight.  nbc4’s 
robert kovacik is live on the scene right now with the very latest for 
us.  robert.  reporter: colleen and chuck, you’re exactly right.  there 
is a very large law enforcement presence here in south l.a.  tonight.  
we are talking about the los angeles county sheriff’s department 
setting up a very large perimeter here in south l.a.  as they look for 
those responsible for shooting a los angeles police department 
officer.  now, as we take a look at some video as well from 
newschopper4 alpha, eliana moreno flying overhead for us, you 
can get a sense of just how great of an expanse we’re talking 
about.  what happened here around 9:30 this evening is that 
someone, perhaps as many as three people, approached that off-
duty lapd officer in an alley, and an attempted robbery occurred. 

0:21 1/10/2022 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh, my gosh.  oh, so close.  and newschopper4 alpha was over the 
end of this pursuit through historic south central.  police spotted an 
armed man with a gun, and that’s when he took off. 
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0:25 1/10/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re learning more about the deadly deputy shooting outside a 
bass pro shop in rancho cucamonga.  san bernardino county 
sheriff’s deputies say they were following a man wanted by u. 

0:48 1/10/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

difficult good-byes today for a 14-year-old girl who was killed by an 
lapd officer’s stray bullet in a burlington store.  it happened last 
month.  valentina peralta was in a dressing room when she was hit 
by a stray bullet that was meant to take down a man wanted for 
assault.  the 14-year-old died in her mother’s arms, and today her 
family remembered their daughter and civil rights activists pushed 
their fight for justice. 

0:38 1/10/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today we covered a couple of really unusual pursuits.  both involve 
stolen white trucks and they happened just minutes apart in los 
angeles and orange county.  the first ended at a golf course in long 
beach around 3:30.  we picked up the pursuit on the 91 freeway, 
then over to the 605. 

0:33 1/10/2022 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

15 minutes later, newschopper4 was over another pursuit, and 
again it was a stolen white truck on a slow-speed pursuit through 
the san fernando valley that ended in hollywood.  the driver got off 
the 101 freeway on hollywood boulevard, where he just narrowly 
missed that metro bus. 

0:39 1/10/2022 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in new mexico say a teenager has now confessed to 
throwing a newborn baby into a dumpster as seen on a security 
camera.  the infant is alive, but we want to warn you the video may 
be disturbing.  now, all this happened over the weekend.  police 
say that an 18-year-old, alexis avila, was seen throwing a bag 
containing the newborn into the dumpster, then driving away. 

0:58 1/12/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news tonight is in woodland hills.  that’s where the 
bodies of three people are found in what police think is a drug 
overdose.   right now, overhead in news chopper 4 alpha with more 
on this.  eliana? chuck and colleen, this investigation is taking place 
not far from the toe pain ga mall on victory boulevard and glade 
avenue at an apartment complex.  you see lapd officers from the 
gigz on scene, and there is homicide detective here as well. 

2:47 1/12/2022 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also tonight, emotional tribute to an lpapd officers, friends and 
colleagues are remembering him as a humble and hardworking 
officer.  he was murdered while house hunting with his girlfriend in 
south los angeles.  the tributes coming in just hours after four 
people were arrested in his death.   nbc 4 joins us live now from the 
union area with the very latest on the investigation.  robert? colleen 
and chuck, he wanted to be a member of the lapd since he was 10 
years old.  and he only got to realize that dream for three years.  
working here at the lapd’s olympic division.  now, we have told you 
about fernando, the honors glad from berkeley, the hardworking 
member of the force but now, his family says he lost his life 
because of a $200 piece of jewelry.  the line of lapd officers outside 
the olympic division where he worked while a line of relatives and 
friends enter the home where he lived.  a city in mourning.   
fernando was your child before he was our brother.  reporter: 
remembering 27-year-old officer fernando arroyos.   this officer died 
as a result of a street robbery.  reporter: in an exchange of gunfire.   
he wanted to defend his girlfriend, and, you know, to stop these 
guys from doing it to anyone else. 
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0:28 1/17/2022 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have some new video in the meantime only on nbc4.  this 
shows a scuffle between rams fans inside sofi stadium.  you can 
see people on the ground there, some pushing, some shoving.  
possibly a few punches thrown in one of the stadium’s inner 
breezeways. 

0:25 1/17/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, police are searching for a man accused of killing a 
worker inside a bar in long beach.  the deadly confrontation took 
place last night at crow’s nest bar.  investigators say it all started 
with an argument between a worker and a customer. 

2:07 1/17/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i’m sure by now you have seen pictures like this.  what a mess.  
tons of trash and debris along the union pacific tracks in lincoln 
heights.  this is the same area where a train derailed over the 
weekend, and it’s the same place that nbc4 first broke the news 
about how people were breaking into freight trains and making off 
with the cargo.  nbc4’s ted chen tonight has more on who’s to 
blame and what’s being done about it.  reporter: union pacific today 
sent crews here to the railroad to try to clean up the trash as it was 
meeting with the city to try to put a stop to it.  both sides pointing 
the finger at the other.  the trains kept running during what looked 
like an impossible job, cleaning up miles of trash along the railroad 
in lincoln heights with the likelihood that more trash would replace it 
as long as more cargo keeps getting stolen.  that amount of trash 
didn’t happen overnight. 

0:33 1/17/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

costa mesa police are getting creative with thieves who target your 
car’s catalytic converter.  in the last year or so, the number of 
stolen catalytic converters has more than doubled.  thieves can 
make a quick buck as they sell them for scrap metal and they leave 
their victims with a very pricey repair job. 

0:31 1/20/2022 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows the end of a deadly chase with a stolen 
motorcycle in the west hills area.  the video is difficult to watch and 
we have paused it before the moment of impact.  the motorcycle 
rider slammed into the maroon car on the right side of your screen 
here at a high rate of speed. 

0:51 1/20/2022 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a tense ride turns physical for airlift driver who’s 
assaulted by the passenger in the back seat.  according to the 
driver, he picked up a passenger in hermosa beach and after some 
resistance he convinced the man that he needed to put on the face 
mask.  a message that didn’t sit well with the guy in the back seat.  
and by the time they got to the beverly hills area, that’s where the 
rider wanted to be taken, the confrontation escalated. 

1:57 1/20/2022 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of a disturbing roadside confrontation after a tense 
standoff between the driver of a truck and a man blocking the road.  
the driver runs into the man.  tonight that driver is wanted for 
assault with a deadly weapon.  nbc 4’s hetty chang spoke to 
witnesses who watched it all unfold in jurupa valley.  actually, my 
business was heading to o’reilly’s.  reporter: joshua stockbroker 
says he was on the opposite side of the street this afternoon but 
could hear and see the commotion.  a man acting erratically in the 
middle of the street in a heated exchange with a driver who had just 
gotten out of his truck.  seconds before stockbroker says the man 
on foot was harassing drivers near van buren boulevard and 
wimanite avenue.  stopping cars and getting in front of them and 
screaming at them and pointing his finger at them. 
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0:50 1/20/2022 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dash cam video of a kaedly highway patrol shooting in el sereno 
last year has now been released and the family of the man quho 
died is renewing their calls for justice.  the video shows a struggle 
between two officers and lionel chavez.  at one point chavez runs 
toward the officers and one of them opens fire.  chavez does not 
appear to have a gun. 

0:49 1/20/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of people gathered today to remember brianna kupfer.  
the ucla student was killed while working alone at a furniture store 
in hancock park.  24 years old from pacific palisades.  she was 
stabbed to death last thursday.  police suspect it was a random 
attack.  today loved ones shared their immense pain, and they 
plead to bring an end to violence in southern california. 

2:59 1/24/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

very scary.  keep your masks on that don’t even work.  what a 
freaking coward.  right now, patience wearing thin during the 
pandemic.  this man accuse of taking frustrations too far.  he 
harassed children in a parking lot over their choice to wear a mask.  
good evening, everyone.  adult stepped nd to record the end of the 
confrontation.  right now nvt tors are using the video to try to 
identify the guy in the t-shirt and shorts.  nbc4 live with reaction 
from the sheriffs department.  and the community.  that’s right.  l.a.  
sheriffs tonight confirm they are investigating what went down 
before the video that was shot last thursday at a shopping center.  
it shows a man accused of verbally abusing children wearing face 
masks walking home from school.  stay scared.  keep your mask 
on that don’t even work.  the man who shot the video tried to 
intervene.  after seeing that man yell at a small crowd.  i discovered 
they were kids.  i saw adults there.  they didn’t particularly do 
anything.  and he just kept going.  and kept getting closer to them.  
he believes the man targeted mask wears students leaving the 
middle school.  and the antimask man turned on him.  look at this 
grown man with a mask on.  what a coward.  sheriffs confirm the 
antimask man drove off before deputies arrived. 

0:47 1/24/2022 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you.  we have breaking news.  a bomb threat under 
investigation at gallen center.  getting foggy out there.  we go up to 
josh.  that’s right.  we’re taking a look here at the center here.  
where there was a bomb threat.  we know there was a game 
earlier.  that game has long been since over.  and thankfully the 
stadium was empty besides staff. 

1:00 1/24/2022 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two l.a.  city counsel members say they will seek a $50,000 reward 
to he find the person responsible for death of -- the 16 year-old shot 
and her body dumped along the 110 freeway.  in south l.a.  earlier 
this month.  activists from operation hope were the first to offer 
$5,000 today.  to help find her killer.  her family has been pleading 
for the publics help for two weeks.   please.  step up.  i haven’t slept 
in days. 
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2:35 1/24/2022 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the super bowl just a few weeks away.  it’s not just the game that is 
in focus tonight.  officials say the big events like the super bowl are 
susceptible to human and sex trafficking.  tomorrow several 
organizations are launching a campaign to tell people about the 
problem.  and encourage them to come forward if they see 
something that is not right.  nbc4 robert kovacik live for us in lax.  
where the campaign kicks off.  it’s important to enough bring 
together california attorney general, l.a.  city counsel president.  
officials from lax and air bb and others with the message there is a 
dark side to any event that attracts thousands of people.  and the 
biggest game of the year is no exception.  sport brings people 
together.  millions of people are trafficked and exploited around the 
world.  it’s happened in the places you call home.  the cities you 
visit and events you attend.  the super bowl is the focus of a 
campaign to prevent human trafficking.  it is being forced.  into any 
type sexual act or labor act.  and being sold into a modern day 
slavery.  this video featuring nfl players just released by the non-
profit. 

0:24 1/24/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11 k campus police warning ucla students to be on the 
lookout for a group of thieves who attacked a student.  police say 
the men in this car robbed and assaulted a student earlier today. 

0:22 1/24/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details about an arson investigation in downtown l.a.  a 
homeless man now under arrest accuse of setting a car on fire.  
security camera footage shows someone putting something 
underneath the car. 

0:43 1/24/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new orleans penguins center has been hit with a dozen charges 
stemming from an incident at his home last year.  this is police 
body cam footage.  they were responding to a 91 is call about a 
domestic dispute involving him and his girlfriend.  when the lapd 
arrived.  he got into it with them as well. 

0:41 1/24/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we have video of a familiar crime.  take a look.  a burglar 
caught on camera here.  crawling through a business in river side.  
this was captured earlier this month inside crown gold exchange.  
the owner says the guy successfully slid right by the security alarm.  
managed to get away with $15,000 in silver. 

1:15 1/26/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 news at 11:00 starts with breaking news.  and that breaking 
news is out of sylmar tonight, where a driver was shot on the 5 
freeway.  this is the scene on the northbound side of the 5 at the 
roxford on-ramp right now.   just eliana moreno is overher us.   this 
shooting happened on the northbound side of the 5 freeway at 
roxford street, a shooting that happened just before 10:00 when 
somebody in one vehicle opened fire on the man who was driving 
this car, striking him in the face.  now that man was taken to the 
hospital by the fire department, and he is expected to survive. 

0:26 1/26/2022 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now the fbi is looking for a man they say has robbed or tried to 
rob more than a dozen banks in l.a.  and orange county.  they’re 
calling him the green gator bandit because of the face and neck 
covering he typically wears. 
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2:06 1/26/2022 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the reward to find and convict the killer of a 16-year-old girl dumped 
along the freeway is now more than $100,000.  nbc 4’s beverly 
white has the latest on the investigation and the voices demanding 
justice for tioni theus.  the fund to help solve the killing of tioni theus 
jumped to $115,000 with the state of california adding $50,000 to 
the pot.  16-year-old theus was found dead of a gunshot to the 
neck on january 8th on the 110 freeway.  her killing sparked 
sorrow, outrage, and this statement from governor gavin newsom.  
the california highway patrol has exhausted all investigative leads 
and requested that a reward be offered to encourage any 
individuals with information about this murder to contact the chp at 
323-644-9550.  in a controversial news conference with george 
gascon, the chp updated the case.   we’re exhausting all leads we 
currently have and we’re very confident we’re moving forward in a 
positive direct and hopefully have good news in the very near 
future. 

0:31 1/26/2022 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some frightening moments on a high school campus in westlake 
today.  one student was stabbed by a classmate there.  it 
happened just as lunch was wrapping up at miguel contreras 
learning complex.  during a fight between two students, one of 
them pulled out a knife and stabbed the other one twice. 

3:02 1/31/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight ucla responding to alleged threats to students and staff 
made by a former researcher in the schools philosophy 
department.  good evening.  this comes on the night before 
students will head back to school.  nbc4 robert kovacik live on 
campus for us tonight.  with this late breaking news.  we are still 
trying to gather all the details for you.  we investigated the unit can 
confirm the fbi is aware of the situation.  now this all comes as ucla 
students return to campus.  some reluctant to be here.  given covid 
concerns.  and now have one more reason to worry.  a lot of people 
are really just like -- like i don’t know.  it’s just like really fearful.  and 
it’s hitting hard.  tonight fearful students sharing concerns for their 
safety.  messages that have been going on.  non-stop like did you 
hear about this.  i’m not going class tomorrow.  allegedly involving a 
disturbing material.  posted on social media by a former researcher.  
who no longer lives in california.  just after 9:30 p.m.  ucla sent a 
statement.  the police department is aware of the concerning e-mail 
and posting sent to some members of the community today and 
actively engaged without a state law enforcement and federal 
agency.  we will keep the community informed as we learn more.  
what about tomorrow? he’s not sure if he’ll return to class. 

0:56 1/31/2022 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an apparent fender bender that turned into a full on road 
rage incident.  this is video from a parking lot.  along the old road.  
the driver of one car records a woman getting out of a dark colored 
sedan.  and smashing the windshield with her elbow.  the driver 
tells us they were following the van because it hit their car minutes 
earlier.  they pulled into the plaza where we figured they had 
enough. 
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2:03 1/31/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grieving father opening up about his son’s untimely death.  at a 
house party.  jaden griffin one of four killed at a gathering.  for the 
first time, beverly white speaks with his father.  jaden’s father was 
out of town on business when he learned his son had been gunned 
down on january 23.  while police searched for the killers, he is 
focussed on his loss.  images of jaden griffin shared by his dad.  
will live in his heart forever.  he rushed home after his mom called 
to say their son was gone.  i got the phone call.  i was shocked.  i 
was hurt.  i was broken.  and i was just sitting around trying to 
figure out if it was true.  jaden and three others were killed at a park 
avenue birthday party.  by shooters armed with assault rifles and 
one handgun.  his 21 year-old son worked construction.  dreamed 
of being a boxer.  and texted him about going to the party. 

2:37 1/31/2022 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just a few days now football fans and reporters from all over the 
globe will be headed for los angeles.  with an even as big as the 
super bowl.  security is top of mind.  for agencies like the lapd.  
investigator reporter spoke with the lapd chief.  about the challenge 
ahead.  city officials say they had their fingers crossed that the 
covid spike that sent 1,000 lapd employee ts home earlier this 
month has passed.  the department says it’s not just high visibility 
patrol and security but it will be unseen work to go after anyone 
targeting venues or visitors for robberies.  this is an organization 
that has contingency plans.  the soup bowl is played outside l.a.  
city limits.  his department is ready to play a significant role in 
security.  despite working with a reduced staff and recent weeks 
because of covid.  it’s not just around the stadium itself.  but at 
other locations tied to the game.  like the l.a.  convention center.  
hosting a fan event.  the super bowl experience.  beginning this 
coming saturday.  and hotels and other facilities holding events for 
teams sponsors and fans.  particularly in west l. 

2:13 2/1/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news tonight swat teams swarming a neighborhood 
feet away from the beach.  a welfare check at a home in new port 
beach.  the home of a reality tv star.  it turned into a barricade 
situation.  that went on for hours.  good evening, everyone.  police 
say the former real housewife of orange county star is safe and at 
least one person is now in custody.  nbc4 hetty chang is live.  
where that stand off came to an end.  this was a tense stand off 
situation that ended shortly before 9:00 tonight.  a large police and 
swat team presence.  just left the area.  a short time ago.  exactly 
what felony investigation took place here police aren’t saying.  they 
will only say they were asked to check on someone inside the 
home.  the house is surrounded.  exit with your hands out.  swat 
teams focussed for several hours on the the ocean front home.  
they believe two suspects may have been barricaded inside the 
home.  property searches and several neighbors confirm the multi-
million dollar house belongs to real housewives star. 
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2:39 2/1/2022 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have additional details tonight on a former ucla lecturer accused 
of making threats about a shooting on that campus.  we have 
learned that there was a restraining order against the man for 
making death threats last year.  robert kovacik has more on the 
restraining order and how the man hunt ended in colorado.  that 
restraining order filed last year by the uc region.  the governing 
body of the entire uc system.  to give you a brief time line of what’s 
gone on here last night at 11 we brought it breaking news.  ucla 
acknowledging a disturbing e-mail and post sent to some members 
of the community.  out of state authorities and federal agencies had 
been contacted.  before midnight last night, ucla announcing all 
classes this tuesday would go online.  and then things moved 
swiftly.  to try and find the former researcher who was allegedly 
responsible.  tonight students can prepare to go back to class 
tomorrow.  i’m relieved that he was arrested.  now that a former 
academic has been taken into custody.  authorities say matthew 
harris a post doctor fellow in the philosophy department posted an 
online 800 page manifesto. 

2:11 2/1/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it’s been more than a month since the body of a teenage girl was 
found on the 110 freeway.  and still her family is struggling to come 
to grips with their loss.  new details suggest that young woman may 
have been the victim of sex trafficking.  nbc4 beverly white shares 
the family’s continued call for justice.  the pain is unrelenting for 
family of 16 year-old.  found shot to death january 8 on the freeway.  
and laid to rest last week.  in the hunt for her killer, l.a.  da claimed 
this may have been a human trafficking victim.  if true her loved 
ones say the characterization stings.  her name is conversation.  i 
don’t want her to be the poster child for sex trafficking.  i’m sad my 
little cousin had to be thrown and tossed the way she was.  but 
there’s so many other young girls that can be saved.  at this nuz 
conference with her family, experts who work to rescue women and 
girls from that life.  bringing stats and stories that proceeded the 
teenagers killing. 

1:58 2/1/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family filed a lawsuit today after their special needs daughter was 
abused by a man who was hired to provide in home therapy.  that 
abuse was caught on camera in the person who assaulted her was 
arrested and later convicted.  we made the decision to tonight to 
obscure her face.  because she’s 16.  we have the story.  first a 
warning this video you are about to see maybe upsetting.  the video 
is disturbing for anyone to watch.  especially the victims mother.  
she couldn’t believe this was happening to her.  and her daughter.  
speaking through a translater.  she tells us she installed a hidden 
camera in her home.  she noticed bruises on her daughters body 
and changes in her behavior after receiving in home behavioral 
therapy.  she has autism.  a brain birth detect.  and can’t speak.  it 
was frightening for the parents to not be able to ask her is anything 
bad happening to you. 

1:07 2/4/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news is from police officer shot tonight.  good 
evening.  over the scene right now in news chopper 4.  that 
shooting took place near the interchange of the 70 and 60 freeway.  
and residential area.  just off angela believe the sho place in the 
alley way near the white vehicle.  the officer was shot in the leg and 
expected to survive.  the person who shot him fled in to one of the 
apartments.  immediately after shooting.  was taken into custody 
about 15 minutes after that. 
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2:39 2/4/2022 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime we have details about the attack on a 49ers fan at so fi 
stadium.  the mayor says he’s seen the surveillance video.  and 
now he’s shedding some light on what may have provoked it.  that 
fan is in a medically induced coma.  live tonight at the stadium.  
with the latest.  that’s right.  in his first public comments about 
sunday attack the mayor confirms he watch the video of the 
altercation.  now the city for the time being has no plans to revees 
the video.  the mayor says it shows violence on both sides.  five 
seconds.  push.  turn around push.  punch.  it wasn’t even five 
seconds.  mayor describing the encounter caught on tape.  that left 
40 year-old to the hospital.  he remains comatose.  after security 
found him unconscious in a parking lot.  that’s where the mayor 
says detectives located video of him and a group of people.  when 
an altercation erupts.  he pushes somebody from behind.  that 
person when he turns away pushes him.  takes another step 
toward him and punches him.  looks like in the mouth area.  he 
falls.  back on his head.  on the back of his head.  the mayor says a 
doctor noted his facial fracture and another believed he was 
potentially a victim of assault. 

0:29 2/4/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they were blind sided on a busy street.  new video tonight shows 
two students being attacked then robbed on the way to school.  
surveillance video captured yesterday morning shows two girls 
being attacked on busy melrose avenue. 

0:25 2/4/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men taken into custody after they were caught on camera 
holding up employees inside a restaurant.  surveillance video that 
was taken two weeks ago shows two men storm into all that 
barbecue. 

0:37 2/4/2022 11:34p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take you to the scene of breaking news a homicide investigation.  
over the scene live right now.  news chopper 4.  this is happening 
on the 16,800 block.  where it crosses with the place.  the lapd west 
valley division is on scene investigating this homicide. 

1:03 2/9/2022 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriffs homicide detectives need help to find person who 
murdered a 14-year-old boy in the florence firestone area.  and new 
security video offers their clearest clue yet.  detectives say that in 
july of 2020, otis otis rayjon williams was shot and killed as he was 
walking alone in an alley between east 98th and 99th street.  
investigators are now looking for the suspect vehicle seen here.  it’s 
described as a newer model 2015, perhaps 2018 blue dodge 
challenger. 

0:49 2/22/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now pursuits go this really is one for the record books.  a woman 
stole a party bus.  took it on a joyride for three hours.  this bus was 
stolen this morning by a woman in san diego.  chp didn’t spot it until 
it was headed north on the 405.  in west l.a.  driver got off at pear 
blossom highway in palm dale.  and slammed into the back of this 
car. 

0:24 2/22/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight.  a confrontation on the streets of lancaster.  turned into 
a deadly dog attack.  take a look at the after math of the attack.  it’s 
not far from the 14 freeway. 

0:53 2/22/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman is now suing the lapd claiming officers put her in jail for 
nearly two weeks in a case of mistaken identity.  she says she was 
arrested at lax last april.  after police told her there was a warrant 
for her arrest out of the texas.  she told police she had never been 
to the state of texas.  and said they failed to check her license.  
when she offered it to them. 
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0:52 3/1/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

15 year-old boy in the hospital tonight with critical injuries he may 
have been pushed in to oncoming traffic.  this happened on 
monday afternoon at the intersection.  witnesses told officers it was 
some sort of altercation.  between a group of young people and 
that teenager.  they say he was pushed into traffic.  and that’s 
where a tesla hit him and the group took off. 

0:20 3/1/2022 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re following breaking news out of the long beach.  a pickup truck 
slammed into this apartment building tonight.  it happened along 
rose avenue. 

0:51 3/1/2022 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

orange county sheriff department released new video of a deputy 
shooting inside a foothill ranch walmart.  in january.  that’s how the 
struggle ended.  being shot in the head.  this started with deputies 
were called to stop a man and a woman accused of trying to steal 
some merchandise.  when they tried to handcuff him, there was a 
struggle.  the sheriff department says civilian tried to help the 
deputy. 

1:55 3/2/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 starts with breaking news.  a large momentum is now a crime 
scene.  a man in his 80s was murdered, and a another man in his 
60s injured during a home invasion robbery.  i’m chuck henry.   
we’re streaming on roku, fire tv and apple tv.  let’s get to beverly 
white live from encino where residents there are shaken.  beverly? 
that’s right, colleen.  a man in his 80s killed and a second man in 
his 60s pistol-whipped by two, possibly three robbers.  the crime 
scene is a home here on densmore avenue with no signs of forced 
entry.  the lapd says a wall blocks this circular driveway from the 
street and may have provided cover for two or three robbers who 
parked their white suv here, entered the home and shot and killed 
the homeowner.  police arrived around 5:15.  they found one victim 
down inside of the residence here on the 4500 block of densmore. 

2:33 3/2/2022 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, remembering a long beach father and his 3-year-old 
daughter.  they were killed last night when a hit-and-run driver 
plowed into their apartment.  tonight police are still locking for that 
driver.  nbc 4’s hetty chang is live in long beach at a growing 
memorial for a father and daughter.  hetty? reporter: chuck so, 
many people dropping by the scene tonight, asking us the same 
question.  did they catch the driver? so many people wanting 
justice for this grieving family.  the growing memorial behind us 
here for jose and his 3-year-old daughter samantha.  they showed 
up together, holding on to one another for strength.  as the family of 
jose palacios and his 3-year-old daughter samantha approached 
their growing memorial, many broke down in tears.  a beautiful girl.  
my little baby too.  no more.  samantha’s mom inconsolable, 
clutching on to her 15-year-old son as they returned to their 
apartment building near rose avenue and artesia boulevard, where 
just 24 hours prior, she witnessed her husband and little girl pinned 
underneath a truck. 

0:30 3/2/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, newschopper 4 alpha captured the end of a wild and 
dangerous pursuit through camarillo.  police were following a car 
full of people.  as you can see, they were driving erratically, 
weaving in and out of oncoming traffic. 

0:38 3/2/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was, they say, the worst case of animal abuse investigators had 
ever encountered.  and was found at a home in diamond bar.  the 
inland valley humane society as well as the spca were called out to 
a property on flint rock drive.  and that’s where they found hundreds 
of animals both dead and alive. 
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2:00 3/3/2022 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in river side meanwhile are searching for the driver who hit 
and killed a 15 year-old boy riding his bike.  with friends.  nbc4 
hetty chang reports the teen was part of the biking community.  that 
road together tonight in his honor.  friends shared this video of their 
ride out tuesday night.  they say it started off as a it usually does.  
we call it bike life.  29 inch bikes.  we ride every tuesday in river 
side.  brian among the more than 100 bicyclists who rode with 15 
year-old gonzalez that night.  we thought it was a normal night.  we 
get the text message.  the kid got hit.  security video from a nearby 
business shows him riding in the middle of main street.  with three 
others around 9:30 tuesday night.  we’re stopping the video before 
the moment of a black pickup truck slams right into him.  sending 
him and his bike into the air. 

0:29 3/3/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man is accused of killing philanthropist -- entered a guilty plea 
today.  police say that aerial shot and killed the 81 year-old during a 
break in.  at her beverly hills home in december.  he was arrested a 
few hours later breaking into another home in hollywood. 

2:03 3/3/2022 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors charged a former l.a.  county sheriff deputy with a 
manslaughter.  far deadly on duty shooting.  three years ago.  it is 
one of a handful of times a law enforcement officer has faced 
criminal charges for a shooting in l.a.  county.  we want to warn you 
some of the images are disturbing.  we have the latest.  the family 
had pretty much given up on the justice system.  attorney tole me 
tonight the decision by the l.a.  county district attorney office to file 
a criminal case was unexpected.  and stunned the family of ryan.  
who was 24 years old shot to death in the parking lot of his 
apartment building.  by sheriffs deputies.  we look at the way the 
shooting happened.  it was such a callous use of force.  it 
happened on june 6.  2019.  it was recorded by a security camera 
nearby.  deputy seen standing at first at the back of the gray pickup 
truck. 

0:46 3/3/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new developments tonight.  in what everyone at first 
thought was a kidnapping case.  out of northern california.  instead, 
the alleged victim has been arrested accused of faking her own 
abduction.  and defrauding the state victim compensation board.  
out of about $30,000.  a married mother of two reported missing in 
november 2016. 

0:49 3/3/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re learning more at the 80 year-old man killed during break in at 
his home.  we first brought you the story as breaking news last 
night.  more than 24 hours later family and friends gathered at the 
property.  where he was shot.  they declined our request for on 
camera interview.  they described him as kind, sweet man.  who 
loved sports and jazz. 

0:31 3/3/2022 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what started as an illegal street take over led to gunfire.  in bell flour 
tonight.  sheriffs say they were out breaking up a street take over 
when they were flagged down by a man.  who said he had just 
been stabbed by another man with a garden claw. 
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2:42 3/9/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now at 11:00, it’s happened once again.  good evening, i’m 
chuck henry.   colleen has the night off.  we’re streaming on roku, 
fire tv, and am tv.   this attack happened on sunday, and we’re just 
now getting the video.  nbc 4’s robert kovacik joins us live from 
downtown l.a.  with more on this developing story.  robert? reporter: 
kathy and chuck, let’s show you the camera.  it’s right here in this 
alley that captured that 1:30 of security video just released by the 
lapd.  people in two cars following one car worth a couple hundred 
grand.  and then the action went down right here.  dinner at an 
upscale restaurant in hollywood and home to downtown l.a.  after 
he parks his lamborghini in the alley, he won’t make to it the back 
door of his apartment building.  that’s when they pounce, and the 
pummelling begins.  attackers using more than their fists, one 
armed with a gun.  but it doesn’t stop him from fighting back.  they 
were going for his watch, and they didn’t get anything from him.  or 
anything valuable anymore.   reporter: dev lives in the south park 
area surrounded by high-end condos and lofts.  he doesn’t know 
the victim who was pistol-whipped, but they are on the same 
neighborhood text group. 

0:41 3/9/2022 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just sent to our newsroom, pictures from the long beach police 
department of the person of interest in a hit-and-run that killed a 
father and his daughter last week.  detectives are looking for 24-
year-old octavio islas, and the 2014 ram pickup truck they believe 
that he was driving at the time. 

0:49 3/9/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after more than a month in a coma, the 49ers fan who was knocked 
unconscious at sofi stadium is back on his feet.  this is new video of 
daniel luna in physical therapy.  prosecutors say luna started an 
altercation with a group of rams fans outside the nfc championship 
game.  one of them punched luna to the ground and left him with 
traumatic brain injuries. 

0:55 3/9/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for months now, we’ve been reporting on thieves targeting freight 
trains parked on the tracks in east l.a.  now those robberies 
seemed to have dropped dramatically.  and the reason could have 
something to do with catching these robberies as they go down.  
you are trespassing.  please leave the area.  this area is under 
video surveillance and you have been recorded.  ecam security 
started installing cameras near the tracks last week. 

0:27 3/9/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

drop the bat! a shoplifting call at a walmart in el cajon quickly 
escalating into a life-threatening situation for a police officer.  body 
camera video shows a suspected thief hitting the officer with a 
baseball bat within minutes of him arriving at the scene. 

1:34 3/10/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

collided with the parked car.  that breaking news the end of a high 
speed pursuit that ended moments ago with an arrest.  good 
evening.  we want to get right to news chopper 4.  this pursuit 
ended in a residential area of bald win park on clark street.  that’s 
not far from the major of ramona boulevard.  this is actually a 
pursuit that started here in this area.  it was a bald win park police 
department in pursuit of the white chevy suv.  with four occupants 
inside.  they believed those individuals were armed with a handgun.  
and at one point officers believed they saw the individuals brandish 
that gun at them.  and this was a pursuit that took us into downtown 
los angeles. 
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2:00 3/10/2022 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san diego man is facing felony hit and run charges after stealing a 
yacht in new port beach.  and crashing it into several boats and the 
passengers on board.   nbc4 explains where and how he got that 
yacht.  a chaotic and dangerous series of events out on the water 
today.  one witness we spoke with capturing it all on video.  
watching it unfold from his balcony.  he crashed a couple boats 
over there and came here.  a couple circles.  and first hit the classic 
boat.   he says he was working from his new port home along the 
harbor.  when he heard a loud crash around 10:00 thursday 
morning.  he’s going to hit -- he’s coming in! watch out.   out of 
control boat hitting several docked boats injuring one woman.  
sitting in a sailboat.   i guess he was running from the cops and 
jump on the boat.   sheriff deputies say the initial call came in for 
reports of vandalism. 

0:25 3/10/2022 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives say they have caught so called 2:00 rock burglar who 
targeted more than 70 southern california businesses.  we showed 
you surveillance video like this over the past two years. 

0:27 3/10/2022 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still trying to find the driver who hit a woman walking her 
dog in downtown los angeles.  last month.  surveillance video 
caught a glimpse of the car that hit her.  she was crossing the 
fourth street with her dog when a car going in reverse hit them 
both. 

0:30 3/10/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cause a spin.  you see paper flying everywhere for some reason.   
another chase tonight.  this one from orange county.  the driver in 
that long drawn out pursuit out lasted more than one pit maneuver 
and several spike strips. 

0:27 3/10/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man under arrest tonight accused of stealing beer from a grocery 
store.  attacking an employee.  surveillance video from march 6 
shows an employee confront the man.  holding the beer.  he tries to 
block the door to prevent him from getting out. 

0:41 3/10/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

liquor store owner paralyzed after being stabbed in the neck inside 
her store in long beach.  it happened at frank liquor january 30.  it 
left 65 year-old paralyzed from the neck down.  and unable to 
speak.  his daughter said the attacker came from behind and ran 
off.  the doctor called me and told me that she had to do surgery. 

0:46 3/11/2022 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00 a man caught thieves in the act trying to steal his 
catalytic converter from under his pickup truck.  surveillance shows 
three men, one a lookout.  they think the coast is leer, one of them 
crawls under the truck with a tool often used to steal catalytic 
converters.  and he walks out to confront them and starts recording. 

0:23 3/11/2022 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

governor announced a reward in the search for the person who 
killed a pasadena teenager.  13 year-old was killed last november 
by a stray bullet that came through his bedroom window. 

0:50 3/11/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in new york are now revealing jarring new details of a 
gruesome murder that led to the arrest of an accused serial killer.  
last week 83 year-old was seen riding an electric scooter around 
the store with the leg of a woman they say she dismembered.  after 
searching her apartment, police found a woman’s head in a trash 
bag.  a headless torso and limbs were also discovered nearby. 
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0:55 3/14/2022 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of the knot north hollywood.  a crime scene 
around a high-rise apartment building.  gabe in news chopper 4 
alpha with details for us.   this is going to be a multi-story apartment 
complex.  near the intersection.  here in north hollywood.  we 
understand reports of a possible follow home robbery led to a 
shooting.  on one of the floors of parking under this apartment 
complex. 

0:27 3/14/2022 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here’s the video of the man behind a brutal hate crime in new york.  
arrested for attempted murder after hitting a woman 125 times and 
didn’t stop there.  police say the 42 year-old man beat a 67 year-old 
asian woman. 

0:27 3/16/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance video tonight shows the moment a pedestrian is 
hit by not one, but two cars in downtown l.a., and the drivers of 
those cars still haven’t been found.  police say the man was 
walking across main street on monday night when he was hit and 
knocked to the ground, and then a second car came by and ran 
over him, dragging him another 15 feet before it too took off. 

0:25 3/16/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the orange county sheriff’s department is locking for a peeping tom, 
a man they say is peering into women’s bedrooms in san clemente.  
police say it’s been happening for months now at homes along 
avenida miramar. 

0:28 3/16/2022 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a coach at compton college is recovering after he was shot 
over the weekend.  deputy says the head baseball coach for 
compton college shannon williams was shot off campus several 
times. 

1:51 3/17/2022 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now.  from van nuys to cherman oaks.  a driver on the run trying to 
swerve, speed and actually u turn out of trouble today.  he was 
driving a stolen car, but the story really only gets more interesting 
from here.  he is going the wrong way.   the rules of the road didn’t 
matter here.  he actually made his way over to the cherman oaks 
gallery for a bit.  he popped out the other side and continued to 
driver very dangerously.   the driver weaved through traffic.  until he 
hit the 101 freeway what would he do next? maybe going into the 
mall.   that he did.  police say he ditched the suv, ran into the 
fashion square mall, and tried to blend in with shoppers.  he didn’t 
stop there.  police say he left the mall and ran into a neighborhood 
just north of river side.  and the mall. 

0:58 3/17/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we are hearing from two bay area men who are in shock 
after learning a man they met on vacation in hawaii was arrested 
for murder.  ronald woo and muhammad met him on the one night 
out.  on the third day of hanging out, the 23 year-old invited the two 
over to what he said was his home.  turns out it wasn’t.  police say 
he had killed the owner.  put his body in the bathtub and covered it 
in concrete. 
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4:00 3/17/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we showed you this cell phone video last week.  at the center of the 
civil lawsuit filed against the police department accuses officers of 
using excessive force.  today police released body camera video 
that shows the moments leading up to that physical confrontation.  
we have the story.  it’s march 2021, police officers body cameras 
are rolling.  after they pull over ryan.  outside his home.  for driving 
without a front license plate.  and having tinted windows.  after 
checking his driver’s license, the officer informs him that it has 
come back suspended.  you don’t have a license.  it’s suspended.   
his fiancee and her mother have also come outside.  and according 
to their attorney, they are using cell phones to record the interaction 
with police.  the officer then asks another question.  is there 
anything illegal in your car? no, sir.   i have to ask.  you seem super 
nervous.  you’re amped up.  is a simple traffic violation.  he says he 
doesn’t have anything illegal.  and he refuses the officers request to 
search his car.  he says he wants the officer to call for a sergeant.  
police chief explains why the officer declined.  at this time there’s 
no obligation to have a supervisor respond to the scene.  with the 
male being placed under arrest the officer was well within duty to 
deny the male request.   he throws the keys away the from the 
officers and gets out of the car.  police say he’s being arrested for 
driving with a suspended license.  in this video, you see he appears 
to struggle.  while an officer handcuffs him.  stop, dude.  he’s heard 
telling his fiancee and her mother to shut the car door.  and lock it.  
while he’s standing near the car recording video. 

3:29 3/17/2022 11:25p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now.  you can see there’s a chase going on.  
over head for us.  are you in the mission hills area now? we were 
just in the area.  this guy is traveling so fast.  we’re actually trying to 
find the vehicle right now.  those units aren’t directly behind it.  the 
vehicle is actually a little ways up ahead.  there’s a pd ship.  the 
police helicopter is actually over the vehicle.  this is actually a 
pursuit of a stolen car.  it’s a pursuit that started in the foothill 
division.  essentially the areas of -- it made its way northbound on 
the 5 freeway.  encountering a lot of traffic and for that reason he 
got off the freeway and headed southbound.  i’ll work the camera 
and get ahead and see if we can find the vehicle.  the units are not 
directly behind lt the vehicle.  the air ship is directly above it.  we’ll 
catch up to him and pick him up.  we are on the five freeway 
headed southbound? at this point.   correct.  this is southbound 
five.  they said it’s osbourne.  he maybe in the car pool lane.  i’m 
just trying to listen to the scanner quick and see if i can hear a 
description.  they’re saying he’s in the number three lane.  going 
through osbourne.  where we’re at.  i’ll pause here for a second and 
see if we can pick up the car.  this has been an interesting one.  we 
saw so many units behind.  multiple flashing red lights on the 
approach.  obviously trying to catch up to this stolen vehicle.  we 
have not heard it’s in tracking mode or anything like that. 

0:58 3/21/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that breaking news tonight is from the fair fax district.  police are 
looking for a gunman after a woman is shot tonight near the sprout 
store.  this is happening near will bee.  in news chopper 4 alpha 
with more for us.  gabe.   that’s right.  lapd officers and detectives 
from the division are here on scene in front ocht sprouts market in 
the fair fax area.  earlier this evening about 8:00 a shooting 
occurred in the area. 
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2:03 3/21/2022 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are nvting this dangerous stunt.  you see it there that 
happened in echo park.  they believe a social media influencer may 
have been behind the wheel of the tesla.  and sent it flying to earn 
his 15 minutes of fame.  we have the video.  and the person police 
are calling a person of interest.  it looks like a hollywood stunt.  
straight out of the movies.  i have seen motorcycles do it.  like two 
or three feet.  every once in a while.  this guy clearly pressed on the 
gas too hard and got too much air.  out of control.  police are not 
impressed.  they are now looking for the driver behind the wheel of 
the rented 2018 tesla.  saying the stunt is a crime.  a misdemeanor 
hit and run.  the driver slammed into parked cars and took off.  i’m 
watching this idiot jump a car on my street and wreck into my ride.  
i can’t get anywhere.   his car was one of the vehicles hit by the 
tesla driver. 

0:56 3/21/2022 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another weekend of smoking, screeching tires.  it happened last 
weekend and in this one there was passenger in the car seen 
pulling out a gun.  and pointing at a crowd in south l.a.  latest one 
happened at century around 11:00.  we’ll show you the passenger 
who had a gun there.  also reports that some in the crowd were 
pointing lasers at the drivers.  no reports of any shots fired.  you 
can see this is all just so extremely dangerous for spectators and 
drivers. 

0:59 3/22/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you can see the bullet holes.   live in the scene now in news 
chopper 4 alpha.   just take a look at the windshield of this white 
bmw.  all the bullet holes just covering the entire stretch of the 
windshield.  this shooting happened at about 9:30 this evening.  
we’re hearing that the suspects drove away in a four door sedan.  
lapd doesn’t have any further information on those suspects.  with 
understand the victim was a woman and she was transported to the 
hospital in unknown condition. 

3:17 3/22/2022 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight.  a several million dollar heist this happened in 
beverly hills.  thieves with sledge hammers smashes into a jewelry 
store.  taking everything they could get their hands on.  tonight 
there’s a new clue left behind that could help catch the men 
responsible.  robert kovacik is live right now in beverly hills with 
information about this key piece of new evidence.  robert.   before 
we get to that we want to let you know the police department is 
taking action.  less than an hour ago, police chief announcing they 
will add security patrols and officers here on south beverly drive 
immediately after what happened here today at luxury jewels on 
beverly hills.  it’s been robbed before.  they spent $50,000 to put in 
safety glass.  there was a necklace in the window worth $500,000.  
it is now gone.  as for solving this crime, n nbc4 news learned 
tonight that the crooks themselves just made it a lot easier.  as they 
boarded up the windows to his jewelry store on beverly drive 
tonight, peter told us there was something he would like to say.  
thank you.  it feels good everyone reached out.  it meant a lot.  i still 
can’t go through all my messages.  there’s so many.   private 
armed security guards assist police on patrol.  his store was 
attacked in the middle of a sunny afternoon.   it shoounded like 
gunshots.   they weren’t gunshots but robbers trying to break the 
glass. 

0:37 3/22/2022 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00 police are looking for suspects aft a robbery tonight.  
that happened at a chinese restaurant in the midarea.  four people 
came into the fortunate house wearing hoodies around 9:00 
tonight.  they assaulted several employees and stole cash from a 
register. 
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2:49 3/23/2022 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is nbc 4 news at 11.  now at 11, mistaken identity mix-up.  a 
family buries the person they thought was their loved one, until he 
showed up alive just a few days later.  tonight that family is suing 
orange county.  good evening, everyone.  i’m colleen williams.  and 
i’m chuck henry.  we’re also streaming live right now on roku, fire 
telev and app tv.  robert kovacik is in studio with more on this 
bizarre case of mistaken identity.   this is a case we have been 
following for you for the last several years.  and now jury selection 
is under way as an 86-year-old father accuses the orange county 
coroner’s office of negligence and an ordeal he tells nbc 4 tonight 
still haunts his family to this day.  five years later, and still so 
painful.  to lose your oldest son.  i’m getting choked up right now 
talking about it.  you lose your only son.  it was very traumatic to 
me.  it was very traumatic to my family.   reporter: nbc was with the 
kerrigan family of riverside county in 2017.  in may of that year, a 
devastating call.   your son is deceased.  reporter: frank kerrigan 
told by the orange county coroner’s office his son frankie was 
identified by his fingerprints. 

0:57 3/23/2022 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, santa monica police are asking the public to help them 
find a driver who is involved in a deadly hit-and-run crash last year.  
police released this new video of the car they believe was involved 
in that collision on pico and tenth street.  it happened november 
13th at around 8:00 in the evening.  they believe it’s a white ford 
mustang, possibly a 2015 model.  they say it likely had some 
significant front windshield damage. 

0:43 3/23/2022 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a million dollar reward is now being offered for information leading 
to conviction of four men in an overnight robbery in the hollywood 
hills.  anthony ferrer says he’ll pay the money to find the men who 
entered his home at gunpoint.  he is a luxury watch builder who has 
built his brand and considerable following on social media, and 
there was video of his home on youtube. 

0:38 3/28/2022 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigation under way after l.a.  county deputy is caught on 
camera punching a driver who led authorities on a pursuit.  chase 
ended in rancho palos verdes this morning, be investigators say 
they first used a taser to subdue a man, here you can see man 
punching him multiple times. 

0:28 1/10/2022 11:09p deaths 

convicted murderer robert durst has died months into serving a life 
sentence in prison.  the new york real estate heir was convicted in 
september of killing his friend susan berman.  he was suspected in 
three different murders over the past 40 years, including his wife. 

0:26 2/9/2022 11:15p deaths 
new at 11:00, we’re learn mortgage about the sudden death of 
comedian and actor bob saget and what caused his death.  saget 
was found dead in his hotel room in orlando last month. 

0:29 3/2/2022 11:10p deaths 

students and staff at stanford university are mourning the loss of a 
bright young soccer star who was born in burbank and played 
soccer at newbury park high school.  yesterday katie meyer was 
found dead in her dorm room. 

0:37 3/23/2022 11:18p deaths 

tonight many are remembering the life and legacy of madeleine 
albright.  she was the first woman to serve as u.s.  secretary of 
state, and today she died at the age of 84.  her family said she 
passed away of cancer.  albright served as u.s.  ambassador in the 
united nations after president bill clinton was inaugurated in 1993. 
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0:58 1/12/2022 11:33p diversity 

finally tonight, the yankees are making history and the woman at 
the center of it calls it the american dream.  the yankees hired 
rachel as the first woman to serve as a manager in the minor 
leaguings.  34 years old she will take over the tampa tarpoons, the 
yankees low eight affiliate.   it is just exciting to see how much 
progress we have made.  we definitely have a lot of room to grow.  
um, but it’s -- it’s really exciting. 

0:28 1/24/2022 11:33p diversity 

long beach now celebrating its first ever black restaurant week.  the 
empbt highlight the city’s african-american, african and caribbean.  
from drinks to the main course.  many participating restaurants are 
offering prefixed menus and other dishes create td specifically for 
the event. 

0:46 2/1/2022 11:05p diversity 

southern california couple is accused of yelling antiasian slurs at 
people in a new port beach parking lot.  now facing the 
consequences.  are you saying those words to us? we’re not 
chinese by the way.  go back to china.  the person who shot the 
video says he and his girlfriend were shopping last weekend.  when 
the couple made comments about the chinese spreading covid-19. 

0:45 2/4/2022 11:18p diversity 

the fight to end systemic racism is is getting a financial boost.  
thanks to the inland empire community foundation.  it’s the 
foundation that created the inland empire black equity fund.  and so 
far they awarded grants to more than a dozen non-profit 
organizations.  one such group starting over ink.  has been helping 
people get out of poverty. 

2:36 2/9/2022 11:16p diversity 

tonight we have the story of a man who made history on the 
gridiron 76 years ago.  he actually broke the color barrier in the nfl, 
bringing with him an era of greatness we’ll be seeing out there at 
sofi stadium this weekend.  nbc 4’s gordon tokamatsu has the story 
of l.a.  rams running back kenny washington.  reporter: to this day, 
karen washington cohen thinks about the frustration her dad 
endured, standout tailback at ucla, rated number one threat in a 
poll conducted among other college players when he graduated all 
american in 1939.  but it didn’t do him any good because he could 
not play for the nfl.  reporter: he wasn’t the only one.  the nfl was all 
white at the time, and all the athletic prowess in the world wasn’t 
enough to get him in the door.  from her home in california city, 
karen told us that’s just the way the world was back then.  he really 
wasn’t big on complaining, which i find amazing considering the 
position he was in.  reporter: then the cleveland rams moved to los 
angeles.  the team wanted to play at the publicly owned coliseum, 
but a public pressure campaign insisted they become racially 
integrated. 

0:39 3/1/2022 11:19p diversity 

history made today in the l.a.  city fire department.  the city counsel 
voted unanimously to approve the department’s first female chief.  
and first lgbtq leader.  and out of 3,300 city firefighters, only 115 are 
women right now.  he’s already looking at ways to change that. 

0:59 3/9/2022 11:09p diversity 

the director of the movie "black pan cher" ryan coogler says he has 
moved on after being mistaken for a bank robber in january.  
definitely not a known bank robbery.  he was trying to take money 
out from his own account.  new body camera video shows coogler 
being handcuffed at a bank of america in atlanta, georgia.  police 
say that coogler wrote a note to a teller to be discreet about a large 
withdrawal that he wanted to make. 
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0:40 3/21/2022 11:08p diversity 

tomorrow disney employees are planning to walk off the job.  
protest a new florida bill that bars schools from discussing sexual 
orientation.  for weeks now there’s been a backlash from 
employees over disney response to the state so called don’t say 
gay bill.  and impact on employee family. 

0:32 3/28/2022 11:33p diversity 

history was made for california’s highest court.  jus justice patricia 
guerrero now first latino to serve on the state supreme court.   i did 
not get here alone.  i’m here because of the courage, sacrifices and 
struggles of my parents and grandparents. 

2:15 1/3/2022 11:02p education 

of course all of this comes as students return to school after the 
winter break.  nbc4’s beverly white with more on all of that.  hi.  are 
you here for testing? reporter: families lined up for hours in 
pasadena to get kids tested for covid before classes resume on 
tuesday.  tests are not required by pasadena unified by matter to 
the peace of mind of many.   we want to make sure our kids are 
going to school safe.   of course there’s a concern.  it’s concerning 
when you exit the house.   reporter: fears of covid follow cases 
skyrocketing due to the infectious omicron variant.  assembly 
member miguel santiago unde understands.  he’s confidence pfizer 
vaccines shields his son and daughter.  my kids are showing mild 
symptoms of covid, dry cough, but they’re in good spirits.  they’re 
healthy.  they’re eating and sleeping well.  those are all key signs to 
recovery.   reporter: meanwhile, l.a.  unified now has new safety 
guidelines mandating a negative covid test for everyone when 
school resumes on january 11th. 

0:42 1/4/2022 11:05p education 

as beverly mentioned, the lausd is doing everything it can to step 
up safety for the students and staff, and that even includes 
directives about face coverings and masks.  earlier today i spoke 
with the medical director for the l.a.  unified school district, who 
says it is time for an upgrade. 

1:51 1/10/2022 11:05p education 

tomorrow is the day that students in the los angeles unified school 
district would be heading back to class, and everyone on campus, 
that includes the staff, will have to have a negative covid test before 
they’ll be allowed to come back.  and competitive school sports are 
now on pause for at least one week.  nbc4’s lauren coronado now 
has an update on the district’s plan.  reporter: jaylen plays 
basketball at viewpark high school in hyde park, ready to play 
crenshaw high school this wednesday.  i was waiting on it to come 
back, especially to play this school.   reporter: until this email was 
sent out from l.a.  unified school district.  all athletic competitions 
postponed for the week of january 10th.  wow, like we waited three 
weeks to play again, and all of a sudden, it’s kind of messed up. 

0:50 1/12/2022 11:07p education 

problems with la unified students are not in class this week and it’s 
not necessarily because they tested positive for covid.  some 
parents are choosing to keep their healthy kids at home.  now, we 
talked to parents who were watching the positive-test results they 
say climb over the winter break, and so they decided it was just too 
risky to send their kids back to school. 
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2:11 1/20/2022 11:09p education 

fraternity parties will soon be back at the university of southern 
california.  usc.  but with some new rules.  in october frat parties 
were banned following allegations of drugging and sexual assault.  
nbc 4’s lauren coronado tonight has more on the new rules and 
reaction from the students.  reporter: a lot of mixed emotions from 
students today.  some say the new policies are a good first step but 
they worry it’s just not enough.  people are going to -- things are 
going to happen again.  reporter: jeremy gallo is a first-year student 
at usc, and like many he’s been following the ongoing investigation 
behind sexual assault and drug-related allegations at several 
fraternity houses that surfaced in october.  we proclaim! reporter: 
sparking outrage among students who rallied around campus 
demanding greek life reform.  it just didn’t meet expectations i had.  
like just canceling parties, that’s not enough. 

0:29 3/2/2022 11:16p education 

the california state board of trustees says it will be investigating 
former chancellor joseph castro.  this announcement comes less 
than two weeks after castro resigned apparently over questions 
about how he handled sexual harassment complaints against an 
administrator at fresno state. 

0:46 3/10/2022 11:33p education 

orange county got a head start on the future today part of the 
national women in construction week.  century high school 
partnered with a preapprenticeship program to host a career fair for 
the female students interested in a career in construction.  a local 
carpenter union and reps from a major construction project handed 
out information and answered questions from students. 

0:23 3/11/2022 11:10p education 
in less than an hour.  california will lift its indoorman date for face 
masks for school.  however individual counties and school districts 
will make the final call. 

1:00 3/16/2022 11:18p education 

students at chapman university accused of posting old exams 
online are facing more than just discipline.  they could be headed to 
court.  professor david berkovitz decided to sue his former students 
over copyright infringement.  his attorney says parts of his spring 
midterm and final exams ended up on course hero.  that’s a 
website for students to find study resources.  they also don’t know 
which students posted the exams yet, but they’ve subpoenaed 
course hero to find out. 

1:29 3/1/2022 11:09p employment/labor 

major set back for major league baseball.  opening day cancelled 
after the players association rejected a final offer from owners.  this 
is the first time in 27 years regular season games have been cut.  
because of work stoppage.  not surprising but disappointing.  yeah.  
to be honest with you, last night we told you that things were 
moving in a certain direction.  the truth of the matter is, the owners 
put that out there.  the players never said it.  and they still are far 
apart.  there’s no opening day dodgers stadium this year.  at first 
against colorado.  following series against arizona gone.  angels 
set to open on the road in oakland. 

0:48 3/21/2022 11:10p employment/labor 

grocery workers across southern california are weighing whether or 
not they will walk off the job.  they began casting ballots to 
authorize a strike.  they want better pay, better benefits, safer 
working conditions and stable schedules.  and the union says they 
have earned it.  through an incredibly challenging pandemic.  they 
cannot sign up to be healthcare workers. 

0:23 1/3/2022 11:19p entertainment 
"the tonight show" host jimmy fallon is among the many people who 
came down with covid during this latest surge.  in a social media 
post, jimmy fallon said he tested positive last month. 
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0:21 1/10/2022 11:34p entertainment 
one of the stars of "this is us" on nbc has cemented his place in 
hollywood history.  milo ventimiglia was honored with a star on the 
hollywood walk of fame today. 

0:35 1/12/2022 11:18p entertainment 

new tonight.  another lawsuit is emerged from that fatal shoot on 
the set of alec baldwin’s move i "rust." the latest suit filed by the 
film’s armor, hannah gutierrez reed.  she is suing ammunition 
supplier pdx arm and prop, claiming they brought live rounds onto a 
set where only blanks should have been present. 

0:19 1/12/2022 11:33p entertainment 

shoppers along melrose avenue will now see this tribute to betty 
white.  it is a large mural started just after her death and it was 
finished in time for what would have been betty white’s 100th 
birthday. 

1:40 1/17/2022 11:00p entertainment 

but it wasn’t just the players who were in a fight tonight.  their fight 
was competitive on the field.  these are the fans.  they actually got 
into a scuffle inside sofi stadium.  good evening, everyone.  this 
was a must-win for the rams and their fans tonight.  i’m colleen 
williams.   and i’m chuck henry.  super bowl hopes are alive and 
well tonight as we turn now to fred roggin with what the rams did to 
the arizona cardinals.   you remember last week i told you the rams 
would win big tonight.  now we’ll see what happens this coming 
sunday, but tonight i knew they’d win big.  if you asked the rams at 
the beginning of their week what their dream scenario was for their 
game tonight against the cards, what happened tonight would be it. 

0:27 1/17/2022 11:16p entertainment 
the pandemic is indeed having an impact on the winter olympic 
games, and who can watch those games in person.  tickets for the 
winter games in beijing will not be sold to the general public. 

2:59 1/20/2022 11:16p entertainment 

athletes including some snowboarders are still being added to team 
usa, the roster for the winter olympics.  now, when it comes to 
snowboarding, the u.s.  has a deep, deep bench, and among them 
brock crouch.  he sat down with our lolita lopez to talk about 
snowboarding, skateboarding and survival.  â™«  i love 
snowboarding because i feel like it’s a place that i can just go and 
be free.  reporter: brock crouch has loved snowboarding since he 
first asked his mom to sign him up for lessons here at mammoth 
mountain.  from the time that he started walking he hit the ground 
running.  and literally never stopped.  reporter: but in 2018 in the 
back country of whistler in one single moment the thing he loved 
almost took everything.  my accident happened, and i feel like that 
was definitely like a huge reset on like everything.  reporter: brock 
ended up in the hospital after a massive avalanche buried him alive 
for nearly five minutes.  he broke his back, ruptured his pancreas, 
lost his front teeth.  i saw him with no teeth laying in the hospital 
bed.  i saw him, you know, not being able to walk.  reporter: yet 
even lying in the hospital, all he could think about was getting back 
on the board.  it’s just part of who you are you feel like or --  yeah. 

0:38 1/20/2022 11:19p entertainment 

that’s part of the official trailer for pepsi’s super bowl lvi halftime 
show.  it was released today.  eminem, dr.  dre, snoop dogg, mary 
j.  blige and kendrick lamar were all featured in this clip getting a 
text message on their phone.  the clip is directed by f.  gary gray. 

0:23 1/20/2022 11:34p entertainment 
adele broke down in tears today when she postponed her las vegas 
residency less than 24 hours before it was set to begin.  we’ve tried 
absolutely everything that we can to pull it together in time. 
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0:42 1/26/2022 11:33p entertainment 

neil young fans will no longer be able to find his music on spotify.  
that keep me searching for a heart of gold and i’m getting old the 
legendary sippinger gave spotify an ultimatum.  the streaming 
service could have his catalog or joe reegan’s, but not both.  he 
sites him for spreading dangerous misinformation. 

0:31 1/26/2022 11:33p entertainment 

she’ll take making "jeopardy!" history for 1.3 million, please.  amy 
schneider’s historic "jeopardy!" run came to an end tonight.  
schneider had her 40-game winning streak snapped.  it’s the 
second longest in the show’s history. 

1:02 1/31/2022 11:03p entertainment 

we have more breaking news to tell you about.  this time from 
beijing.  the winter olympics begin in just days.  american medal 
favorite tested positive for covid.  fred has more up in the news 
room.  positive cases are bound to happen.  bobsledder revealed 
she had tested positive after arriving in china.  myers taylor from 
ocean side.  the worlds top ranked female bobsledder.  a three time 
medallist.  she posted she tested positive and has been isolated. 

0:40 1/31/2022 11:08p entertainment 

super bowl 56 now less than two weeks away.  preparations are 
well under way.  today at the l.a.  convention center, it’s loading 
time.  crews are bringing everything in to get ready for the super 
bowl experience.  this weekend and next weekend.  leading up to 
the super bowl essentially it’s an interactive theme pack for fans to 
get the experience of being in the nfl. 

0:30 1/31/2022 11:19p entertainment 

back to the olympics with just days until the opening ceremony.  
we’re now getting an up close look at the medals the athletes will 
be vying for.  named together as one.  each design is inspired by 
ancient chinese jade. 

0:28 2/1/2022 11:05p entertainment 

new tonight whoop pi gold burg suspended as a cohost of the view 
for two weeks after her remarks about jewish people and the 
holocaust.  she has apologized they want her to take time to reflect 
and learn about the impact of her comments. 

0:25 2/1/2022 11:11p entertainment 

the final touches are being put in place at so fi stadium for super 
bowl lvi.  the ground crew about the 30 yard line touching up the 
super bowl logo.  also running through the messaging on the big 
ring shaped 80 million pixel video display. 

0:24 2/1/2022 11:34p entertainment 
nascar fans start your engines the bush light clash at the coliseum 
is almost here.  this is time lapse video showing the nascar 
constructing this temporary quarter mile track for the weekend race. 
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2:51 2/4/2022 11:04p entertainment 

and what a night we had tonight.  we maybe just hours away from 
the official start of the winter olympic games in beijing.  opening 
ceremony the competition is already begun.  and was truly 
something to see.  tonight u.s.  figure skaters took to the ice in the 
team event.  it was our first chance to see gold medal contender 
nathan chen and a skating pair that over came obstacles to be 
there.  hetty chang live right now in irvine.  family, friends and 
teammates cheered them on.  how great is it to see hour local 
olympians back on the olympic ice and did they crush it.  nathan 
chen of course the quad king he performed a personal best tonight.  
and so do two pairs.  who have gone through so much to get here.  
they have been skating as a pair for two years.  you wouldn’t know 
it watching them gliding together on the ice.  i’m just in awe.  i’m so 
proud of us.  there was a lot of push down pressure we had within 
us.  we were trying to ignore it.  and we just really rose to the 
occasion today.  the they over came so many ob ta kls including 
frazier getting covid and missing the u.s.  championship.  nice! 
number one fan.  her husband and former pairs partner.  chris.  
hosting a watch party at the irvine home. 

1:00 2/4/2022 11:07p entertainment 

also on the ice today the u.s.  women’s hockey team.  dominated 
finland.  in the first game of the olympics.  horrible injury to one of 
the best players returning gold medal player.  that is what everyone 
is talking about.  we have more on that.  all right.  this one stings.  
for the defending gold medal.  three time olympian decker.  out 
suffering a nasty leg injury.  she was tied up with a defender.  her 
leg leg trapped under her opponent as she fell. 

4:00 2/4/2022 11:08p entertainment 

this year not only are the athletes dealing with all the pressure to 
perform.  there’s also some pressure when it comes to politics and 
the pandemic.  our winter olympics plaza tonight.  how different the 
games are from any other.  certainly.  the pandemic, political unrest 
and the push to compete no matter the odds.  these winter games 
historic in so many ways.  it’s so fun.  i love going big.  feels like 
you’re flying.  this is great.  i feel like unstoppable.  a lifetime of 
preparation.  i have been doing this for about 22 years.  like i 
started skating when i was three.  comes down to the next two 
weeks.  i’m really trying to hold onto every second i’m here in china.  
the 2022 winter games now under way.  2,900 athletes from 91 
countries competing in a 109 events.  southern california strongly 
represented on team usa.  including shaun white.  riding in his fifth 
olympics.  i heard it over the loud speaker.  the oldest competitor.  
looking around like who? the city of beijing making history as well.  
the first city to host both summer and winter games.  memories 
from 2008 etched in our memories.  michael phelps setting records.  
usain bolt bursting onto the scene.  kobe bryant leading the 
basketball team to glory.  the 2022 winter games will look and feel 
much different than anything we have seen before.  the pandemic 
still looming large.  no family, friends or international fans in the 
stand.  you work your whole life.  every day.  and your family and 
your support crew, whoever it is, they want to be there for you in 
the moment.  knowing that when that moment happens, they won’t 
be there.  it will be difficult.  there won’t be any u.s.  government 
officials either. 

0:08 2/9/2022 11:00p Entertainment olympics  
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1:45 2/9/2022 11:00p entertainment 

let’s get right to nbc 4’s lolita lopez at our winter olympics plaza.  
lolita? well, colleen and chuck, he did it.  four years, and it’s finally 
here.  a gold medal for nathan chen.  it took a lot of soul-searching, 
hours and hours of training on the ice in irvine.  but tonight nathan 
was golden.  you think of legends like tom brady or michael jordan 
or tiger woods, nathan chen is that to the figure skating world.  
reporter: nathan chen, the quad king, did not disappoint.  their quad 
flip right here.  reporter: it wasn’t perfect, but that’s okay.  nathan 
telling us before the games he realizes enjoying the process and 
having fun is what counts.  the 22-year-old who trains in irvine was 
feeling it, smiling even, knowing the gold was in his grasp. 

0:22 2/9/2022 11:02p entertainment 

late-breaking news tonight.  we have an update on the team figure 
skating event.  .  the medal ceremony that had been delayed we 
now know why.  a russian skater testing positive for a banned 
substance prior to the olympics. 

2:01 2/9/2022 11:03p entertainment 

now we move to snowboarding, and chloe kim is golden again.  
gold medalist.  will this be the run that brings home the gold medal? 
reporter: chloe kim set the tone on her first run.  she came here to 
win this.  nails it on the second hit.  big risk up top, gets reward.  
reporter: 94 and a score no one could catch.  that’s it, ladies and 
gentlemen.  that run right there, that is guaranteed gold.  reporter: 
chloe breathing a sigh of relief.  chloe admitting she had a poor 
practice session leading up to this.  i was dealing with all sorts of 
emotions, self-doubt.  but when i was getting ready to drop into my 
first run, i just reminded myself that it’s a brand-new run and i have 
to land it now.  and i’m so happy i was able to do that.  reporter: an 
emotional journey over the last couple of years.  chloe actually 
stepped away from the sport, immersed herself in college, only to 
refined her love for snowboarding. 

0:13 2/9/2022 11:05p entertainment 
future that.  now checking the medal count, the u.s.  with three gold 
medals now.  just within the past 24 hours, they got those three 
gold. 

1:35 2/9/2022 11:05p entertainment 

all right, colleen, chuck, this is something that has been a 
conversation, and an ongoing conversation for some time.  last 
week former dolphin head coach brian flores filed a class action 
lawsuit against the league and some of its teams.  he is alleging 
violations of civil and human rights laws, cites examples of sham 
introduce conducted by both the new york giants and the denver 
broncos, despite having no interest in hiring him.  he says we 
talked to him because of the rooney rule that states all nfl teams 
must interview at least one minority candidate before hiring a head 
coach.  here at sofi roger goodell addressed where the nfl stands 
on hiring minority coaches. 
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2:39 2/9/2022 11:09p entertainment 

if it’s any consolation, it’s not nearly as chilly tonight.  for many 
people, the big draw for the super bowl is the halftime show.  and 
this year is no exception.  dr.  dre, snoop dogg, eminem, mary j.  
blige, and kendrick lamar will headline.  but they will be joined by 
two other rappers, and this really will be a game-changer.  nbc 4’s 
robert kovacik is going to join us right now live to explain.  robert? 
reporter: now chuck and colleen, dr.  dre has already promised that 
when he and his fellow hip-hop performers take the stage on 
sunday, this will be, and i’m quoting here, an unbelievable cultural 
moment.  and the fact that he is performing at sohae which is in his 
own backyard he says will be one of the biggest thrills of his life.  
but remember this.  when you are watching all of this on sunday, 
you will also be witnessing history.  reporter: he already stole the 
show last year.  warren snipe passionately signing the national 
anthem as eric church and jazmine sullivan sang.  now the man 
who was dubbed in 2021 the hero of the super bowl is set for a 
repeat in ‘22.  this year’s super bowl show is already a highly 
anticipated lineup. 

0:29 3/2/2022 11:15p entertainment 

controversial musician marilyn manson is fighting back against 
allegations of rape with a lawsuit now of his own.  manson, who’s 
real name is brian warner is suing his ex-girlfriend, evan rachel 
wood for defamation. 

2:40 3/10/2022 11:07p entertainment 

empire actor jussie smollett in jail tonight hours after he was 
sentenced for faking a hate crime against himself.  he’ll spend 150 
nights in jail followed by 30 months of felony probation.  live from 
our news operation center with his emotional reaction in court to 
that sentencing.   the judge calling lt actor a narcissistic for staging 
a hate crime against himself back in january 2019.  the 39 year-old 
was sentenced today to 150 days in jail.  for lying to police.  but 
smollett proclaims his innocence.  you’re not a victim of a racial 
hate crime.  you’re not a victim of homo phobic hate crime.  you are 
a charlotten.  pretending to be a victim.   a judge spoke for 30 
minutes before sentencing former empire actor jussie molt to 150 
days in jail.  after his sentencing was announced he maintained his 
innocence and suggested he may be harmed in jail.   i am not 
suicidal.  i’m innocent.  i’m not suicidal.  if i did this it means i stuck 
my fist in the fears of black americans in this country for over 400 
years and the fear of the lgbtq community.  your honor i respect 
you and the jury.  i didn’t do this. 

1:13 3/10/2022 11:10p entertainment 

baseball lock out is now officially over.  it’s time to get back on field 
and play ball.   but what is it going to happen? what changes are 
we going to see? fred it live in the news room with answers for us.   
opening day is april 7.  they told the old opening day and moved it 
back a week.  somehow in even though they announced 
cancellations twice, they are playing the full 162 games.  players 
obviously anxious to get back to work.  everybody has to report to 
camp by sunday.  they’ll start playing spring game next friday. 

0:38 3/11/2022 11:15p entertainment 

aleck bald win filed legal papers saying he’s knot responsible for 
the deadly shot shooting on the set of his film.  he was not in 
charge of firearms safety and shouldn’t be held financially 
responsible for death of his cinema photographer.  he also claims 
she directed him to point the gun at the camera. 
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1:11 3/16/2022 11:07p entertainment 

we’ve got breaking news tonight involving the dodgers.  speaking of 
money, tonight they made it official.  former national league mvp 
freddie freeman is joining the team.  and fred joins us now.  a big 
night for the dodger, and certainly a big night for him.  yeah, it’s a 
huge night.  it’s an exciting time, and it’s a harsh reality for me.  
there is a new freddie in town.  the deal six years, $162 million.  so 
freeman is going to be here for a while.  most teams didn’t want to 
give him that many years. 

0:36 3/16/2022 11:17p entertainment 

kanye west has been suspended from instagram for violating 
policies on hate speech and bullying.  he recently posted a slur 
directed at daily show host trevor noah after he discussed the 
divorce between kanye and kim kardashian.  he said kanye is 
harassing kardashian and it’s, quote, terrifying to watch. 

0:29 3/16/2022 11:18p entertainment 

actor jussie smollett is free on bond as he awaits appeal of his 
conviction about lying to police.  last week in court, an illinois judge 
sentenced the actor to 150 days in jail for his conviction on five 
felony counts of disorderly conduct and lying to authorities after 
claiming to be the victim of a racist and homophobic attack. 

0:29 3/17/2022 11:14p entertainment 

when the dodgers start the season next month.  trevor bower will 
not be there.  he was put on leave last season while police 
investigated sexual claims against him.  they will not press charges.  
but the league is conducting its own investigation. 

0:24 3/17/2022 11:32p entertainment 
actors are harnessing star power to help ukraine.  just two weeks 
after turning to social media for donations.  the celebrity couple 
says they raised more than $30 million. 

0:27 3/21/2022 11:33p entertainment 

the acad my awards this sunday.  getting ready for the red carpet 
arrivals is already impacting traffic around the theater.  on 
hollywood boulevard.  large fences as you can see already up 
across from the theater. 

0:24 3/22/2022 11:34p entertainment 

beyonce performing at the oscars this sun.  her song for king 
richard is nominated.  she’s in talks to honor the film and the 
famous tennis family.  it could involve a live broadcast from the 
compton tennis courts where they grew up. 

3:14 3/28/2022 11:05p entertainment 

everyone still talking about it, will smith storming up on stage and 
smacking chris rock at the oscars.  late this afternoon smith 
apologized to rock, almost a full day after the incident, and 
academy, they held emergency meeting to review possible 
sanctions or some kind of action.  robert is live with what could 
happen next.  reporter: you’re exactly right, no matter where you 
go, people are talking about it.  those who are supporting will smith 
defending his wife and her medical condition, and those supporting 
chris rock.  take a look at the laugh factory’s marquee behind me.  
about to hear from variety’s film editor who speculates rest of time 
there will be team rock and team smith.  tonight we’re seeing so far 
that adds up.  good morning, everyone.  god has let me live 
another day and i’m about to make it everyone’s problem.  reporter: 
this was posted on will smith’s official instagram a half hour before 
the oscars began, with the caption, me and jada pinkett smith got 
dressed up to choose chaos.  ironic that chaos followed, what 
about the fallout.   will he have oscar taken away? that’s highly 
unlikely.   reporter: on instagram will smith apologized to chris rock 
saying i was out of line and wrong.  as stand-up comedian, can’t 
make everybody love you.   reporter: started with a joke.  smith’s 
wife has alopecia, causing her to lose her hair. 
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0:40 1/3/2022 11:17p environment 

some orange county beaches reopened today after a large sewage 
spill closed down a large portion of the coastline before new year’s 
day.  closures were lifted for seal beach and sunset beach after 
testing showed the water quality was acceptable.  a sewer main 
line failed on thursday in carson, leaking roughly 8. 

0:28 1/10/2022 11:33p environment 

this was quite a find.  the largest and the most complete fossil of a 
so-called sea dragon was found in england.  you’re looking at the 
fossil of a large marine reptile similar in shape to a dolphin that 
grew as long as 82 feet. 

1:41 3/22/2022 11:04p environment 

we have stunning new video tonight of a mountain lion sprinting 
across a strip mall.  in irvine.  the real scare was at an office 
building where the mountain lion darted inside.  nbc4 now picks up 
the story.  reporter: this was the first sighting caught on camera.  
the mountain lion was hit with a taser and as it was being chased 
by animal control.  emily ran to make sure the door of the salon 
was closed tight.  we held the door shut and both just oh my god.  
no, no, no.  what was that? i hoped my eyes wide like what is that? 
police say that was a two year-old male mountain lion.  dazed and 
confused it ran towards an office complex.  behind the shopping 
center.  along the way the big cat left scratch marks in the concrete 
sidewalk. 

0:19 3/23/2022 11:34p environment 

the mountain lion that was on the loose in irvine is now back in the 
wild.  m-317 is now wearing a gps collar.  the 113-pound mountain 
lion with police in pursuit ran around the sand canyon plaza and 
then darted into a business where he played a game of hide-and-
seek until he was captured. 

0:39 1/24/2022 11:11p foreign news 

the developing crisis in the ukraine.  8,500 u.s.  troops are on 
heightened alert.  as president biden weighs sending them into 
eastern europe to strengthen the nato allies.  pentagon says there’s 
a growing concern that russia is preparing to invade the ukraine.  
after russian president vladimir putin placed more than 100,000 
troops on the ukraine border. 

0:45 3/1/2022 11:15p foreign news 

more than 100,000 ukrainians are fleeing by the day.  the pursuit of 
safer territory has been more treacherous for some than others.  
the un says more than 600,000 ukrainians have already managed 
to escape in six days.  some black immigrants say they have been 
turned down at the border.  one student from ghana says she 
struggled to find safe passage by train, bus and even on foot. 

2:08 3/1/2022 11:16p foreign news 

 watching in horror.  more ukraine falls to the invading russians.  
tonight nbc4 spoke to people here in southern california.  about 
what they think of the conflict over seas.  we will not tolerate 
anyone who tries to take the country backwards.   president biden 
with praise and support for the ukrainian people in his state of the 
union address.  echoing how many people here in south l.a.  this 
couple set to record the speech.  my pain it for the people of 
ukraine.  i’m seeing innocent people, kids, women , elders, get kille.  
the world is doing the right thing by pulling support from russia.  
sometimes you have to that’s the greatest impact you can have.  
activist agrees with biden on ukraine.  but not with people who 
dismiss other war torn regions.  in north africa this is normal.  
middle east and asia.  this shouldn’t be happening with a european 
country.  that’s a very racist statement. 
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2:54 3/2/2022 11:01p foreign news 

one week after the russian invasion of ukraine began, it appears 
ukraine’s first city has fallen.  according to the mayor of the port city 
of kherson, russian troops are now in the center of that city.  robert 
kovacik joins us live in the studio now with today’s developments.  
despite the united nations general assembly voting overwhelmingly 
to demand russian forces withdraw, despite a stepped up efforts to 
cripple the russian economy, president putin is showing no signs of 
backing down.  in ukraine’s major cities an intensifying russian 
assault growing more deadly.  as many as 2,000 civilians killed in 
the past week, according to ukrainian officials.  the people still here 
battered but unbroken.   we want to be angry when we die, not 
scared.   reporter: president biden on the road in wisconsin 
reinforcing his state of the union rallying call.  we, the united states 
of america, stand with the ukrainian people.  we stand with them.  
reporter: the biden administration launching a justice department 
task force to investigate wealthy russian oligarchs close to 
president putin, and rolling out sweeping new sanctions against 
russia’s defense sector.   the very systems now being used to 
assault the ukrainian people, abuse human rights, violate 
international humanitarian law. 

1:54 3/3/2022 11:05p foreign news 

developing now out of ukraine.  video shows russian forces shelling 
europe’s largest nuclear station.  in a five story training facility.  
next door.  on fire.  that fire since been put out.  ukraine president 
issuing a stark warning saying the attack poses unprecedented 
danger.  and if there’s an explosion quote it will be the end to all of 
us.  tonight ukrainian authorities say europe largest nuclear power 
plant is secure.  after fire in a training building on the ground.  
ukrainian officials say russian forces were firing on the plant from 
all sides.  and warn that if it were to blow up, it would be ten times 
larger than chernobyl.  the white house saying it seen no sign of 
elevated radiation coming from the plant.  and the atomic energy 
agency says the fire is not affected essential equipment. 

1:59 3/9/2022 11:04p foreign news 

well, the outrage grows in ukraine and around the world tonight 
after a children’s and maternity hospital came under attack in the 
southern port city of mariupol.  ukraine’s president accusing russian 
troops of shelling the hospitals, leaving children trapped and 
several people injured.  and we do want to warn you that some of 
these images are graphic.  reporter: vladimir putin says russians 
should be proud of what their soldiers are doing in ukraine.  then 
you see images like this.  a bombing at a children’s and maternity 
hospital.  there are no reports of patient deaths, but pregnant 
women needed help out of the building, and some children are still 
trapped.  ukraine called it a war crime.  i cannot realize why it’s 
necessary for russian troops to destroy hospital.  reporter: russia 
denied it was responsible, but russian forces have been cutting off 
basic supplies to mariupol for days. 

0:54 3/11/2022 11:00p foreign news 

now at 11:00 on this friday night.  russian troops pushes closer to 
kyiv.  heavy shelling could be heard in several spots over night.  
good evening, we’re streaming live on roku, fire tv and apple tv.  
imposing a new rounds of sanctions today against russia.  revoking 
their most favored nation trade status.  and banning some of 
russia’s most value commodities like vodka, diamonds and other 
exports. 
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2:00 3/11/2022 11:01p foreign news 

 ukrainian president zelenskyy estimates 100,000 civilians have 
been brought to safety over the past 48 hours.  hetty chang reports 
on how the most vulnerable evacuees are seeking refuge in 
hospitals and families are arriving at the u.s.  mexico border.   the 
russian invasion intensifies as forces unleash on key cities across 
ukraine.  edge closer to the capitol of kyiv.  that’s where the 
violence is putting a lot of energy and resources in.  those are the 
population centers they’re going after.  kharkiv, kyiv.  this is now 
more than two and a half million of the country’s 44 million people 
have fled ukraine.  including the most vulnerable of children.  at this 
hospital in lviv, a 7 year-old is getting dialysis.  she’s awaiting a 
kidney trance transplant.  she traveled for 24 hours with her nurse 
on a train.  and a dozen other sick children. 

3:41 3/14/2022 11:00p foreign news 

now at 11:00 a journey stretching thousand of miles to rescue a 
family from a war zone.  a beverly hills woman documents her 
dangerous journey from l.a.  to ukraine.  and back.  good evening, 
everyone.  we’re also streaming live right now on fire tv and apple 
tv.  it’s 8:00 a.m.  tuesday morning in ukraine.  and the russian 
assault rages on.  the attacks are broadening with forces striking in 
the west near the border with poland.  families again desperate to 
get out because living on the streets in poland is actually safer than 
staying in ukraine.   one family made it all the way to los angeles in 
a journey that took them through several countries and 
documented all of it.  robert kovacik is has their story tonight from 
downtown at union station.  a woman left here almost ten days ago 
determined to save her relatives.  how can she be sitting down to 
dinner here? she wondered.  when they are starving.  reporter: just 
after the train pulled into union station, a mother and child took their 
first steps in los angeles.  i don’t believe that i’m here.  i’m here.  
because family rescued family.  this is was the miracle.   she 
moved from ukraine to beverly hills 15 years ago.  when the war 
broke out and relatives still in ukraine, she couldn’t stay put.  it’s not 
fair.  it’s not fair to any human.  her brother on the front lines.  sent 
her video of communities destroyed.  she translates.   help.  i’m 
begging you.  at least for woman and kids.  her cousin and best 
friend and her 6 year-old son alone in an under ground shelter. 

2:34 3/14/2022 11:04p foreign news 

what that family left behind in ukraine is devastating.  the country 
continues to put up major resistance.  but russia continues the 
onslaught attacking kyiv and other cities.  representatives from 
russia and ukraine met now for a fourth round of talks since the 
invasion and ended the same way as previous meetings.  no 
progress.  now there are growing concerns about a possible 
alliance between russia and china.  hetty chang is following the 
latest over seas.  we’re learning tonight that russian and ukrainian 
negotiators agreed to speak again tomorrow.  so that could happen 
as early as the next several hours here.  this as the attacks 
intensify.  reporter: russia armed forces facing fierce resistance 
from the ukrainian army.  now resorting to long range missile 
attacks.  where they strike becoming increasingly indiscriminate.  
apartment building destroyed.  this woman telling us -- she feels 
pity for putin’s mother.  turning in her grave that she gave birth to 
such a nasty bastard.   killing 35 at a military base in western 
ukraine.  that attack landing 20 miles from the polish border. 
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2:14 3/14/2022 11:07p foreign news 

now attempts to free wnba player britney griner.  from russia.  are 
getting increasingly more desperate by the day.  britney who plays 
for a russian basketball team in the off season has been trying to 
get home for weeks.  loved ones are pleading for u.s.  officials to 
ensure her safe return.  we spoke with some of those leading the 
charge.  on the move.  griner able to finish.  25 for griner.   star 
center for the phoenix mercury and two time olympic gold medallist.  
she was at the top of her game.  until her arrest last month for 
allegedly carrying hash oil through the airport in russia.  where she 
plays in the off season.  advocates rally for her safe return.  we’re 
praying.  just for favor.  praying for favor for those that are held 
captive.  national observers note her arrest came before russia 
invaded ukraine.  we should be really worried.  once they figured 
out who she was given the timing and everything that’s happening 
right now. 

0:34 3/14/2022 11:33p foreign news 

breaking news out of ukraine.  a series of russian strikes has hit a 
15 story apartment building in ukraine capitol city.  at least one 
person is dead.  others are still trapped inside.  we don’t have video 
of the damage yet.  we do know the assault comes hours before 
ukrainian and russian officials are set to resume talks about 
diplomacy. 

0:17 3/16/2022 11:34p foreign news 
emergency services in kyiv say they’re now evacuating a 
residential building that was hit in an apparent russian rocket 
attack. 

2:50 3/17/2022 11:01p foreign news 

also tonight.  another u.s.  citizen killed in the russian invasion of 
ukraine.  tonight we learn more about who he was and why he was 
there.  a vigil at a southern california college shows how deeply this 
conflict resonates with young americans.  good evening, everyone.   
chuck is off tonight.  we’re streaming live on roku.  fire tv and apple 
tv.  robert kovacik now with more on the american who died and 
what is developing in ukraine.  we report with russia military 
advance stalled, troops in disarray and thousands killed.  according 
to u.s.  officials.  russian forces are now going after civilians 
knowingly.  among those killed in the conflict, the second u.s.  
citizen.  after the death of an american journalist last week.  
reporter: tonight, solidarity with those so far away.  in los angeles 
valley college in van nuys.  students and faculty coming together to 
stand with ukraine.  at this point we don’t know who we should -- 
we keep screaming for help.   what’s happening so far away keeps 
getting closer to home.  i can confirm that an american citizen was 
killed.   tonight in minnesota, the sister of jim hill tells us the u.s.  
embassy called them to confirm the death. 

0:59 3/21/2022 11:07p foreign news 

now to the crisis in ukraine.  a top nato official saying today the 
conflict with russia is on the verge of entering a stalemate.  neither 
side can win.  but neither side will back down.  the russian offensive 
stalled on most fronts, some senators are pushing president biden 
to send more advanced military equipment so ukraine can with 
stand the shelling.  that request comes adds president biden warns 
russia is considering a new strategy. 

0:20 1/10/2022 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

new at 11:00, a community honors a los angeles county firefighter 
who was killed battling a house fire in rancho palos verdes last 
week. 
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0:55 1/26/2022 11:18p 
funerals and 
memorials 

two years ago, kobe bryant, his daughter, and seven others were 
killed in a helicopter crash in calabasas.  and a local artist wanted 
to pay tribute and to remember those who were lost.  artist dan 
medina carried a bronze sculpture up the mountain at 4:30 this 
morning, making to it the crash site just before sunrise.  it depicts 
kobe bryant, his daughter gianna smiling at each other, and the 
pedestal reads "heroes come and go, but ledges are forever. 

2:15 3/16/2022 11:15p 
funerals and 
memorials 

tributes to a local jazz icon continue to pour in tonight for blues 
singer barbara morrison, who died this morning at the age of 72.  
beverly white now has more from the venue that bears her name.   
reporter: live jazz filled the barbara morrison performing arts center 
as artists honor the singer with whom they were set to perform.  
here now to mourn barbara morrison, dead of unknown causes at 
age 72.  one of the most dynamic jazz and blues singers in our time 
in this city.   reporter: barbara morrison was grammy nominated 
three times and taught jazz appreciation at ucla.  she recently 
performed with former tonight show drummer marvin smitty smith, 
who shared this photo while tav advice smiley recalls morrison in 
top form last new year’s eve.  a career that takes her around the 
globe, performing with everybody from dizzy gillespie to ray charles 
to quincy jones.  just the list of all the greats, tony bennett, mel 
torme, that she had a chance to perform with. 

0:31 1/4/2022 11:33p 
government and 

Politics 

los angeles is now facing a legal fallout for that sewage spill at the 
hyperion treatment plant out near l.a.x.  two law firms have now 
teamed up to file a class action lawsuit against the los angeles 
department of sanitation over the sewage spill. 

0:28 1/4/2022 11:34p 
government and 

Politics 

have you heard? wasting water could soon cost you under 
california’s new drought rules.  today state regulators passed a plan 
to prohibit excessive water use within 48 hours of any rain we get. 

0:26 1/10/2022 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

governor newsom has some big plans for california’s massive 
budget.  today he unveiled a record $286.4 billion proposal with a 
$45 billion surplus.  the governor wants to dedicate a large chunk of 
that money to the following. 

0:50 1/12/2022 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

a law that would charge drug dealers with murder for selling pills 
that kill were shot down by a california assembly committee.  four 
out of five members of the public safety committee voted against 
state bill 350.  it comes just after california prosecutors announced 
more than 10,000 deaths in the state last year from illegal drugs 
laced with fentanyl. 

1:02 1/17/2022 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

on this day to honor martin luther king jr., members of his family 
and more than 150 groups are calling for voting rights legislation to 
get passed in the u.s.  senate.  king’s family, including his son and 
granddaughter led the campaign deliver for voting rights by 
marching across the frederick douglass memorial bridge in d.c.  
activists and members of congress joined them later at a press 
conference.  there they called to remember -- remove, actually, the 
filibuster and pass two bills that would expand voting access and 
change the way courts handle the election cases. 

1:02 1/20/2022 11:15p 
government and 

Politics 

for several months now we’ve been reporting on freight train 
robberies in los angeles and all the boxes and the trash that’s left 
behind on the tracks.  well, today governor gavin newsom literally 
took matters into his own hands.  he came down to help caltrans 
workers in east l.a.  try to clean up the enormous mess.  union 
pacific railroad is blaming the criminal justice reform system for 
putting the cargo thieves back in circulation. 
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2:45 1/26/2022 11:01p 
government and 

Politics 

also tonight learning new details about a big decision from l.a.  
security council member mike bonin.  he has decided not to run for 
reelection.  we brought this to you as breaking news tonight at 6:00.  
and since then, we have heard some strong reaction to bonnin’s 
decision.  it was just a week ago that push adderall fell short.  did 
the recall have anything to do with his decision? reporter: colleen 
and carolyn, absolutely not.  according to the coupleman him 
councilman himself, he was pretty confident he was going win 
reelection.  that’s what he said on social media.  his representatives 
said tonight we’re going to let this sit for a while.  we’re not going to 
hear from mike bonin for a few days after bonin explained it’s not 
political, it’s personal.  i know this decision is surprising.   reporter: 
tonight a frank admission.   my decision is not political.  my decision 
is deeply personal.  i have struggled with chronic depression for a 
very long time.  reporter: l.a.’s west side councilmember mike bonin 
announcing he will not seek a third time.  bonin has staunch 
defenders.  i think we have lost a really, really fine public servant. 

0:22 1/26/2022 11:10p 
government and 

Politics 

well, tonight all of the candidates looking to unseat l.a.  county 
sheriff villanueva faced off in one place.  in an open forum, the 
seven candidates made their pitch to lead the department. 

0:34 1/26/2022 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

after 28 years, justice stephen breyer will soon retire from the 
supreme court.  that will give president biden a chance to name a 
replacement while democrats still have a majority in the senate.  
justice breyer will remain on the court until late june. 

0:45 1/31/2022 11:09p 
government and 

Politics 

once again governor newsom is caught violating the same mask 
mandate that he insists is necessary.  this time he was caught at so 
fi stadium.  and during the same game, los angeles morphs also 
photographed without a mask.  in the photos posted online you can 
see nba legend magic johnson along with the governor.  newsom 
said he took the mask off for quote a brief second. 

0:28 2/1/2022 11:18p 
government and 

Politics 

no, it was not enough.  people in one korea town community say 
they’re putting out boulders to keep homeless encampments out of 
the neighborhood.  the neighbors say the problem has been 
growing out of control for years. 

0:24 2/1/2022 11:18p 
government and 

Politics 

california surgeon general is stepping down.  tonight governor 
newsom is confirmed doctor harris is leaving her post.  she made 
history in 2019 the states first ever surgeon general. 

1:02 2/22/2022 11:06p 
government and 

Politics 

tonight the world is once again left wondering what vladimir putin is 
planning.  the u.s.  declared today the russian invasion of ukraine 
has begun.  it’s unclear how far putin will go.  the u.s.  and allies 
announce more sanctions today.  cutting russia off from western 
financing and targeting the elite russians with close ties to the cell 
lkremlin.  white house believes a military attack against ukraine is 
imminent.  he’s gone to war four times. 

0:37 2/22/2022 11:09p 
government and 

Politics 

tonight university hosted the first televised debate for mayor of l.a.  
five of the six candidates were there.  but commotions in the crowd 
at times derailed that debate.  you can see the candidates react to 
what they thought was a man trying to rush the stage. 
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2:14 2/22/2022 11:10p 
government and 

Politics 

a major issue confronting the next mayor of los angeles.  the 
homeless crisis.  tonight we are one step closer to finding out 
exactly how that crisis has escalated.  nbc4 following the 2022 
homeless count.  now under way.  when it comes to figuring out 
how many people are experiencing homelessness it’s not just 
about the numbers.  the homeless count that starting in los angeles 
and or not county today helps local governments decide where to 
spend money and resources for homeless people.  this is really 
about the count.  making sure nobody is left behind.  these aren’t 
just statistics.  these are stories.  l.a.  county leaders held this 
virtual news conference today.  to kick off the count.  which had to 
be put on pause during the pandemic.  then delayed again another 
month because of the omicron surge.  the count will give a new 
look into the impact of the pandemic.  and how it’s impacted people 
experiencing homelessness.  professor from usc works with l. 

2:42 3/1/2022 11:00p 
government and 

Politics 

tonight state of the union a combination of the crisis in ukraine.  and 
how to solve domestic problems like inflation and crime.  and 
border security.  nbc4 from the news room with a look at the 
speech.  that’s right.  the president says we have covid on the run 
with mask mandates coming down.  there’s a plan to fight inflation 
and job growth is picking up.  the focus tonight was of the deadly 
conflict half a world away.  between authoritarian dictator and 
young democracy fighting to survive.  for president biden it was the 
issue that dominated all the others.  the carnage taking place 
ukraine.  the under dog nation struggling to fight back against its 
russian invaders.  we the united states of america stand with 
ukrainian people.  in the battle between democracy and autocracy.  
democracies are rising to the moment.  in the chamber members of 
the both parties flying ukraine’s colors.  blue and yellow.  saluting 
ukraine ambassador.  condemning vladimir putin.  the latest attack 
on ukraine was premeditated and totally unprovoked.  he rejected 
repeated efforts at diplomacy.  there was little in new 
announcements.  we’re closing off american air space for all 
russian flights. 

2:52 3/1/2022 11:03p 
government and 

Politics 

before tonight’s state of union address, president biden pledged his 
support directly to ukraine president zelenskyy.  those two leaders 
spoke about the escalation of attacks on sites used by civilians.  
especially in the heart of the city of kharkiv.  which is ukraine’s 
seconds largest city.  robert kovacik monitor tg the latest 
developments.  that major city is barely hanging on.  according to 
those who escaped the violence.  they say supplies and moral are 
low.  and getting lower.  so when could this possibly end? take a 
look.  this is new video of ukrainian president zelenskyy.  saying he 
would be willing to sit at the negotiation table with rush president 
putin.  however, zelenskyy cautions before he will do that, putin 
needs to stop the bombing.  kharkiv freedom square taking a 
colossal hit.  russians pounding the civilian center.  ukraine second 
largest city.  leaving city hall in tatters.  opera house damaged.  first 
responders rushing bodies and injured people out.  ukrainians state 
officials say seven died.  and 24 injured.  just one part of a deadly 
day of destruction.  in kharkiv.  russian rockets also destroyed this 
residential building.  in response, the city has moved under ground. 
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2:26 3/1/2022 11:05p 
government and 

Politics 

orange county couple is safely home tonight after their heroing 
escape from ukraine.  more incredible they made it out with their 
newborn baby in tow.  we spoke with the couple on the way home.  
a summer like evening greeted jesse and jacob and the new baby.  
when they touched down this afternoon at lax.  just days ago they 
couldn’t be sure they would make it.  for what it is i suppose we’re 
survivors.  the couple arrived in kyiv earlier this month.  for the 
surrogate birth of their daughter.  the bombings began just 48 hours 
after she was born.  i contacted our driver.  to see if he could pick 
us up early.  we knew we had to leave as soon as possible.  what 
followed was a desperate attempt to escape.  a journey that last a 
day and a half.  in the freezing cold.  stuck on a gridlock road 
among thousands trying to leave ukraine.  they decided to walk the 
rest of the eight miles to the poland border.  that one of the worst 
parts.  i really doubted that we were making the right decision.  it 
was about 30 degrees.  so less than freezing. 

0:48 3/2/2022 11:04p 
government and 

Politics 

people around the world are standing with ukraine.  and here at 
home activists are demanding the u.s.  government do more to 
support and save innocent lives in ukraine.  in westwood tonight, 
people rallied outside the federal building, calling on the 
government to step up its humanitarian aid and to provide more 
military support for ukrainian troops. 

0:33 3/2/2022 11:14p 
government and 

Politics 

new at 11, the house committee investigating the capitol riots 
january 6 is looking to hold former president trump responsible for 
criminal conspiracy.  in a new court filing, the committee argued 
that former president trump and members of his campaign tried to 
overturn the 2020 election results. 

0:39 3/3/2022 11:06p 
government and 

Politics 

 support for ukraine here in the u.s.  hasn’t let up a bit.  since 
russian troops invaded that country.  support like this rally in 
ventura today.  some of the organizers here raising awareness for 
the their own family members.  many can’t get out of the ukraine.  
and others choose to stay. 

2:33 3/3/2022 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

a crisis plagued l.a.  for decades getting some attention from the 
state now.  governor newsom revealing a new plan to help the 
homeless with mental health.  and give love ones more power to 
step in.  some homeless advocates are against forcing people to 
get care.  but others are argue that some people just aren’t well 
enough to make that decision for themselves.  we recognize the 
urgency in the crisis.  california governor newsom wants to take a 
stronger approach.  to helping homeless people with severe mental 
health issues.  and addiction problems.  we can hold hands.  have 
a candle light vigil and talk about the way the world should be.  or 
take responsibility.  to implement ideas.  that’s what we’re doing 
here.  urnds the plan someone like a family member, first 
responder or mental health specialist can refer a person who is 
struggling for services.  people with those serious disorders would 
have to accept treatment and care to get healthy again.  or face 
criminal charges possibly.  because the intervention would be court 
ordered.  opponents argue this is a violation of a person’s civil 
rights. 

0:29 3/9/2022 11:06p 
government and 

Politics 

well, tonight the house of representatives has approved a massive 
spending bill that would rush $13.6 billion in aid to ukraine and its 
european allies.  and here in los angeles, the ukrainian community 
held a fundraiser tonight for those fleeing the country in the face of 
that constant russian shelling. 
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3:47 3/9/2022 11:16p 
government and 

Politics 

now an nbc 4 i-team exclusive.  two high-ranking members of the 
los angeles county district attorney staff go public with their 
criticisms of d.a.  george gascon and their belief that his policies 
have contributed to rising crime rates.  our investigative reporter 
eric leonard has the story.  i think that he defrauded the voting 
public because i think when he was running for election, he ran on 
thoughtful reform.  reporter: head deputy district attorneys maria 
ramirez and victor rodriguez say they’ve had a front row seat to 
more than a year of what they now say has been dysfunction inside 
the l.a.  county district attorney’s office.  they say they were 
optimistic about the start of gascon’s tenure when each of them led 
large divisions of the d.a.’s office, supervising the prosecutions of 
murders, sex crimes and complicated felonies.  he won the 
election.  the people wanted reform.  i accepted that.  i really was 
looking forward to making some meaningful changes.   reporter: 
after gascon unseated jackie lacy in 2020, he immediately issued a 
variety of orders.  no more death penalty prosecutions.  no use of 
prior convictions of gang involvement or guns to increase 
sentences, and no one under 18 prosecuted as an adult, no matter 
the circumstances.  the orders were designed to reduce jail or 
prison time in new cases and for those already convicted, but 
ramirez and rodriguez say they believe it’s also contributed to l.a.’s 
recent spike in violent crime.  i definitely think that although george 
gascon and his policies are not the only reason for the increase in 
crime, they definitely are significant contributing force to it. 

2:20 3/10/2022 11:04p 
government and 

Politics 

tomorrow president biden will be announcing new action to 
continue to hold russia accountable for the war on ukraine.  
diplomatic talks today in turkey failed once again.  and today in 
attempt to reach a cease fire, nothing happened.  vice president 
kamala harris in the region.  she is working with allies to help 
people at the very heart of the crisis.  the ukrainian refugees.  
reporter: every day in poland the same heartbreaking sight.  
thousands of people dragging suitcases, carrying backpacks, 
fleeing the war.  16 year-old escaped from kyiv.   what was it like 
there? it was like not comfortable to stay there.  because every 
night we heard --  it’s okay.  very horrible sounds.  every night.  of 
the 40 million people who live in ukraine, more than 1.4 million 
have so far escaped to poland.  and more than 100,000 people 
continue to arrive every day.  we have been witnessing for weeks 
and certainly just in the last 24 hours atrocity of unimaginable 
proportion. 

1:45 3/10/2022 11:16p 
government and 

Politics 

governor newsom in town today to promote his new plan to get 
homeless individuals suffering from addiction and mental health 
issues off the street.  ted chen has details about some of the 
aggressive measures the governor is hoping to take.  the governor 
did not directly address reporters today instead he wanted a 
highlight a program in south los angeles he believes compliments 
his proposal to address homelessness and mental illness.   you 
have been in here how long? a year and three months.   this this 
room? not in jail and not on the street.  the governor today visiting 
south l.a.  project 180.  which helps unhoused come out of the 
criminal justice system and into mental healthcare and housing.   
how often family visits you? every weekend. 
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0:41 3/10/2022 11:33p 
government and 

Politics 

24 years of cooperation between the united states and russia on 
the international space station could soon be over.  russia is now 
threatening to strand an american astronaut believe it or not in 
space.  mark on the far right is set to come home in about three 
weeks.  he is supposed to land in kaz ak stan on a russian 
spacecraft with two soviets there by his side. 

3:17 3/16/2022 11:00p 
government and 

Politics 

this is nbc 4 news at 11:00.  now at 11:00, a passionate plea 
directly from the president of ukraine.  tonight he is appealing to 
president biden, u.s.  lawmakers and americans to step up 
involvement in the russian invasion of ukraine.  good evening, 
everyone.  i’m colleen williams.   and i’m chuck henry.  we’re also 
streaming live right now on roku, fire tv and apple tv.  so let’s get 
right over to robert kovacik who has the latest from ukraine and that 
address to congress by president zelenskyy.  chuck and colleen, 
this is just some of the video president zelenskyy played for 
congress showing the impact of the assault.  some lawmakers 
moved to tears during his emotional plea to help his homeland.  
with russian forces still raining down bombs around him, ukraine’s 
president zelenskyy turned to the united states.  i see no sense in 
life if it cannot stop the deaths.  reporter: zelenskyy comparing the 
russian invasion to some of the most painful moments in america’s 
history, pearl harbor, 9/11.  translator: innocent people were 
attacked, attacked from air.  our country experienced the same 
every day.  reporter: even invoking martin luther king’s "i have a 
dream" speech.  zelenskyy saying ukraine has a need for a no-fly 
zone, which president biden has already rejected, saying it could 
cause world war iii.  translator: i need to protect our sky. 

0:35 3/16/2022 11:03p 
government and 

Politics 

california lawmakers are now hoping to make up for pain that we’re 
all feeling at the pump by putting hundreds of dollars back into your 
pocket.  democrats tonight are calling for a $400 gas tax rebate for 
everyone.  the money would cover a full year of gas taxes for the 
average driver. 

2:32 3/16/2022 11:04p 
government and 

Politics 

and it’s not only gas.  just about everything is more expensive 
these days.  the federal reserve is trying to fight that inflation by 
raising interest rates for the first time in four years.  the hope is that 
the increase will slow demand and bring in line -- bring it in line, 
actually, with supply.  our lauren coronado explains what it could 
mean for you.  reporter: i spoke with an economist who says this 
increase will immediately impact short-term lending.  he answered 
a few questions from folks we spoke with today.  credit card debt.  if 
you get a new car loan, construction loans for home builders, those 
will be directly affected.   reporter: richard green is an economist 
and professor at usc, tracking the federal reserve’s quarter percent 
increase which is projected to climb from 1.75 to 2% by the end of 
the year.  the first increase in three years, and the first adjustment 
since reaching close to zero at the start of the pandemic in march 
2020.  some raising concerns over its direct impacts.  it’s going to 
hit this wallet right here. 
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3:09 3/17/2022 11:04p 
government and 

Politics 

one of l.a.’s largest homeless encampments is about cleared out 
tonight.  the city effort to move the homeless out of the plaza in little 
tokyo started a month ago.  it comes with some very vocal 
opposition.  hetty chang is live for us in little tokyo.  with what’s 
going on right now.  right around 9:00 tonight, we saw the l.a.  city 
sanitation crews come in to clear everything out.  we were on that 
side of the encamp.  and ran over here 30 seconds ago.  we saw a 
bunch of homeless advocates running this way.  and lapd officers 
arriving here.  we see six squad cars here.  we think it maybe some 
sort of scuffle between the homeless advocates here and perhaps 
city workers and sanitation workers.  we’ll continue to keep an eye 
on this.  there are two people who say that they live here in this 
encampment who are refusing to leave.  under the shadow of l.a.  
city hall, sanitation workers move in.  clearing out and cleaning up 
the homeless encampment at the plaza.  which has been home to 
more than 100 of the city’s homeless.  some for the past three 
years.  now today we have one huge step forward to stop the 
hemorrhaging to get the services they are need.  city counsel 
member defending the effort here to get the unhoused, housed.  
and he says resources and eventually permanent housing.  this 
after homeless advocates say the people who leave end upcoming 
back here. 

1:30 3/17/2022 11:10p 
government and 

Politics 

gas prices are very high and getting higher.  right now.  california 
lawmakers want to give people some relief.  they want to give every 
taxpayer a $400 rebait check.  but will it really help in the long run? 
ted chen talked to an economist who says, yes and no.  gas is so 
high.   we’re struggling.  couples say an extra $400 would come in 
handy to put in their tank.  with gas still a sky high 5.80 plus.  in 
most southern california counties.  and pushing $7 at this station in 
midcity.  we barely put $45 in the tank.  that’s not even done 
anything.   democrats are trying to do something.  the proposed 
$400 tax rebait to go to all california taxpayers whether they drive a 
car or not. 

0:31 3/17/2022 11:31p 
government and 

Politics 

civilian attacks in ukraine are growing more and more frequent and 
violent.  president biden is turning attention to china president.  
expressing support for russia and remains open for calls for aid.  
president putin presses further into ukraine. 

1:36 3/21/2022 11:05p 
government and 

Politics 

coming up in just a few hours it will be day two of the judge ketanji 
brown jackson’s senate confirmation hearing.  with several days of 
questioning from senators.  a few of whom say she’s soft on crime.  
if confirmed she will bb the first black woman ever to serve on the 
high court.   my parents taught me that unlike the many barriers 
that they had to face growing up, my path was clearer.  so that if i 
worked hard and i believed in myself in america, i could do 
anything or be anything i wanted to be.  if democrats and 
independents remain unified they could confirm jackson without 
republican support.  this is the fourth time the judge jackson has 
gone before the senate for confirmation. 

0:32 3/22/2022 11:08p 
government and 

Politics 

president biden is heading to europe.  he’ll be there tomorrow for a 
high stakes meeting with our nato allies.  as the invasion of ukraine 
enters its fourth week.  the president is expected to announce new 
sanctions against russia. 
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2:11 3/22/2022 11:09p 
government and 

Politics 

in washington tomorrow is day three of confirmation hearings of 
supreme court nominee judge ketanji brown jackson.  today the 
questioning became contentious at times.  republicans senators 
tried to paint her as soft on crime.  reporter: republicans at times 
seemed accusing.  democrats bolster her nomination.  the first 
black come to be nominated following 115 justices.  day one of 
questioning in the hearings for supreme court nominee ketanji 
brown jackson.  who said she would follow the law.   i don’t think 
anyone can look at my record and say it’s pointing in one direction.  
or another.  receiving scrutiny the judges background is a public 
defender including representative inmates at git moe.  painting the 
judge as soft of crime.  lenient in child porn cases.   you sentenced 
the defender to substantially below not just the guidelines.  but 
what the prosecutor asked for.  the evidence in these cases are 
among the worst that i have seen and yet, as congress directs, 
judges don’t just calculate the guidelines and stop. 

2:23 3/22/2022 11:11p 
government and 

Politics 

the race to replace l.a.  mayor is heating up.  it was full of zingers 
and big plans to battle the problem of homelessness in l.a.  and 
crime.  nbc4 beverly white has a report on tense moments among 
the candidates vying to leave the city.   on stage at auditorium.  four 
leading contend tors.  front runner congresswoman bass.  tackling 
homelessness.  we need to have everything expedited if you are 
going to build affordable housing on day one i would appoint a 
chief.  that person would report directly to me.   l.a.  counsel man 
says he’s got a plan too.   i’m already doing something about it.  i 
built more housing opportunities in l.a.  for unhoused neighbors in 
the past year.  the largest tiny home village in the united states.   
candidates quickly challenged first time debate participant.  
millionaire developer.   in this great finally joining us.  let’s focus on 
the issues instead of attacking.  crime problems, that we have to 
deal with.  corruption in city hall and homeless problems. 

1:40 3/23/2022 11:05p 
government and 

Politics 

we keep hearing about relief for drivers from the ever increasing 
gas prices.  over $6 a gallon in l.a.  county today.  the state has 
been talking about a $400 rebate for weeks now.  and today 
governor newsom spelled out the details.  anoushah rasta breaks it 
down for us.   reporter: if you own a car in california and it’s 
registered here, governor gavin newsom wants to give you a $400 
debit card to help with the skyrocketing price of gas.  we would be 
really grateful.  we would be very grateful for that.   reporter: the 
governor made that announcement today and posted this video to 
his twitter account with the details.   that direct relief will address 
the issue that we all are struggling to address, and that’s the issue 
of gas prices. 

0:47 3/23/2022 11:07p 
government and 

Politics 

president biden is in europe tonight in brussels, belgium for an 
emergency meeting of the north atlantic treaty organization.  the 
nations of nato plan to discuss their continued response to the 
russian invasion of ukraine.  analysts say that the allies need to set 
some clear boundaries.  and ukrainian president zelenskyy will also 
address the summit where he is expected to ask for increased 
military assistance and possibly admission into the nato alliance. 
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2:07 3/23/2022 11:10p 
government and 

Politics 

the top five candidates for l.a.  mayor met for the first time in a 
debate last night.  they took on issues like housing, the homeless 
crisis in los angeles, crime and one neighborhood in particular took 
center stage.  beverly white shows us now the special focus on 
watts.  i’m talking to families at st.  lawrence down in watts.  they’re 
scared to have their kids go outside.   reporter: developer rick 
caruso like every candidate at this usc debate wants to be l.a.’s 
next mayor.  when the topic was crime, he focused on watts.  he 
wasn’t the only one.  to increase the community safety partnership 
program that we modeled in watts and triple the amount of senior 
lead officers.   reporter: watts residents admit their area suffers 
disproportionate crime and lacks resources.  not only our people 
are in danger, our priests are in danger, we’re in danger because 
we have to jump in. 

1:03 3/23/2022 11:17p 
government and 

Politics 

today was the third day of confirmation hearing for supreme court 
nominee judge ketanji brown jackson.  it was also the final day of 
direct questioning for the judge.  republicans intensified their 
questioning, accusing her of being soft on crime and pressing her 
on other issues, including abortion and transgender rights.  on the 
other hand, democrats continue to praise the historic nature of her 
nomination.  can you provide a definition for the word "woman". 

0:58 1/3/2022 11:01p 
health and 

medical 

also tonight, demand for testing at an all-time high as students 
return to the classroom in the middle of this omicron surge.  today 
the u.s.  confirming another 400,000 new cases.  so let’s take a 
look at today’s headlines right now in the pandemic.  los angeles 
county reporting 16,000 new covid cases today, which is lower than 
the past few days, and that’s likely due to weekend reporting 
delays. 

2:50 1/3/2022 11:04p 
health and 

medical 

think about this for a minute.  at least 1 in 5 people getting tested 
for covid in l.a.  county is testing positive, and the actual number is 
probably higher because according to health officials, people taking 
those at-home tests, they’re not obligated to report the results to 
the county.  the surge is causing long lines everywhere.  nbc4’s 
hetty chang is live in long beach right now at one testing site that 
was overwhelmed all day long.  hetty.  reporter: yeah, colleen.  
that’s right.  this is the testing site here at long beach city college, 
and it’s closed for the night.  but when we got here earlier this 
evening, the parking lot was jam-packed and many people were 
being turned away.  the crush to get covid tested at long beach city 
college’s pacific coast campus quickly overwhelmed the staff 
tonight.  if you do not have an appointment, you will not be admitted 
to the site.   reporter: two hours before closing, many families 
without appointments were told to go home, including the alessis.   
getting a test is just going to be delayed basically.  but it’s to be 
expected with the holiday, i believe.   reporter: that is part of it.  l.a.  
county reported more than 16,000 new covid cases today, which 
health officials say is likely an undercount. 

0:43 1/3/2022 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

with the omicron variant still spreading, you may want to reconsider 
exactly which face mask you use.  the n95 is still really the gold 
standard when it comes to protection, but you can also use 
surgical-grade masks.  but if you use less effective cloth face 
masks, your best bet then is to double up. 

0:44 1/3/2022 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

the city of ventura is the latest to close city facilities, in-person 
recreational programs and other services.  that even includes 
senior nutrition meals, which will now have to be picked up at the 
ventura avenue adult center.  only the aquatic center and the 
buena ventura and olivas links golf courses will stay open. 
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2:18 1/3/2022 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

family gatherings are a major reason for this latest surge in the 
coronavirus.  health officials say entire families became infected 
and had to spend their holidays in quarantine.  nbc4’s tony shin 
explains.  reporter: a common sight outside covid-19 testing 
centers across southern california, including this one at kaiser 
permanente-riverside.  long lines of cars with people desperate to 
know if they became infected during family gatherings.   christmas, 
didn’t get to have it.  didn’t get to have new year’s.  we have three 
kids that have birthdays around the same time.  didn’t get to 
celebrate it.  it’s been real rough.   reporter: becky richards is still 
recovering from covid-19.  she says shortly before christmas, her 
19-year-old daughter got sick, and within a matter of days, all six 
members of their family became infected.  her 15-year-old son was 
the last one to get it.   he was the one that tried his hardest to keep 
wearing the mask, stay in his room, just avoid us at all costs. 

0:46 1/4/2022 11:02p 
health and 

medical 

a big story tonight, a winter surge of covid infections.  
hospitalizations are up.  testing centers are overwhelmed, and 
schools are scrambling to keep students safe.  also emergency 
response times have taken a real hit.  officials are warning that 
these next few weeks are crucial in the fight against the highly 
infectious omicron variant. 

2:30 1/4/2022 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

and all across our region, people are still having a very tough time 
getting covid tests.   nbc4’s beverly white reports on what it takes 
these days to protect yourself and your family.  reporter: well, 
colleen, hollywood tourists and visitors tell us they are taking covid-
19 seriously, and they are hopeful others are not discouraged by 
the hard to obtain test kits and those long lines at the testing sites.  
we found plenty of mask wearers in hollywood trying to limit their 
covid exposure.  some agreed to share their motivations.  i had my 
last test actually about two months ago.  i came back positive, 
yeah.  so i had covid, so i’ve recently recovered from covid.   i’m 
scared.  my uncle just passed away from covid.   reporter: 
determined to confirm if they have covid or not, people walked up 
and waited for hours to get covid tested in south l.a.  the community 
among the hardest hit.  we’re stretched real thin, but we need to do 
it because we want people to be safe.  people needed to go back to 
work, back to school, to travel. 

0:33 1/4/2022 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

the los angeles unified school district isn’t the only school system 
changing things up a bit.  usc will be closing all indoor home 
athletic events to the public through january 14th.  cal state l.a.  is 
moving to remote instruction for the first three weeks of the 
semester. 

0:36 1/4/2022 11:19p 
health and 

medical 

california is making history as the first state to require health 
providers to cover home testing for sexually transmitted infections.  
doctors say there’s been a 230% increase in california since 2015, 
including syphilis, which has actually skyrocketed by 700%. 
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2:32 1/10/2022 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

l.a.  county reached yet another milestone in the fight against covid 
today.  the county is now reporting more than 2 million cases since 
the beginning of the pandemic.  nbc4’s hetty chang reports on the 
race now to get more people tested as sick calls and worker 
shortages strain every industry, including health care.  reporter: 
memorial hospital of gardena among the growing list of health care 
facilities now postponing elective surgeries during the covid surge.  
hospitals now treating more covid patients, but because of the 
surge, they have less staff to care for them.  and new guidance 
from the state now says all hospital personnel who test positive for 
covid and are asymptomatic should return to work without 
quarantine if they’ve exhausted all other options to fix staffing 
shortages.   that’s putting our patients in direct harm’s way, and 
that’s just not ethical to me.   reporter: the guidance comes as l.a.  
county reports more than 43,000 new positive cases today, pushing 
the county’s total covid numbers to more than 2 million since march 
2020. 

1:17 1/10/2022 11:19p 
health and 

medical 

new at 11:00, a potential medical breakthrough.  a team of 
researchers from ucla believes they may be headed toward a cure 
for hiv after they say they found a way to kill infected cells.  i think 
it’s actually a really good step in a direction, and we’re probably 
years away, not like months or days, but, you know, to people who 
are listening, i do want to say that it’s very promising.  doctors say 
it’s a kick and kill strategy that uses the body’s own immune system 
to kill infected cells hiding inside the body.  hiv can elude 
medications by lying dormant inside those cells. 

0:36 1/10/2022 11:20p 
health and 

medical 

more medical news now for some finding an organ donor can take 
years, but it appears one possible solution to the problem may be 
inside the body of pigs.  doctors in maryland say that a 57-year-old 
man is doing well now after the first successful transplant of a pig’s 
heart into a human. 

0:21 1/12/2022 11:04p 
health and 

medical 

now, returning to the pandemic in los angeles county today, there 
were more than 40,000 new covid cases and 39 confirmed deaths.  
that is the highest number of covid deaths since september, but it’s 
still lower than it was for most of last year. 

0:29 1/12/2022 11:04p 
health and 

medical 

addressing the surge.  governor newsom, today, visited a new 
mobile testing site in la county.  that’s actually being staffed by the 
national guard.  he touted his emergency response package, that 
would put a billion dollars towards reducing those long lines at 
testing centers. 

2:28 1/12/2022 11:05p 
health and 

medical 

when it comes to omicron, doctors are are warning against a 
problematic mindset.  that’s people who talk about trying to get the 
variant just to get over with it.  nbc 4’s hetty chang spokes with an 
orange county man and doctors who warn there is plenty of 
reasons that is not a good idea.  reporter: mark erin spent the 
holidays like many others did, gathering with family.   day after they 
were here, they texted us to say that they just tested positive.  
reporter: and sure enough, days later, his whole household, also, 
got covid.   well, this is the newest member of my family.  this is 
malcolm.  reporter: including, both his young sons.   my 4-year-old 
got up to 104.5 degrees temperature, which scariest.  and this guy 
got up to 103.  reporter: aaron says the adults in the family are all 
vaccinated and bookleted so the huntington beach dad admits he 
was wrong in thinking catching it wouldn’t be that serious.  muscle 
aches, chills, sore throat, high fever.  persistent cough that won’t 
quit.  and if that sounds like fun, i guess go out and get it but it 
wasn’t fun for this guy. 
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1:02 1/12/2022 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

right now, just over 3,900 people are in los angeles county 
hospitals with covid.  however, only 40% of those, or roughly 1,500 
patients, are there because of covid.  60% came to the hospital for 
other reasons.  and then, tested positive for covid.  it is 
encouraging that fewer people are seriously ill, but still represents a 
problem for nurses and hospital staff.  when they are positive for 
covid, it triggers the automatic isolation for them. 

2:12 1/12/2022 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

covid cases are not the only challenge that hospitals are facing 
these days.  two days ago, a major la county hospital temporarily 
closed its trauma center because blood supplies were so low.  
authorities blamed the pandemic, and say without the public help, 
things can only get worse.  nbc 4’s beverly white with the story.  
reporter: for two hours monday, emergency patients were diverted 
away from harbor ucla medical center, the same hospital that 
stabilized golfer tiger woods after his roll-over crash last year was 
hurt for blood supplies.   the crisis is real.  and it’s here and it’s 
now.  reporter: experts are certain covid concerns are keeping 
americans from donating blood.  in la county, they called the 
trauma center shutdown in harbor ucla due to blood shortagings, 
the canary in the coal mine.   that’s never happened that i am 
aware at la county ems.  and we -- we know at least it’s been 30 
years and maybe never. 

2:44 1/17/2022 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

let’s turn now to the pandemic, and today los angeles county 
reported more than 31,000 new covid cases and nearly 30 deaths.  
health officials also want you to know that those cloth face masks 
that you’ve been wearing simply are not enough.  nbc4’s robert 
kovacik is live in the newsroom now.  robert.   chuck, consider that 
one week ago, california reached a total of 6 million cases.  6 
million since the start of the pandemic, and that took two years.  but 
the omicron variant is spreading so fast, california could add 
another million cases in just the next seven days.  grim reality for 
sure, but is a better future in sight? sofi packed tonight and it will be 
again in less than a month.  but come super bowl, will the nation 
still be battling a pandemic surge? while cases are rising in every 
state, in some regions, first hard hit by omicron, states like new 
jersey, rhode island, and connecticut, cases appear to have 
peaked.  in new york, a drop of nearly 47% from earlier this month.  
encouraging signs though not widespread enough.  we’re in no way 
seeing a plateau or a decline, so the numbers are still going up.   
reporter: in l. 

0:51 1/20/2022 11:00p 
health and 

medical 

now at 11:00, a mixed bag tonight in the fight against coronavirus.  
the highest one-day death toll in l.a.  county in almost a year.  but 
some encouraging signs when it comes to cases.  could we finally 
be hitting the peak of the omicron wave? good evening, everyone.  
i’m colleen williams.  and i’m chuck henry.  let’s get right to it.  los 
angeles county reported 102 covid-related deaths today, and that is 
the highest one-day total since march of last year. 
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2:25 1/24/2022 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

turning now to the pandemic.  students in california have to be 
immunized in order to go to school.  now there’s a proposal that 
would add a covid vaccine to the list.  nbc4 hetty chang explains 
how this proposal narrows the exemptions for skipping the vaccine.  
a lot of mixed reaction all across the board.  as you can imagine.  
some parents we spoke with here in long beach say they would feel 
better about sending their kids to school if they knew everyone else 
around them was vaccinated.  but others disagree.  nine year-old is 
getting her second covid vaccine dose.  she’s about to become part 
of the 16% of five to 11 year-olds in long beach who are fully 
vaccinated.  i think we should vaccinate each other.  if we don’t we 
could get sick.  her mother agrees and also sport supports the idea 
of a mandatory covid vaccine for all california students.  it is good 
to put the vaccine for the kids.  and for younger kids too.  on the 
opposite side of the opinion meter.  keith is opposed to requiring 
the shot for his nine year-old grandson. 

0:36 1/26/2022 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

it has been two years to the day since the first covid case was 
confirmed in l.a.  county.  that milestone comes with a sobering 
reminder of just how dangerous this virus can be for those who are 
simply too young to get the vaccine.  the county has now recorded 
its youngest covid death so far, a 15-month-old child. 

0:36 1/26/2022 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

 two years into this, it’s no secret many people are feeling 
pandemic fatigue.  so is there an end to the mask mandates in 
sight? l.a.  county public health authorities answered that question 
at a public town hall meeting tonight.  at some point, you know, the 
emergency will end. 

1:00 1/31/2022 11:10p 
health and 

medical 

tonight we’re hearing calls for the removal of mask mandates.  all 
across california.  and especially in l.a.  county.  it needs to happen.  
end the state of emergency.  it’s been two years now.  even the 
governor recognizing this is virus is reaching an endemic state.  
there’s no justification for him to claim extraordinary powers over 
the state of emergency.  that was a assembly member.  one of 
many people saying it is time to move into the endemic faze of the 
pandemic. 

0:55 2/1/2022 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

turning now to the pandemic.  covid cases continue to drop here in 
l.a.  county, supervisor is asking the health department to align out 
door mask requirements with that of the state.  in a letter sent today 
she cited this weekends championship game crowd.  as proof the 
mask requirements are not being followed.  and that out door 
transmission is low.  and cases are in fact dropping. 

0:22 2/1/2022 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

 also we’re one step closer to a covid vaccine for younger kids.  
today pfizer asked the fda to authorize its vaccine for kids as young 
as six months old. 

0:18 2/4/2022 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

now to the pandemic and the u.s.  today surpassed 900,000 covid 
related deaths.  it took just 53 days to go from 800,000 deaths to 
900,000. 
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1:58 2/4/2022 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

 nbc4 reports.  even with the cases and the hospitalizations 
trending down.  we’re not going to be able to ditch the masks.  just 
yet.  the numbers continue to improve.  l.a.  county health director 
this afternoon.  the number of daily reported covid-19 cases are 
test positivity rate and hospitalizations were all declining.  we’re on 
the downward side of the big surge.  we have a lot of cases here.  
and have a lot of transmission.  there’s now a new target.  currently 
over 3,300 covid patients in l.a.  county hospitals.  once the 
hospitalization rate drops to 2,500 or less, for seven straight days.  
the omicron surge will be considered over.  and some mask 
mandates repealed.  masking will no longer be required.  while out 
door, megaevents.  or out door spaces at child care and schools.  
she pushed ban on comments from l. 

2:03 2/22/2022 11:04p 
health and 

medical 

l.a.  county is changing its public health order to allow fully 
vaccinated people to go unmasked in some indoor settings.  nbc4 
is live to explain what you can expect.  and when exactly the 
changes will take effect.  the changes are expected to take effect 
this friday.  we know masks are always a controversial topic.  we 
talked with some folks who weighed in on the soon to be amended 
public health order.  i have mixed feelings.   i’m kind of like on the 
fence.  whether it’s too soon or not.   l.a.  county department of 
public health telling nbc4 news they’re considering options to lift 
indoor masking in some settings.  by friday.  we found out about it 
today.  supervisor says fully vaccinated people will not be required 
to mask up inside.  if they show proof of vaccination.  we need to 
just not announce and drop it.  we need to give businesses 
advance warning. 

0:47 3/1/2022 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

l.a.  county had some of the toughest covid restrictions in the 
country.  but come friday the county may drop the indoor mask 
mandate.  l.a.  county will likely align with the state starting friday.  
and drop its mask mandate at most places.  for vaccinated and 
unvaccinated people.  masks will go from requirement to 
recommended. 

2:40 3/3/2022 11:02p 
health and 

medical 

also tonight the masks are coming off in less than an hour now.  l.a.  
county mask mandate will officially be lifted.  it has been nearly two 
years since the pandemic began.  and a stay at home order was in 
effect.  so with covid cases and hospitalizations continuing to go 
down, public health experts say it’s safe to take off the face mask.  
if you want.  befrlly white tonight live with what you need to know.  
that’s right.  if you take public transportation, planes, buses or 
trains.  you must still wear a mask.  but starting elsewhere 
tomorrow, it’s up to you according to l.a.  county whether to wear a 
mask inside or not.  staff at the cafe are spiling behind their masks.  
knowing come friday l.a.  county will no longer require face 
coverings inside.  regardless of vaccination status.  managers and 
diners applaud the change.  in some regards i’m grateful.  it helps 
businesses.  and ts restaurants and the whole scene.  we enjoy 
dining.  and we have not been dampered because of it.  i 
understand that it’s at the beginning nobody knew.  the extremity of 
covid.  after sometime, i think that it should have been a personal 
choice. 
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1:41 3/11/2022 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

it has been two years since the world health organization declared 
a covid-19 pandemic.  after 24 months after masking, vaccines and 
boosters.  so much has changed.  especially in our hospitals.  ted 
chen shows us why the changes are going to be sticking around.   
out door tents, built outside many hospitals because of 
overwhelming covid surges and protect patients from infecting 
others.  emergency room doctor says many tents won’t be go going 
away any time soon.   they will be in place until we have a way of 
safely separating patients.  medical professionals believe the two 
year pandemic has left some lasting legacies.  the 24/7 wearing of 
masks.  more spacing in emergency rooms and turn over in 
hospital personnel. 

1:01 3/23/2022 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

covid testing and vaccines for people who are uninsured are in 
jeopardy tonight.  the health resources and administration says the 
federal funding to cover those services is running out.  dr.  anne 
remoin, an infectious disease epidemiologist with ucla told us 
tonight this is a big step backward in the u.s.  response to the 
pandemic.  if we are going to start limiting this when the pandemic 
is not yet over, we’re really condemning a lot of people to 
unnecessary illness, severe disease and possibly death. 

0:29 3/23/2022 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

moderna now says its covid-19 vaccine for children as young as six 
months old is now safe and effective, at least in clinical trials.  and if 
it’s approved, the smaller dose, which is about 25% of what would 
be given to an adult, moderna says all of their information, their 
data could be available just as soon as next week. 

0:40 1/3/2022 11:20p lifestyle 

this is one of those good news/bad news stories.  tonight when it 
comes to powerball, you did not win the jackpot, but here’s the 
good news.  no one else did either.  that means wednesday’s 
drawing will be almost $600 million.  you’re looking at the winning 
numbers here.  2, 13, 32, 33, 48. 

0:45 1/17/2022 11:18p lifestyle 

communities here and all across the country had to change the way 
they honored the reverend dr.  martin luther king today in the name 
of public safety.  the popular kingdom day parade in los angeles 
was canceled because of the covid surge, but dozens of vendors 
and street performers still set up shop in leimert park. 

0:21 1/17/2022 11:33p lifestyle 
a florida man has a reason to be grateful tonight after a tornado 
destroyed his home.  after the twister came through, coco the dog 
was nowhere to be found. 

0:35 1/17/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

betty white’s 100th birthday was celebrated all across l.a.  today, 
including in hollywood, the place where she got her start in 1949.  
madame tussauds invited fans to pose with her wax figure at its 
museum in hollywood today.  pink’s hot dogs were also on hand. 

0:41 1/24/2022 11:10p lifestyle 

the right place at the right time.  we got video from the lapd 
showing an officer flagged down by a parents who needed 
immediate help.  with a choking toddler.  the faint cries.  that means 
the danger is over.  huge relief to the officer and the toddler’s 
panicked parents.  seconds after the police sergeant took hold of 
the child he was able to clear her air way. 

0:53 1/24/2022 11:17p lifestyle 

it’s not all that uncommon for scammers to target seniors.  this time 
a very clever grandmother flipped the script.  73 year-old was 
waiting with the police.  when one of the scammers who targeted 
her came to collect.  now they claimed they she needed to pay 
$8,000 to bail out her grandson from jail for a dui.  but her grandson 
is far too young to drive a vehicle.  she just played along. 
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1:00 1/24/2022 11:18p lifestyle 

today a very young mail carrier got a big surprise.  it was a success 
judging by his response.  come on out jacob.  are you kidding me? 
6 year-old jacob has been battling stage 4 kidney cancer.  his 
family says he spends a lot of time focusing on his dream of being 
a mail carrier.  and his mailman is one of his best buds.  today that 
friend brought him out an out fit to match his.  and his own mail 
truck.  i’m feeling like so good. 

0:34 1/31/2022 11:16p lifestyle 

new tonight a mother and infant no doubt happy to be on solid 
ground after giving birth 30,000 feet in the air.  the midair miracle 
happened last night on a flight from ghana.  to washington d.c.  the 
baby was due in february.  but you know how babies are. 

0:50 1/31/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

off duty pasadena fire captain called a hero tonight.  he was 
headed to the rams game when he stopped to rescue a woman 
from a burning home.  video shows the fire at the home in east l.a.  
captain william lives three doors down.  he was packing up the car 
when he spotted the smoke.  he used a neighbors ladder to rescue 
the woman and the dog inside. 

0:21 1/31/2022 11:34p lifestyle 
the lunar new year begins late tonight.  and even though the 
pandemic cancelled china towns annual parade.  people are still 
hoping for a little bit of luck. 

0:26 2/1/2022 11:20p lifestyle 

across southern california today people were celebrating the lunar 
new year.  this is the celebration of south coast plaza.  special gifts 
and interactive year of tiger display.  and high definition digital pond 
with koi. 

0:31 2/9/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

the firefighter who initiated a heroic rescue in east l.a.  was 
surprised with tickets to the super bowl.  we’re so proud and happy 
to have you this sunday to cheer on our rams.  so congratulations.  
thank you.  pasadena fire captain william basoto was on his way to 
the nfc championship game with his family when all of the sudden 
he  

0:18 2/22/2022 11:34p lifestyle 
the l.a.  pride parade and festival will be back this year.  in person.  
for the first time since the beginning of the pandemic. 

0:15 2/22/2022 11:34p lifestyle 
a day to remember little star has a unique birthday.  she was born 
at 2:22 p.m.  today.  which happens to be 2222022. 

0:38 3/1/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

just after 1:30 a.m.  in new orleans.  you can see fat tuesday and 
people are still out there on the streets.  celebrating the return of 
mardi gras.  this is a live look at the hub of some of the action.  in 
the french quarter.  last years celebration had to be cancelled 
because of covid. 

0:40 3/1/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

in sports as in life.  the victors go the spoil.  thanks to the rams 
super bowl win, l.a.  archbishop won his friendsly wager with 
cincinnati.  students were the beneficiary.  a special fat tuesday 
victory ice cream party.  featuring cincinnati ice cream and l.a.  
cookies.  enjoy the ice cream. 

0:44 3/2/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

a team of doctors from right here in southern california is planning 
now to travel to ukraine to teach civilians there combat medicine on 
the battlefield.  international school of tactical medicine teaches law 
enforcement all across the state how to save lives while they’re 
under attack.  it’s normally a two-week course, but in crain it’s going 
to be cut down to a two-day crash course. 

0:25 3/3/2022 11:15p lifestyle 
new video tonight shows a quick thinking crossing guard jump into 
harms way.  all to protect a young student.  guards outside of the 
school had just given a young girl the go ahead. 

0:18 3/3/2022 11:33p lifestyle 
good day for 40 people today they became u.s.  citizens.  the 
naturalization ceremony held outside the santa monica mountains 
national recreation area. 
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0:15 3/3/2022 11:34p lifestyle 
when it comes to baby booms they are on fire.  take a look at the 
photographs.  no less than 15 firefighters became dads over the 
past 12 months. 

0:25 3/9/2022 11:19p lifestyle 

this something you don’t see often, if ever.  animal control officers 
could not keep up with this bull running loose in the lakeview 
terrace area earlier today.  it made its way on to the 210 freeway 
and right through a strip mall. 

1:34 3/9/2022 11:32p lifestyle 

look at this picture.  a baby boom in chino.  at least when it comes 
to the fire district.  as nbc 4’s tony shin explains, in the last 12 
months, 15 babies have been born into firefighter families.  
reporter: at first glance, it looks like a day care.  but it’s actually a 
fire station.  these beautiful babies are just a few of the 15.  that’s 
right, 15 that were born within a span of 12 months in the chino 
valley fire district.  you think the pandemic had something to do with 
this? well, i mean, i think they’re all being dubbed quarantine 
babies.  where’s dad? reporter: even firefighters noticed something 
strange was happening.  on my crew that year, three of us were all 
-- all of our kids were born within a month and a half of each other. 

0:34 3/10/2022 11:32p lifestyle 

dozens of children in their families were invited for a night of 
celebration at dodger stadium.  this was the team effort between 
worthy of love and dodger foundation.  all of the children have been 
homeless at one time or another.  families say this was the night 
their kids won’t soon forget. 

1:49 3/11/2022 11:03p lifestyle 

after that report, let’s talk about medical aid for a moment.  net work 
of more than 100 doctors are pulling together to help the people of 
ukraine.  lauren is live tonight.  in downtown l.a.  local physicians 
are determined to make a difference in a time of intense need.  
absolutely.  local doctors fulfilling the mission helping those injured 
in ukraine.  tonight, two were recognized today.  a standing ovation 
for doctors with the brain mapping foundation.  treating those in 
ukraine tonight.  just got the request today from kyiv.  president of 
the foundation, spearheading a ukraine war task force.  with the 
support of more than 100,000 doctors across the globe.  working to 
collect medical supplies for his colleagues over seas.  there are 
medical equipment and ppe and you know, surgical instruments. 

0:23 3/11/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

we want it tell you about a possible opportunity for you.  nbc4 
annual project innovation grant challenges now open.  non-profit 
organizations use programs or helping address every day issues 
that in our community. 

0:22 3/11/2022 11:33p lifestyle 
it’s not yet spring the cherry blossoms are in full bloom in southern 
california.  right in the middle of cherry blossom season.  across our 
five county region. 

0:41 3/11/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

one very talented border kolly is making quite a name for herself.  
meet lucy.  her owner says she gravitated to volleyball on her first 
walk as paup pi.  she set up a social media account to capture her 
tricks.  which pulled in an impressive following.  i’ll video her and 
some pass me and say i follow her on instagram and i won’t know 
them. 

0:29 3/22/2022 11:33p lifestyle 
a bird feeder becomes accidental bait for a large bear with a sweet 
tooth.  i saw at least a five foot tall i’m guessing 400 pound brown 
bear sucking the nectar.  the mouth was around the whole thing. 
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0:36 3/28/2022 11:33p lifestyle 

city of condon got a shout-out on the oscars broadcast.  tell these 
people where we are.  city of compton beyonce with her song on 
the tennis courts where venus and serena got their start.   jumping 
up and down.   most popular city in the world now. 

2:44 1/4/2022 11:13p safety 

the surge in covid cases is also putting a strain on first responders 
all across l.a.  nbc4’s i-team has learned hundreds of firefighters 
and police officers tested and called in sick, tested positive.  our 
investigative reporter eric leonard is tracking the city’s efforts now 
to manage some of those outbreaks and the vaccinations with their 
employees.  reporter: both police and fire departments tell me the 
daily sick calls have really kicked up really in the last few days.  
both departments have reported some significant staffing shortages 
that haven’t been seen since the start of the pandemic.  emergency 
response times to some 911 calls have increased very slightly but 
city officials say they’re most worried about the next two weeks, 
when the cdc predicts covid cases will continue to surge.  we will 
have fewer resources to respond.  therefore, we’re going to have 
slightly longer response times.   reporter: l.a.  city fire chief ralph 
terrazas says emergency responses for medical and fire calls have 
increased by a few seconds, unlikely not enough of an increase to 
cause concern but a reflection of the jump in the number of 
firefighters that have called in sick this week. 

0:26 1/4/2022 11:16p safety 

tonight we’re getting an idea how covid is impacting emergency 
services.  as of now, response times in los angeles county for 
police and fire average about 12 minutes, but they can be up to 30 
minutes. 

0:29 2/4/2022 11:03p safety 

with the super bowl now just ten days away, crews are working 
around the clock to make sure the fans stay safe.  customs and 
border protection is charged with protecting the big event from a 
terrorist attack. 

0:30 2/9/2022 11:07p safety 

new warning tonight from the department of homeland security.  a 
trucker convoy could disrupt the super bowl this weekend as it 
makes its way to washington, d.c.  for the state of the union 
address in march.  nbc news has obtained a bulletin from 
homeland security. 

0:54 1/3/2022 11:18p severe weather 

a major winter storm is making travel even more treacherous for 
people who are still trying to get home from their holiday trips.  a 
rare cold snap brought snow across the mid-atlantic as far south as 
florida, and the i-95 corridor, thousands of cars were stranded and 
stuck out there as well.  the center of the bull’s-eye today, 
washington, d.c.  and reagan national airport. 
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####### 2/22/2022 11:26p severe weather 

we’ll begin with beverly white.  live in lancaster.  where it’s in the 
30s right now.  i don’t have to tell you that.  you don’t.  thank you for 
the consideration.  it was certainly cold today.  snow flurries this 
evening and cold and i quiet now.  2,300 foot elevation.  as 
expected.  the forecast was on the money.  we got snow.  look at 
this.   hard to resist whipping out your camera and recording snow.  
when there’s accumulation in the antelope valley.  this backyard 
image.  the snow brought back memories of a prior cold snap.   it 
was thanksgiving day two years ago.  a lot of snow.  i love it.  i love 
it.  as long as i’m in inside.  i’m always cold.  in time for the evening 
rush, snow flurries meant slick streets across lancaster and some 
places it was cold enough for the snow to stick for hours.  people 
we met say climate contrast are part of the charm of the antelope 
valley.   it’s sunny.  then rainy and snow.  we expect anything.   the 
last couple weeks it has been 70 something.  it dropped to 33 
today.  quick.  it was surprising.  we caught up with kevin wrapping 
up a grocery run.  also out shopping.  and learned to cope with the 
cold and occasional snow.  i was off today.  so i was kind of in the 
house.  i’m about to go home and cook.   to avoid the cold.  
standing by for more snow in the forecast.  you never know.  46 
degrees tomorrow.  21 at night.  that’s cold.   i hope we get more 
tomorrow.  maybe tonight.  i don’t know.  you like it? i love it.  snow 
covered cars and curbs mostly a memory now.  but at 29 degrees, i 
can assure you the cold weather forecast is still an appropriate 
headline.  you are so right about that.  thank you. 

1:14 3/3/2022 11:01p severe weather 

finally it’s here.  we have been waiting all evening.  you can see the 
beginning of this rain is now moving in to the san fernando valley 
and ventura county.  this is just the start.  most of this will move in 
over night.  so already seeing a bringing rain for you in the san 
fernando valley.  like news chopper 4 was driving through here.  
looking at this cell through north ridge.  you have a precipitation 
rate over half an inch per hour.  it’s a little cell that will continue to 
move north and push that rain up into. 

0:49 3/21/2022 11:14p severe weather 

people are picking up the pieces in central texas tonight.  after what 
appears to be a series of tornados the national weather service 
hasn’t confirmed the tornados yet.  when you look at this video it’s 
certainly hard to argue.  one of the tornados and a pretty big one 
during a live broadcast today.  you can see it touched down and 
crossed two major highways. 

1:53 3/22/2022 11:06p severe weather 

breaking news tonight.  at least one person is dead after a series of 
tornados touched down in new orleans.  and the suburbs around 
the city.  this cell phone video you can see a large tornado just as it 
touches down.  three tornados were confirmed in the lower ninth 
ward of new orleans.  in st.  ber nard perish.  officials say several 
homes were destroyed.  that storm took down trees and power 
lines.  across the area.  right now the extent of the damage is still 
unclear.  with more here’s melissa mcgee.   we’re tracking showers 
and storms working to the east.  we have 33 reports of tornados 
across the region.  we’ll have to wait and see how many of those 
reports are actually confirmed.  and the issue with the storm 
currently moving through for the region, they’re happening during 
the over night hours when a lot of people are sleeping. 
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1:43 3/28/2022 11:01p severe weather 

this is what it looked like this morning on the 101.  part of that road 
flooded, but cars managed to drive through it anyway.   look from 
four live cameras around the area.  for some it’s still raining, others 
are starting to dry out.  we have team coverage tonight, hetty chang 
in orange with some of the rain related problems there.   but start 
with meteorologist melissa magee with a look at the storm now.  
colleen and chuck, tracking heavy moisture across the region.  
pockets across orange county, pressing into the inland empire.  
chino hills, into anaheim.  and west in los angeles, the basin 
pockets of wet weather, and in oxnard and thousand oaks.  
moisture will continue and some clearing likely.  palmdale, burbank, 
1. 

0:37 1/3/2022 11:09p transportation 

another wave of flights has been canceled or delayed thanks to 
various winter storms hitting the mid-atlantic states tonight.  and of 
course the surging covid cases that are taking a toll on airline 
pilots, flight attendants, and mechanics.  right now this is a live look 
at l. 

0:30 1/3/2022 11:14p transportation 

check out this new video from wrightwood.  this was posted by the 
wrightwood community services district.  they’re trying to get people 
to start paying attention to the no parking signs there.  their first 
responders have had a hard time moving through the mountain 
communities when people park illegally on the side of the roads 
here. 

0:36 1/3/2022 11:33p transportation 

new tonight, verizon and at&t have agreed to delay their rollout of 
5g services near airports for now.  the carriers agreed to a two-
week delay after a letter from the white house and the faa 
expressed concerns about the new technology disrupting flights. 

0:35 1/10/2022 11:07p transportation 

new tonight, the faa ordered a full but short ground stop for flights 
up and down the west coast.  i need you to go ahead and land at 
van nuys at this time.  a national security threat going on.   
messages like that one from the burbank airport went out to pilots 
at several major airports this afternoon. 

0:55 1/12/2022 11:15p transportation 

we have definitely seen a lot of unruly behavior on planes over this 
past couple years.  but this one really is a new one.  man got into 
the cockpit of an american airlines’ plane, stuck his body out of the 
window as you can see, and damaged the flight controls in the 
process.  this happened at the gate in honduras before that plane 
was scheduled to take off for miami.  now, as the passengers were 
boarding, the man ran down the jetway and into the cockpit. 

0:50 1/17/2022 11:15p transportation 

airlines are warning of a catastrophic disruption later this week if 
the telecom industry goes ahead with plans to turn on its new 5g 
wireless technology near airports.  if verizon and at&t switch on this 
cell system on wednesday, airlines say thousands of flights will 
have to be grounded.  that’s because they say 5g can disrupt the 
devices that measure altitude when a pilot needs to land in poor 
visibility. 

1:24 2/1/2022 11:11p transportation 

if you are going to the game you are lucky enough plan ahead and 
leave very early.  we have heard horror stories of the traffic in 
recent weeks including the nfc game.  the championship game last 
sunday.  there are ways to get there.  you could ride metro.  keep in 
mind bus ride will be about two miles in length.  in what could be 
gridlock traffic.  today, metro says they’re working with the city to 
find a way to get buses through all the congestion.  little faster than 
normal.  if you choose to park at the stadium, it will cost you.  i 
mean literally.  hundreds of dollars.  that’s why metro says bus 
service is key. 
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0:53 3/3/2022 11:20p transportation 

the price of gasoline continues its upward trend.  setting new 
records along the way.  l.a.  county top five dollars a gallon.  for 
regular gas.  not the premium stuff.  top that mark for the first time 
today.  just the average here.  let’s take a look at some other 
prices.  like how about a mobile station across the street from the 
beverly center.  gas is selling for $7.25 a gallon. 

0:36 3/9/2022 11:06p transportation 

gas prices were increasing long before the russian invasion, but 
they’re spiraling since the war again.  the average gas price in 
california jumped another 13 cents overnight, the highest in state 
history.  but some people simply can’t cut back on gas like 
business owners that provide services across county lines. 

0:26 3/10/2022 11:18p transportation 

most mask mandates are ending.  one is not.  tsa is extended the 
mask requirement on planes and public transportation.  through at 
least mid-april.  tsa wants passengers to continue wearing that 
extra layer of protection for another two weeks at least. 

0:32 3/23/2022 11:33p transportation 

ceos of several major airlines and cargo carriers are now asking 
the white house to lift masking and testing mandates for travelers.  
trade group airlines for america wrote a letter to president biden 
that was signed by ten airlines, including american, delta, and 
united. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment newsmagazine which 
discusses the current news and issues in 
the entertainment business.  The program 
also profiles current stars as well as 
behind-the-camera personalities.   

NBC4 NEWSCONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime-
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Lester Holt.  There are usually 3 
segments per show, 15-20 minutes each.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:00-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 

time
Mon 12/27/21 Tue 12/28/21 Wed 12/29/21 Thu 12/30/21 Fri 12/31/21 Sat 1/1/22 Sun 1/2/22

start 

time

5:00a
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a Open House 5:30a

6:00a
Roots Less Traveled org sch 

1/1 
6:00a

6:30a
One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 1/1 
6:30a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Tournament of Roses Parade 8:00a

8:30a 8:30a

9:00a
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202201]
9:00a

9:30a
Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

10:00a
In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Roy Williams  [#07r]  (10:01a)
Open House [#5522] 10:00a

10:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan Dreyer 

org sch 1/1 

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Roy Williams  [#07r] 
10:30a

11:00a NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am Wild Child org sch 1/1 11:00a

11:30a California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live Open House [#5522] 11:30a

12:00p
Plexaderm Yanga (Paid 

Program) 
12:00p

12:30p
Feature Behind  (Paid 

Program) 
12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Going Roggin Open House [#5522] 3:00p

3:30p
Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 61 Prosvent (Paid Program) 4:00p

4:30p
In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Roy Williams  [#07r] 
4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5522] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#6601] Access Hollywood [#6602] Access Hollywood [#6603] Access Hollywood [#6604] Access Hollywood [#6605]

LXTV: First Look Destination 

New York City Comeback 

[3416R] 

7:30p

8:00p American Auto 8:00p

8:30p Grand Crew The Challenge (8:39p) 8:30p

9:00p 9:00p

9:30p 9:30p

10:00p NBC4 News at 11pm 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a
In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Roy Williams  [#07r] 
12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Destination 

New York City Comeback 

[3416R]  (1:03a)

Plexaderm Yanga (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

1:30a NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

2:30a NBC Nightly News (2:33a)
In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:04a) 1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

3:30a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

4:00a Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 

Luminess Breeze 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(After the Party) 

Saturday Night Live

Access Weekend 

[W1321] (1:32a)

NBC4 News (9:05p)

Dateline NBC (Lethal 

Weapon) 

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2949r]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC News Special A 

Toast To 2021! 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (1:32a)

Ellen [19009R]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 4pm

Ellen [19150G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19151G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

This Is Us

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2947r]

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

That's My Jam

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily 

[ad2946r]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19156G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC Movie of the 

Week Trolls 

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Daily 

[ad2948r]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [19154G]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (3:34a)

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily jip 

[ad2950r]  (12:07p)

Access Weekend 

[W1321]

Tournament of Roses 

Parade

NBC4 News

The Wall

Saturday Night Live     

(Kieran Culkin & Ed 

Sheeran) 

NBC Specials NBC 

New Year's Eve 

Special 

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Saturday Today

Winter Sports FIS World 

Cup Women's Slalom 

Track & Field Clash 

Daytona 

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Specials All 

American Dream 

NBC Sports Specials 

Monster Jam 

Motor Sports Monster 

Energy Supercross 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Specials 

Drone Racing League 

Football Night In 

America

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Minnesota 

Vikings At Green Bay 

Packers  (5:23p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/3/22 Tue 1/4/22 Wed 1/5/22 Thu 1/6/22 Fri 1/7/22 Sat 1/8/22 Sun 1/9/22
start 

time
Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 1/8 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a
NBC News Special Report House 

Prayer & Moment of Silence  

(9:01a)

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202202]
9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:21a)
NBC Nightly News Kids Edition 

org sch 1/8 
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

The Kelly Clarkson Show 2:00p

The Kelly Clarkson Show 

jip  (2:43p)
2:30p

Going Roggin Open House [#5533] 3:00p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Plexaderm Yanga (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jimmie Johnson  [#08r] 
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5533] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6606] Access Hollywood [#6607] Access Hollywood [#6608] Access Hollywood [#6609] Access Hollywood [#6610]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Pacific Coast Highway [3415R] 
7:30p

Kenan American Auto 8:00p

Kenan Grand Crew 8:30p

9:00p

The Challenge (9:29p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jimmie Johnson  [#08r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Pacific Coast Highway [3415R]  

(1:03a)

Piyo Chalene at (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Lum 201A30A Lf  

(Paid Program) 

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Olympic Trials Winter 

Olympic Trials - Speed 

Skating 

Figure Skating U.S. 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

Saturday Today

All-American Bowl

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Los Angeles 

Chargers @ Las 

Vegas Raiders  

(5:23p)

Dateline NBC (Deep in 

the Woods) 

That's My Jam

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Meet the Press

Football Night In 

America

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Saturday Night Live

Saturday Night Live     

(Jonathan Majors & 

Taylor Swift) 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11pm

Golf Sentry 

Tournament Of 

Champions 

Figure Skating U.S. 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

That's My Jam

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2955]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Access Weekend 

[W1322] (1:32a)

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(The House on the Lake) 

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

Figure Skating U.S. 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

Women's Free 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Ellen [19149G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#19066]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

NBC News Special Report 

Attack on the Capitol  (6:05a)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2954]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2953]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#19063]

NBC4 News at 4pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

This Is Us

New Amsterdam 

(10:03p)

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19042]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Ordinary Joe

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Ellen [#19058]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2952]

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2951]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/10/22 Tue 1/11/22 Wed 1/12/22 Thu 1/13/22 Fri 1/14/22 Sat 1/15/22 Sun 1/16/22
start 

time
Cs 3.5 V.1 / Ne (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 1/15 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live
NBC News Special Report 

Supreme Court Decision  

(11:45a)
California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 

Police Pursuit  (3:12p)
Open House [#5534] 3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 

Police Pursuit  (3:45p)

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Provincetown [3418R] 
3:30p

NBC Nightly News 4:00p

Football Night In America 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Provincetown [3418R] 
6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5534] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6611] Access Hollywood [#6612] Access Hollywood [#6613] Access Hollywood [#6614] Access Hollywood [#6615] 7:30p

Kenan American Auto 8:00p

Kenan Grand Crew Grand Crew (8:28p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Best Of Season 11  [#11] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Provincetown [3418R]  (1:03a)

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today jip  (3:34a) Early Today Early Today
Plexaderm Yanga (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Luminess Breeze 

(Paid Program) 

Oxl Ken&Conniev 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

Today Show

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(Trouble at the 7-11 Ranch) 

Figure Skating U.S. 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

Exhibition 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 

(2:37a)

Chicago Fire

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

This Is Us

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2957]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm NBC4 News (5:02p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily [ad2960]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19158G]

The Blacklist

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

The Wall

Dateline NBC (What 

Happened in Vegas) 
Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily [ad2959]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19064]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19061]

NBC4 News at 4pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Chicago PD

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2958]

Days of Our Lives

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2956]

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Ellen [#19065]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

That's My Jam

Ordinary Joe

NBC News Special Report 

Presidential News 

Conference  (1:11p)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

That's My Jam

Saturday Night Live 

(Ariana Debose & 

Bleachers) new  (8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

(10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Ariana Debose & 

Bleachers) new 

Football Night In 

America NFL Wild Card 

Pre-Game 

NBC Sunday Night 

Football NFL Wild 

Card Playoff Game 

Las Vegas @ 

Cincinnati  (1:35p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Access Weekend 

[W1323] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Meet the Press

Winter Sports U.S. Ski & 

Snowboard: Grand Prix 

Winter Sports U.S. Ski & 

Snowboard: Deer Valley 

NBC Sunday Night 

Football NFL Wild 

Card Playoff Game 

Pittsburgh @ Kansas 

City  (5:15p)

Access Weekend 

[W1323] (8:58p)

Figure Skating U.S. Figure 

Skating Championships 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/17/22 Tue 1/18/22 Wed 1/19/22 Thu 1/20/22 Fri 1/21/22 Sat 1/22/22 Sun 1/23/22
start 

time
Oxl Ken&Conniev (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 1/22 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Neuroq $59.95 9 (Paid 

Program) 

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

jip [#12]  (3:38p)
3:30p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
Open House [#5525] 4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Valentino Rossi  [#12] 

LXTV: First Look Ones To 

Watch 2022 Winter Olympics 

[#3421] 

4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5525] American Auto 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6616] Access Hollywood [#6617]
1 Tale, 3 Hearts: Peter Dinklage 

in CYRANO
Access Hollywood [#6619] Access Hollywood [#6620] American Auto 7:30p

Kenan American Auto 8:00p

Kenan Grand Crew 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Valentino Rossi  [#12] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Ones To 

Watch 2022 Winter Olympics 

[#3421]  (1:03a)

Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today jip  (3:34a) Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Legal Help Cent (Paid 

Program) 

09 Better Bladd (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

That's My Jam

NBC4 News at 5pm

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2964]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

This Is Us

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#19067]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5pm NBC4 News at 5pm NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 

(2:37a)

That's My Jam

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA at 6am

Access Daily [ad2961]

Ellen [#19060]

Sunday Today

Winter Sports U.S. Ski & 

Snowboard: Grand Prix 

Figure Skating European 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

NBC4 News at 11pm

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 

Week The Secret Life 

of Pets 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Winter Sports U.S. Ski & 

Snowboard: Deer Valley 

Golf LPGA Diamond 

Resorts Tournament 

Of Champions 

Saturday Night Live 

(10:02p)

NBC4 News

The Wall

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2965]

Ellen [19159G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

Dateline NBC (Evil 

Paid a Visit) 

Access Daily [ad2963]

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA at 6am

Ordinary Joe

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2962]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19068]

NBC4 News at 4pm

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC News Special 

Report Presidential 

News Conference 

Chicago Med

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

The Blacklist

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19069]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Football Night In America 

NFL Divisional Pre-Game 

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Nfl Divisional 

Playoff Game Los 

Angeles Rams @ 

Tampa Bay  (12:02p)

Saturday Night Live (Will 

Forte & Måneskin) new  

(8:29p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Will Forte & Måneskin) 

new 

Dateline Saturday Night 

Mystery (Hope Whispers)  

(1:32a)

Access Weekend 

[W1324]

Meet the Press

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Dateline NBC (Tangled 

Web) 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/24/22 Tue 1/25/22 Wed 1/26/22 Thu 1/27/22 Fri 1/28/22 Sat 1/29/22 Sun 1/30/22
start 

time
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 1/29 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Today Show Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on Supreme Court  (9:32a)
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

Access Daily [ad2969] 12:00p

Access Daily jip [ad2969]  

(12:29p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:01p)
Floor Police V. (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Piyo Chalene at (Paid 

Program) 

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Soul of Midnite (Paid 

Program) 
Open House [#5527] 4:00p

LXTV: First Look My New 

Favorite Olympian [#3422] 

LXTV: First Look My New 

Favorite Olympian [#3422] 
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5527] 7:00p

Breaking Taboo: Making of The 

Lost Daughter
Access Hollywood [#6622] Access Hollywood [#6623] Access Hollywood [#6624] Access Hollywood [#6625] 7:30p

Kenan American Auto 8:00p

Kenan Grand Crew 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Dan Bilzerian  [#09r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look My New 

Favorite Olympian [#3422]  

(1:03a)

Oxl Ken&Conniev (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Oxl Ken&Connie  

(Paid Program) 

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19074]

NBC4 News

The Wall

Saturday Night Live 

(Willem Dafoe & Katy 

Perry) new  (8:29p)

Saturday Night Live 

(10:02p)

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2970]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19073]

NBC4 News at 4pm

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

This Is Us

NBC4 News at 11pm

Sunday TodayToday in LA at 6am

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ordinary Joe

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2966]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

That's My Jam

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Access Daily [ad2967]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19070]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Ellen [#19075]

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show jip  

(9:06a)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today in LA at 6am

Access Daily [ad2968]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19071]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

The Blacklist That's My Jam

Dateline NBC (After the 

Dance) 

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Saturday Night Live     

(Willem Dafoe & Katy 

Perry) new 

Dateline Saturday Night 

Mystery (Nightfall)  (1:32a)

Access Weekend 

[W1325]

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Imsa: 

Daytona 

NBC Sports Specials 

Drone Racing League 

Motor Sports Imsa: 

Daytona 

Track & Field USA 

Track & Field - 

Millrose Games 

Horse Racing Pegasus 

World Cup Invitational  

(1:33p)

Dateline NBC (The 

Woman Who Couldn’t 

Scream) 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Specials NFL 

Special Earnin' It #1 

Motor Sports Monster 

Energy Supercross 

Figure Skating Four 

Continents Figure 

Skating 

Championships 

NBC4 News

The Wall
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/31/22 Tue 2/1/22 Wed 2/2/22 Thu 2/3/22 Fri 2/4/22 Sat 2/5/22 Sun 2/6/22
start 

time
In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

Roots Less Traveled org sch 

2/5 
6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 2/5 
6:30a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

NBC4 News at 11am 12:00p

California Live 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm 4:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6626] Access Hollywood [#6627] Access Hollywood [#6628] 7:30p

Kenan American Auto 8:00p

Kenan Grand Crew
Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (8:40p)

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West 
8:30p

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West 
9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(10:38p)
10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:07p)

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:02p)
11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) LXTV: First Look (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today
Access Hollywood jip 

[#6630]  (3:45a)
3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am
Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat  (4:07a)
4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Primetime 

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

This Is Us

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Specials NFL 

Special Earnin' It #2 

NBC Sports Specials 

Drone Racing League 

Today in LA at 6am

Access Daily [ad2973]

Sunday Today

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Daytime 

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Access Daily [ad2971]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19062]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Days of Our Lives

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 11pm

That's My Jam

NBC Specials Celebrating 

Betty White: America's 

Golden Girl 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Ellen [#19080]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

Access Daily [ad2972]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Wall (10:01p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show jip 

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Ellen [#19084]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#19072]

Olympic Winter 

Games Opening 

Ceremony 

Olympic Winter 

Games Opening 

Ceremony 

Today in LA at 6am 

(6:26a)

Today Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:35p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:35p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:08p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Daytime 

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon 

(11:42p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (12:45a)

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Opening Ceremony 

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (8:03p)

Ellen [19160G]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:37p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:05p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (2:49a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Track & Field USA Track 

& Field - New Balance 

Indoor Boston Grand 

Prix 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:10p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/7/22 Tue 2/8/22 Wed 2/9/22 Thu 2/10/22 Fri 2/11/22 Sat 2/12/22 Sun 2/13/22
start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 2/12 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm 4:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

NBC Sports Super Bowl LVI 

Post Game  (7:08p)
7:00p

7:30p

Olympic Winter Games Prime 

West - Mt/Pt  (8:06p)

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West 
8:00p

Olympic Winter Games Prime 

West - Mt/Pt  (8:26p)
8:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm (9:01p) 9:00p

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (9:37p)

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (9:35p)
NBC4 News at 11pm (9:37p) 9:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm (9:52p) 10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:06p)

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:07p)
NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a
Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat - Part 2  

(2:19a)

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat  (4:10a)
Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
The Kelly Clarkson 

Show jip  (4:26a)
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today in LA at 6am

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show
NBC Sports NFL Super 

Bowl Special 

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:41p)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime+  (10:12p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat  

(2:55a)

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(8:48p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:42p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (8:13p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime+  (10:10p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:35p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (1:54a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime+  (9:01p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (10:27p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (1:19a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime+  (8:41p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (10:13p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

NBC Sports Super 

Bowl LVI: LA Rams @ 

Cincinnati Bengals  

(2:56p)

NBC Sports Super 

Bowl LVI Pre-Game 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat 

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+ 

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt 

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat - Part 1  

(12:42a)

Access Weekend 

[W1327]

Olympic Winter Games 

Weekend Primetime  

(7:24p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:31p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:05p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/14/22 Tue 2/15/22 Wed 2/16/22 Thu 2/17/22 Fri 2/18/22 Sat 2/19/22 Sun 2/20/22
start 

time
In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 2/19 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News at 3pm NBC4 News 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm NBC Nightly News The Olympic Zone NBC4 News at 4pm NBC4 News at 4pm 4:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone NBC4 News at 4pm The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West 

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 
7:30p

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (8:10p)
8:00p

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (8:38p)

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West 
8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime+  (9:48p)
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11pm NBC4 News at 11pm
America's Got Talent 

Extreme 
10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:05p)
11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

Early Today 3:00a

Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Today in LA at 5am

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Today Show

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC Sports Specials 

Drone Racing League 

Sunday Today

Motor Sports Monster 

Energy Supercross 

Today in LA at 6am

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:15p)

Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat  (3:24a)

NBC4 News Special 

LA Rams Victory 

Parade & Rally 

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:46p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:13p)

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:11p)

Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat  (3:31a)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:50p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter Games 

Prime West  (8:41p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:16p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Ecnore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:40p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (2:10a)

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(8:05p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (12:06a)

Olympic Winter Games 

Primetime Repeat  (3:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(9:05p)

NBC4 News at 11pm 

(11:31p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (2:19a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Premier 

League 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime West  

(8:13p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt  (11:05p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Daytime 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Primetime - Closing 

Ceremony 

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (2:10a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt 

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Primetime 

Olympic Winter 

Games Prime+  

(8:40p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Daytime  (11:34a)

Olympic Winter 

Games Primetime 

Repeat  (11:35p)

Olympic Winter 

Games Wc Encore - 

Mt/Pt 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Olympic Winter 

Games Weekend 

Daytime 

Olympic Winter Games 

Olympic Gold 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/21/22 Tue 2/22/22 Wed 2/23/22 Thu 2/24/22 Fri 2/25/22 Sat 2/26/22 Sun 2/27/22
start 

time
Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 2/26 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled Indy Car Indy Pre Race 9:00a

NBC Nightly News Kids Edition 

org sch 2/26 
9:30a

Today with Hoda & Jenna 10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NBC News Special Report 

Biden on SCOTUS 
11:00a

California Live California Live jip  (11:41a) California Live California Live California Live Golf PGA Tour Special 11:30a

Access Daily [#N/A] 12:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 

Police Pursuit  (12:16p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Ceragem Interna (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Ca 5-29-21 Gift (Paid 

Program) 

Plexaderm Yanga (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Soul Superstars (Paid 

Program) 
Open House [#5537] 4:00p

Unwavering: The Power of Black 

Innovation

Unwavering: The Power of Black 

Innovation
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5537] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6641] Access Hollywood [#6642]
Access Hollywood jip 

[#6643]  (7:44p)
Access Hollywood [#6644] Access Hollywood [#6645] 7:30p

American Auto Chicago Med 8:00p

Grand Crew Chicago Med (8:32p) 8:30p

Chicago Fire 9:00p

Chicago Fire 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Bob Costas  [#16] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Land of Sand 

[3373R]  (1:03a)
Circus King (Paid Program) 1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) LXTV: First Look (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today Circus King (Paid Program) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Legal Help Cent (Paid 

Program) 

Circus King (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today Show

NBC4 News

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(Prairie Confidential) 

Saturday Night Live (John 

Mulaney & Lcd 

Soundsystem) new  (8:29p)This Is Us

Ellen [19164G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Today in LA at 6am

Today in LA at 5am

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Daily [#N/A]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#19085]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Endgame

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19092]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Access Daily [#N/A]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#19096]

NBC4 News at 4pm

New Amsterdam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

NBC News Special Report 

Biden on Ukraine  (10:42a)

Access Daily [#N/A]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#19091]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Access Daily [#N/A]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Law & Order

Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit (9:05p)

Law & Order: Organized 

Crime (10:02p)

Dateline NBC (Echoes in 

the Canyons) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am 

(6:03a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Saturday Night Live 

(10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(John Mulaney & Lcd 

Soundsystem) new 

Dateline Saturday Night 

Mystery (Troubled Waters)  

(1:32a)

Access Weekend 

[W1329]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Specials 

Winter Cup 

Gymnastics 

Golf The Honda 

Classic 

The Blacklist

The Endgame

NBC4 News at 11pm

Golf The Honda 

Classic 

NBC4 News

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Indy Car Indycar St 

Pete 

Meet the Press

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

The Endgame

Law & Order
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/28/22 Tue 3/1/22 Wed 3/2/22 Thu 3/3/22 Fri 3/4/22 Sat 3/5/22 Sun 3/6/22
start 

time
Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 3/5 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am Golf PGA Tour Special 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

Access Daily [ad2991] 12:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 

Police Pursuit  (12:39p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip 
Semper Solaris (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Ceragem Interna (Paid 

Program) 

3-1-22 Gift Car (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Soul of Midnite (Paid 

Program) 
Open House [#5538] 4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jake Paul  [#10r] 

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Hudson Valley [3401R] 
4:30p

NBC4 News at 5pm NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5538] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6646] Access Hollywood [#6648] Access Hollywood [#6649] Access Hollywood [#6650] 7:30p

American Auto 8:00p

Grand Crew 8:30p

NBC4 News 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#6647] 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Jake Paul  [#10r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Hudson Valley [3401R]  (1:03a)

Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

LXTV: First Look (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Legal Help Cent (Paid 

Program) 

Luminess Breeze 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

NBC News Special William 

Barr Interview  (9:04p)

Transplant (10:04p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Golf Arnold Palmer 

Invitational  (11:32a)

NBC4 News

Access Weekend 

[W1330]

Paralympics

Saturday Night Live 

(Oscar Isaac & Charli 

Xcx) new  (8:29p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19167G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Blacklist

Saturday Night Live 

(10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Oscar Isaac & Charli 

Xcx) new 

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2995]

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Ellen [19165G]

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

Dateline Saturday Night 

Mystery (At the Edge of 

Town)  (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

NBC4 News

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Law & Order

NBC4 News at 11pm

Access Daily [ad2994]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19094]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2993]

NBC4 News at 11pm

Chicago PD

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19082]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Sate of the Union

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Endgame
Dateline NBC (The Secret 

Keepers) 

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19089]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Dateline NBC (Venom) 

Soccer Premier 

League 

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad2992]

Golf Arnold Palmer 

Invitational 

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

The Courtship

Paralympics
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/7/22 Tue 3/8/22 Wed 3/9/22 Thu 3/10/22 Fri 3/11/22 Sat 3/12/22 Sun 3/13/22
start 

time
Luminess Breeze (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

Roots Less Traveled org sch 

3/12 
6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 3/12 
6:30a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Today Show (8:42a) Wild Child 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Semper Solaris (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Ceragem Interna (Paid 

Program) 

3-1-22 Gift Car (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

The Balancing A (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Valentino Rossi  [#12r] 
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5539] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6651] Access Hollywood [#6652] Access Hollywood [#6653] Access Hollywood [#6654] Access Hollywood [#6655] 7:30p

American Auto 8:00p

Grand Crew 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Valentino Rossi  [#12r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

Philadephia: Beyond the 

Liberty Bell [#3423]  (1:03a)

Plexaderm Yanga (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley
Early Today 2:30a

Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look 1st Look Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Power Swabs Yan 

(Paid Program) 

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Paralympics

Dateline NBC (Siren 

Song) 

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Transplant

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19166G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3000]

Days of Our Lives

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Ellen [19162G]

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Paralympics

The Thing About Pam

Golf The Players 

Championship 

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News

Paralympics

Saturday Night Live (Zoë 

Kravitz & Rosalía) new  

(8:29p)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Law & Order

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2999]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19106]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Access Daily [ad2998]

The Thing About Pam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19077]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Chicago Fire

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

The Endgame

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Access Daily [ad2996]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19095]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Dateline Saturday Night 

Mystery (The Evil to Come)  

(1:32a)

change to daylight 

savings time

Today Show jip  

(7:45a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today Show

Access Daily [ad2997]

This Is Us

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Med

Weakest Link

Sunday Today

Meet the Press

Paralympics

Saturday Night Live 

(10:02p)

Saturday Night Live     

(Zoë Kravitz & Rosalía) 

new 

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Golf The Players 

Championship 

Access Weekend 

[W1331]

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

The Courtship

NBC4 News at 11pm
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/14/22 Tue 3/15/22 Wed 3/16/22 Thu 3/17/22 Fri 3/18/22 Sat 3/19/22 Sun 3/20/22
start 

time
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a
NBC News Special Report 

Zelenskyy Adress to Congress  

(6:05a)

Roots Less Traveled org sch 

3/19 
6:00a

Today in LA at 6am (6:38a)
One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 3/19 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Wild Child 8:30a

NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202212]
9:00a

9:30a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on Ukraine  (10:01a)
10:00a

Today with Hoda & Jenna jip  

(10:17a)
10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:02p) 3:00p

Ceragem Interna (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

3-1-22 Gift Car (Paid 

Program) 

Semper Solaris (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

John Paul Dejoria  [#17] 

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

John Paul Dejoria  [#17] 
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5524] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6656] Access Hollywood [#6657] Access Hollywood [#6658] Access Hollywood [#6659] Access Hollywood [#6660]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

South of France  [3367R] 
7:30p

Young Rock 8:00p

Mr. Mayor 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

John Paul Dejoria  [#17] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

South of France  [3367R]  

(1:03a)

Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Scalpmed Lf 1 T (Paid 

Program) 

Oxl Ken&Conniev 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19019R]

NBC4 News at 4pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago PD

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11pm

Access Daily [ad3003]

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:34a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Saturday Today

Track & Field Iaaf World 

Indoor Championships 

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Saturday Night Live

Law & Order

Dateline Weekend Mystery 

(The Figure in the Garage) 

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3005]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Law & Order

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19023R] Ellen [19163G]

Today Show

Today Show

The Endgame

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3004]

Today in LA at 6am

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19010R]

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3001]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3002]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19017R]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

This Is Us

The Thing About Pam 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live     

(Kieran Culkin & Ed 

Sheeran) 

Access Weekend 

[W1332] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Dateline NBC (A 

Haunting Stretch of 

Road) 

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

NBC Sports Specials 

Six Nations Rugby 

Golf Valspar 

Championship 

The Blacklist

Meet the Press

Indy Car Indycar 

Texas  (9:45a)

Golf Valspar 

Championship  

(12:02p)

Sunday Today

NBC4 News at 11pm

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent 

Extreme 

NBC Specials An 

Audience with Adel 

Weakest Link
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/21/22 Tue 3/22/22 Wed 3/23/22 Thu 3/24/22 Fri 3/25/22 Sat 3/26/22 Sun 3/27/22
start 

time
Mb 7.5 V.3 New  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House 5:30a

6:00a

One Team: Power of Sports 

org sch 3/26 
6:30a

7:00a

7:30a
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 

Dreyer
8:00a

Today Show (8:32a) Wild Child 8:30a

Roots Less Traveled
NBC4 NewsConference 

[#202213]
9:00a

NBC Nightly News Kids Edition 

org sch 3/26 

Ceragem Interna (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Today with Hoda & Jenna
Lum 201A30A Lf  (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

NATO Summit  (10:32a)

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on Ukraine  (10:16a)
10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live jip  (11:37a) California Live California Live 11:30a

Access Daily [ad3006] 12:00p

NBC News Special Report 

Jackson SCOTUS Hearing  

(12:18p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

3-1-22 Gift Car (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Shcta Los Angel (Paid 

Program) 

Semper Solaris (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8201]

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#8201]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm Open House [#5540] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6661] Access Hollywood [#6662] Access Hollywood [#6663] Access Hollywood [#6664] Access Hollywood [#6665]
LXTV: First Look Bananas' 

Reactions #3 [3419R] 
7:30p

Young Rock 8:00p

Mr. Mayor 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11pm 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 

Michael Strahan  [#14r] 
12:30a

LXTV: First Look Bananas' 

Reactions #3 [3419R]  (1:03a)

Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

In Touch with Dr Charles 

Stanley (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Power Swabs Yan (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am
Oxl Ken&Connie  

(Paid Program) 

Plexaderm Yanga 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Figure Skating

Weakest Link

Transplant

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [19168G]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Daily [ad3009]

Ellen [#19099]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Access Daily [ad3010]

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

This Is Us

Sunday Today

Golf WGC Dell 

Technologies Match 

Play 

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 4pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

The Thing About Pam 

(10:01p)

Today in LA at 6am

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19098]

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

The Endgame 

(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

American Song 

Contest

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

NBC News Special 

Report Jackson 

SCOTUS Hearing 

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3007]

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19097]

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11pm

Chicago PD

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily [ad3008]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19104]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Golf WGC Dell 

Technologies Match 

Play 

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Law & Order

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

The Blacklist

Dateline NBC (In the 

Light of Day) 

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

American Song Contest

Meet the Press

Saturday Night Live     

(Regé-Jean Page & 

Bad Bunny) 

Access Weekend 

[W1333] (1:32a)

NBC4 News

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Soccer Women's 

Soccer League 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2022 Schedule Updated: 04/01/22

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/28/22 Tue 3/29/22 Wed 3/30/22 Thu 3/31/22
start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am
NBC News Special Report Biden 

on Oil Reserves  (10:47a)
11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

NBC News Special Report Biden 

on Ukraine  (12:10p)
12:00p

Access Daily jip [ad3011]  

(12:27p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Ellen [#19101] 3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report Dog 

in LA River  (3:34p)
3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm NBC4 News at 6pm 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm NBC4 News at 7pm 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#6666] Access Hollywood [#6667] Access Hollywood [#6668] Access Hollywood [#6669] 7:30p

Young Rock 8:00p

Mr. Mayor 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) NBC4 News at 11pm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) NBC Nightly News (2:07a) 2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am Today in LA at 4am 4:00a

Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am Today in LA at 4:30am 4:30a

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Days of Our Lives

American Song Contest

The Endgame (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3012]

Days of Our Lives

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19102]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

NBC4 News at 11pm

This Is Us

The Thing About Pam 

(10:01p)

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11pm

Today in LA at 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3013]

Days of Our Lives

Today in LA at 6am

NBC4 News at 5pm

Chicago Fire

Chicago PD

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)

Today in LA at 5am

Today in LA at 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 

Jenna

Access Daily [ad3014]

Ellen [#19116]

NBC4 News at 4pm

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show

Ellen [#19100]

NBC4 News at 4pm

NBC4 News at 5pm

Law & Order

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Law & Order: 

Organized Crime

NBC4 News at 11pm

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 

Show (2:37a)
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